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Elena Nicole Casey, The Fracturing of Melancholy: Mental Health, Social Marginality, and 
National Crisis in the Theater of Pedro Calderón de la Barca 
(Under the Direction of Carmen Hsu) 
In early modern Spain, melancholy is an affective condition of the body and mind 
with social and national implications. My dissertation studies how melancholy fractures into 
related, but distinct illnesses according to gender, ethnicity, and class in the theater of Pedro 
Calderón de la Barca (1600-81). The illnesses of melancholy that my dissertation examines 
are lovesickness, the quartan fever, hypochondria, and epilepsy. Scholarship on early modern 
Spanish melancholy, particularly with regard to Calderón’s theater, considers the condition’s 
association with the male elite. By providing the first comprehensive evaluation of the 
melancholies of socially marginal characters in Calderón’s theater, the dissertation brings to 
light ideas about mental health and social division communicated to a large cross-section of 
Spanish society.  
Following a chapter on melancholy’s evolution from classical Greece to early modern 
Spain, each chapter explains the medical symptoms and social implications of the characters 
that suffer these illnesses in Calderón’s theater. Chapter one’s brief history of melancholy 
prefaces and contextualizes the dissertation’s discussion of the playwright’s texts by 
highlighting the multidisciplinary shaping of mental health and the connection between 
nationality, social identity, and melancholy that are essential to understanding the condition’s 
role in Calderón’s theater. Chapter two analyzes the disparities between male and female 
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experiences of mental illness through a study of the transference of emotional imbalance in 
the comedia, underscoring how lovesickness and its ramifications for female characters 
expose kingly misconduct. Chapter three delves into mental illness and ethnicity through the 
quartan fever. Chapters four and five detail how hypochondria and epilepsy distinguish the 
working class from the elite and comically expose noble flaws. These chapters show that 
melancholy affects every type of character in Calderón’s theater. While they each reveal how 
mental health concerns and their social implications shift according to gender, ethnicity, and 
class, together, they depict mental illness as a national crisis of the body politic. At the same 
time, the fracturing of melancholy destabilizes the monarchical model of the political body, 
allowing the health crises of lower-class subjects to function as bridges between classes, as 
well as tools of social commentary and individuation.
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Melancolía y tristeza  
los físicos dividieron,  
en que la tristeza es  
causa de algún mal suceso;  
pero la melancolía,  
de natural sentimiento;  
y así, no podré decirlo.  
—“Amón” in Los cabellos de Absalón by Pedro Calderón de la Barca1 
Melancholy comes from an emotional imbalance within the body. Amón’s definition 
of melancholy in Los cabellos de Absalón (1633) serves as a window into the condition’s 
nature in the theater of Pedro Calderón de la Barca (1600-81). Through Amón, Calderón 
reaches into the medical science of his time to provide a basic definition for melancholy. 
However, in Los cabellos de Absalón, and throughout Calderón’s theatrical corpus, the 
prince’s sickness also poses a threat to the very structure of his nation and the physical and 
social health of everyone in its path. Melancholy may begin as a medical condition, but the 
ramifications of the disease go far beyond the medical distress of the individual body. The 
crisis of prince Amón represents the melding of the medical and metaphorical that molds 
                                                
1[The physicians separated melancholy from sadness in that sadness is caused by some 
unhappy event; but melancholy, from some feeling within the physical body; and so I will 
not be able to say what it is.] (Act 1, vv. 611-17) All citations of Los cabellos de Absalón 
come from the edition of Evangelina Rodríguez Cuadros. The in-text citations will be 
formatted as follows: (Act number, verse number). All Spanish or Latin to English 
translations in the present dissertation are my own and will be bracketed in footnotes, unless 
otherwise stated. I provide translations in a communicative style in order to facilitate the 
current reader’s understanding of the early modern significance of the translated language. 
For the translation of antiquated words and phrases, the dissertation relies upon Sebastián de 
Covarrubias’s Tesoro de la lengua castellana (1611) and the RAE’s Diccionario de 
Autoridades (1729-36).  
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melancholy in the theater of Pedro Calderón de la Barca and the culture of seventeenth-
century Spain.2 
Melancholy, the early modern term for what we now categorize as mental illness, is 
an affective condition of the body and mind with social and national implications. In 
seventeenth-century Spain, “mental” refers to the bodily faculty comprised of the soul and 
rational functions.3 As detailed by early modern medical treatises, including Juan Huarte de 
San Juan’s Examen de ingenios (1575, 1594), Alonso de Santa Cruz’s Sobre la melancolía 
(ca. 1569), and Andrés Velásquez’s Libro de la melancolía (1585), melancholy results from 
the combustion of humors in excess, typically black bile or choler.4 This combustion may 
begin in the mind or in another part of the body before infecting the mind through the dark 
                                                
2Unless otherwise stated, the dates provided for Calderón’s plays come from the editions 
used for their citation (when relevant) or Calderón’s obras completas, edited by Valbuena 
Briones and Valbuena Prat. 
 
3The basic definitions for “mental” and “melancholy” employed in the current dissertation 
are informed by Covarrubias’s Tesoro. According to Covarrubias, mental refers to the “cosa 
que pertenece a la mente, y al alma” [something that pertains to mind and the soul] (pt. 1: fol. 
546v). The mind or “anima” is that which houses mental faculties (pt. 1: fol. 72r). 
Melancholy is a passion (pt. 1: fol. 544v), or affect of the anima (pt. 1: fol. 580r), notable for 
its ability to alter or exaggerate one’s emotional responses (pt. 1: fol. 17r). The version of 
Covarrubias’s Tesoro cited is composed of two parts, with the second part of the manuscript 
numbering its folios again from 1. Therefore, all citations of the text include “pt. 1” (for the 
first part) or “pt. 2” (for the second part) before the folio number. All citations of the Tesoro 
modernize spelling and remove abbreviations and antiquated contractions, while respecting 
the text’s formal register and usage of punctuation and gender. Those interested in the 
original forms of the passages quoted may consult the respective folios from the 1611 edition 
of the Tesoro, listed in the bibliography to this dissertation. 
  
4Although the first version of the Examen de ingenios of Huarte is published in 1575, all 
references to the text come from the 1594 edition. The present investigation consults 
Huarte’s definition of melancholy due to the influence of the work on literature and theater, 
particularly the works of Miguel de Cervantes, to which Calderón makes frequent reference 
in his theater. All citations of Huarte’s text will follow a (page; chapter number) format. 
Beyond early modern medical treatises, Lawrence Babb succinctly charts melancholy’s 




vapors that rise from the burning humor.5 Melancholic vapors confuse the mind’s perception 
of the world before compromising the brain’s abilities of comprehension and memory. When 
severe, melancholy can provoke a variety of illnesses of the mind. As a condition whose 
outward appearance belies the sickness within, melancholy is first known by the acting of its 
symptoms: an inexplicable, chronic sadness and fatigue such as prince Amón’s, 
uncontrollable and violent fits of emotional distress, reclusion, self-neglect, and self-harm. At 
the same time, these symptoms and the condition they represent arise from and engender a 
crisis shared between the body and its environment. Melancholy and the illnesses of the mind 
that it provokes are caused by factors that go beyond the body itself: unachievable desire, 
diet, ethnic heritage, horoscopic influence, scholarly pursuits, and sleeplessness. Upon 
igniting within the body, melancholy billows into a miasma that envelops the individual 
while always also blowing beyond them into the expansive body politic of which they are a 
single part. Melancholy is a corporeal, social, and national crisis.  
My dissertation seeks to understand how this condition shifts and splinters according 
to gender, ethnicity, and class in Calderón’s theater, and what the fracturing of melancholy 
communicates about the structure and health of Spain’s body politic and its individual 
members. If, as Amón suggests, melancholy is the condition that rises from a cause that the 
ruling body cannot articulate, then what can melancholy itself tell us about the state of the 
body politic and all of its human parts? Does melancholy change when it moves beyond what 
is male and powerful? If so, how? What can we learn from the melancholies of women, Jews, 
                                                
5For the perspective of the classical philosophy and science that form the base of the 
academic medicine of the seventeenth century, see Hippocrates’ description of melancholic 
affect as that which makes the anima fill with hot vapors that compromise its faculties and 
cause fever (Epidemias, 77). 
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Moors, servants, and commoners on Calderón’s stage? These are the fundamental questions 
of my research.  
My approach to the affective condition in Calderón’s theater reflects the confluence 
between the literary and the medical in early modern Europe. For example, Robert Burton’s 
psychological treatise, the Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), whose publication coincides 
approximately with the start of Calderón’s theatrical career in 1623, employs the titular 
character of the Celestina (1499) as an authority on the ability of certain philters and meats to 
facilitate male erection, and cites the sacro-profanity of Calisto’s adoration of Melibea as a 
telltale symptom of love melancholy.6 In reverse, Miguel de Cervantes uses the physician 
Juan Huarte de San Juan’s vision of melancholy as resulting from the desiccation of the mind 
precipitated by little sleep, poor diet, and excessive reading, particularly of libros de 
caballerías, as genesis for the character of Don Quijote.7 Literature informs medical culture, 
which informs literature. Calderón, too, frequently adapts medical language and imagery. As 
shown above, Los cabellos de Absalón’s Amón defers to medical precedent when explaining 
his suffering, and other plays, such as La fiera, el rayo y la piedra (1652), reference the 
                                                
6See “Some … strong and lusty, well fed … by philters, and such kind of lascivious meats, 
use all means to enable themselves: and brag of it in the end, confodi multas enim, occidi 
vero paucas per ventrem vidisti, as that Spanish Celestina merrily said” (287). The Latin, as 
translated by Ricardo Castells in Fernando de Rojas and the Renaissance Vision, reads “In 
truth you have seen many injured through the belly, but few slain that way” (73). See also, 
“his soul lives in her body,” which Burton attributes to “Calisto de Melibaea” (footnote 15, p. 
502). Chapter four of Castells’s Fernando de Rojas and the Renaissance Vision, entitled 
“Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy: A Seventeenth-Century View of Celestina,” provides 
further analysis of the influence of the Celestina upon Burton’s work (63-78). 
 
7The first literary scholar to recognize the relationship between Huarte’s Examen and 
Cervantes’ Quijote is Rafael Salillas in Un gran inspirador de Cervantes, el doctor Juan 
Huarte y su Examen de ingenios. Ensuing scholarship on the topic includes Roger Bartra’s 
Cultura y melancolía, Javier García Gibert’s Cervantes y la melancolía, Otis H Green’s El 
“Ingenioso” Hidalgo, Mauricio de Iriarte’s El doctor Huarte de San Juan, and Teresa Scott 
Soufas’s Melancholy and the Secular Mind. 
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process of humoral burning that releases dark fumes into the body and mind—known in the 
medical and alchemical spheres as adustion—to define the melancholic suffering of their 
protagonists.8 Literary and medical discourses together shape definitions of melancholy in 
seventeenth-century Europe. Calderón’s Spain imbues the medical condition with cultural 
significance. 
 In early modern Europe, melancholy is as much a social and national signifier as it is 
a medical condition. Monarchs become known for their melancholy across Protestant and 
Catholic nations, Felipe II among them (Bartra, Cultura y melancolía, 40). This national 
identification allows the condition to flourish in visual and textual cultures as a marker of 
elite society, as well as cultural  crisis.9 In the words of Andrés Velásquez: “Qué de historias 
leemos de casos desastrados, y horrendos, que se han visto de hombres apasionados con esta 
                                                
8See the princess Anajarte’s description of her emotional state as “tristezas / melancólico y 
adusto / humor” [sorrows, a melancholic and adust humor] in La fiera, el rayo y la piedra 
(Act 1, p. 1600, col. B). All citations of La fiera, el rayo y la piedra come from Don Pedro 
Calderón de la Barca: obras completas, edited by Valbuena Briones and Valbuena Prat. 
Since Valbuena Briones’s edition lacks verse numbers, all citations of the play will use the 
following format: (Act, page, column A or B). 
 
9Melancholy’s association with specific people groups, particularly the social elite, in visual 
culture has been explored by Raymond Klibansky et al. in Saturn and Melancholy and 
Laurinda S. Dixon in The Dark Side of Genius. The condition’s significance in Spanish 
textual and social culture has been illuminated by Belén Atienza in El loco en el espejo, 
Roger Bartra in Cultura y melancolía, Ricardo Castells in Fernando de Rojas and the 
Renaissance Vision, Francoise Davoine in Fighting Melancholia, José María Ferri Coll in De 
la expresión melancólica, Fernando Rodríguez de la Flor’s Era melancólica, Robert Folger 
in Escape From the Prison of Love, Felice Gambin in Azabache, Christine Orobitg in 
L’humeur noire, and Teresa Scott Soufas in Melancholy and the Secular Mind. The 
condition’s significance in early modern England is summarized by Lawrence Babb’s The 




enfermedad perderse. Los cuales podían antes gobernar el mundo” (107).10 In early modern 
Spain, melancholy not only defines great men but also destroys them. 
 Melancholy’s role as a signifier of monarchical crisis aligns with the construct of the 
body politic. The correspondence between the prince’s governance and his nation’s well-
being forms an integral part of the Western philosophical tradition of cosmic structuring 
extant from antiquity through the eighteenth century. This tradition is classified by Arthur 
Oncken Lovejoy, in his text of the same name, as the “‘Great Chain of Being,’ composed ... 
of an infinte, number of links ranging in hierarchical order from the meagerst kind of 
existents ... to the highest possible kind of creature” (59). European societies frequently 
employ bodily metaphors to explain this ordering of beings and the influence they have over 
one another. As the head of the nation’s metaphorical body, the king is responsible for the 
physical well-being and moral rectitude of his subjects. For example, the Siete Partidas (ca. 
1256-65) by Alfonso X (1221-84) assert that “el rey es cabeza del reino, pues así como de la 
cabeza nacen los sentidos por los que se mandan todos los miembros del cuerpo, bien así por 
el mandamiento que nace del rey, y que es señor y cabeza de todos los del reino, se deben 
mandar, y guiar y haber un acuerdo con él para obedecerle, y amparar y guardar y enderezar 
el reino de donde él es alma y cabeza, y ellos, los miembros” (134-35; part. 2, ley 5).11 
Correspondingly, flaws in the king’s governance result in the disordering of the political 
body. For instance, Frank A. Domínguez states, in Carajicomedia: Parody and Satire: 
                                                
10[What stories we read about unfortunate and horrendous cases, in which men impassioned 
with this illness have been seen to lose their wits! Those who once could govern the world]  
 
11This passage is translated as follows by Samuel Parsons Scott: “the king is the head of the 
kingdom, for, as from the head originate the feelings by which all the members of the body 
are controlled; so also by the commands which originate from the king, who is the lord and 
head of all the people of his kingdom, they should be directed and guided, and act in 
harmony with him, to obey him, and support, and protect, and aggrandize the kingdom, of 
which he is the soul and head, and they are the members” (272; part. 2, law 5).  
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As García de Castrogeriz noted in his Glosa castellana, “A exemplo del rey se 
compone todo el mundo, e al su mal enxemplo se desordenan e se descomponen 
todos los omnes” (248, the king is the pattern for all to follow, and a bad king 
portends disorder and chaos for the people). Behind this simple statement is a 
common metaphor that closely identifies the king’s body with law and order. ... The 
idea was that watchfulness will keep the law from deforming like a body. (207) 
In medieval and early modern Spain, metaphors of the health or infirmity of the national 
body function as a means of evaluating the monarchy. In agreement with Ernst Hartwig 
Kantorowicz in The King’s Two Bodies, in these metaphors of governance, the king’s “body 
natural” and his “body politic” are “indivisible” (9). Within this framework, melancholy’s 
association with the elite positions the condition as a symbol of national crisis. 
Born in Madrid in 1600, Calderón lives his life at the intersection of the powers that 
shape his nation and the people they affect.12 His father, Diego Calderón, was an hidalgo 
(meaning that his nobility was earned rather than inherited) and secretary to the national 
treasury. After studying to assume the priesthood, Pedro instead begins studies in law at the 
University of Salamanca (then the premiere institution of higher education in the nation), 
before writing his first plays in the 1620s and serving for a brief period as a soldier in Italy 
and Flanders. After becoming a Franciscan priest in 1650, Calderón’s career as both religious 
and secular playwright continues until his death in 1681. By the time of his death, Calderón 
has written over 100 theatrical works, and redefined the genre of the auto sacramental (or 
religious play), with his plays being performed for the Kings Philip III and IV (1605-65) and 
their Courts at the royal palaces in Madrid, for religious celebrations, and in city 
                                                
12The biographical details of Calderón’s life come from Emilio Cotarelo y Mori’s Ensayo 
sobre la vida y obras de D. Pedro Calderón de la Barca and Don W. Cruickshank’s Don 




playhouses.13 Calderón’s works are still performed today, and have particularly inspired 
prominent German authors and philosophers, such as Goethe (1749-1832) and Nietzsche 
(1844-1900).  
In the seventeenth century, theater is Spain’s most popular entertainment platform, 
Calderón, along with Lope de Vega, is theater’s favorite playwright, and melancholy is the 
most pressing threat to health in Calderón’s plays, manifest in the majority of his expansive 
theatrical corpus. As a playwright, priest, scholar, and soldier beloved by the common public 
and nobility alike, Calderón witnesses the spiritual, societal, and political dilemmas of his 
nation, and uses melancholy to address them in his theater. However, all melancholy is not 
the same on Calderón’s stage. Melancholy is not merely a male, noble lovesickness or a 
spiritual malaise, although those are indeed important facets of its early modern identity. 
Rather, my dissertation studies how melancholy fractures into specific and distinct illnesses 
of the mind according to the gender, ethnicity, and class of the characters it infects. This 
fracturing of melancholy matters for the study of early modern textual culture not only for its 
potential to reveal unique approaches to national crisis in Calderón’s theater, but also for its 
potential to illuminate social and psychological distinctions made between people groups and 
mental illnesses in early modern Spain.  
In order to study the fracturing of melancholy within an early modern context, this 
analysis employs interdisciplinary and contemporaneous cognitive methodologies. My study 
recognizes that early modern ideas about mental health do not emerge bound by the 
limitations of medical science, but in the cultural space shared between the sciences, politics, 
                                                
13For an expansive overview of Calderón’s autos sacramentales, their influence and purpose, 
see Alexander A. Parker’s The Allegorical Drama of Calderón. Regarding the eminence of 
the playwright’s autos, Parker affirms: “In 1648 … and from that year onwards Calderón 




and the visual and textual arts. This perspective leads the dissertation to employ a variety of 
multi-disciplinary texts and images in its evaluations of Calderón’s plays, and to assess the 
role of Calderón’s own theater in shaping cultural perspectives of persons with mental 
illnesses. Together, the interdisciplinary and cognitive frameworks of the dissertation 
facilitate an understanding of melancholy in Calderón’s theater as a human condition with 
social and medical significance. 
The dual social and medical approach of the dissertation is also informed by the 
pioneering literary scholarship of Teresa Scott Soufas, the first to compose a comprehensive 
evaluation of melancholy in early modern Spanish literature, including Calderón’s theater.14 
Scott Soufas identifies melancholy with anti-Catholic ideology and the Cartesian shift toward 
intellectualism, concluding that, in Calderón’s plays, illnesses of the mind functions as a 
consequence and condemnation of these behaviors and the societies that support them. She 
also recognizes how the depiction and function of the mentally ill in literature shifts 
according to social class, specifically, with regard to Spanish theater, as seen in the 
                                                
14Atienza discusses the interaction between madness and melancholy in the drama of Lope 
de Vega, concluding that Lope’s loco melancólico serves as blithe critic of his society. A 
good example of this is her analysis of Los locos de Valencia, in which Lope presents 
characters that feign and caricature madness causing only temporary, comedic disorder (67). 
However, while Atienza recognizes the presence of the melancholic madman on Lope’s 
stage, she does not pursue the topic of melancholy in Calderón. Although melancholy is 
critically under-studied, medicine and illness are common topics of critical scholarship on 
Calderón’s theater. Related studies include José Amezcua’s “La mujer y enfermedad en El 
médico de su honra calderoniano,” Fernando Díaz-Plaja’s El médico en las letras españolas, 
A. Robert Lauer’s “La enfermedad y la cura de doña Mencía en El médico de su honra de 
Calderón” and “Aspectos médico-legales respecto a El médico de su honra de Calderón,” 
Florencio L. Pérez Bautista’s “La medicina y los médicos en el teatro de Calderón de la 
Barca,” and Hendrik Schlieper’s “Matasanos y salvador: El médico y la medicina como 
variaciones teatrales en Calderón.” Whereas these studies look broadly at illness in 
Calderón’s theater, the present dissertation explores how Calderón manipulates the specific 
etiology and cultural associations of melancholy toward his literary purposes. 
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relationships between nobleman and servant.15 My dissertation expands and invigorates Scott 
Soufas’s findings, not only by correlating Calderón’s literary discussion of melancholy to 
other contemporaneous cultural perspectives, but also by discussing a wider variety of plays, 
diseases of melancholy, and character-types. 
The illnesses of melancholy that this dissertation examines are lovesickness, the 
quartan fever, hypochondria, and epilepsy.16 Mania and madness are frequently recognized as 
conditions related to, but distinct from, melancholy in Calderón’s theater and early modern 
textual cultures. However, exploring the role of mania and madness in this capacity lies 
beyond the limitations of the present investigation, which discusses the conditions only when 
employed as symptoms of the aforementioned diseases of melancholy.17 Following a chapter 
on the cultural history of melancholy, each chapter of the dissertation communicates the 
medical symptoms that characters suffering each of these illnesses manifest, and the social 
implications of their condition.  
                                                
15Scott Soufas’s corpus of work that addresses melancholy in Calderón’s plays includes 
“Calderón’s Joyless Jester,” Melancholy and the Secular Mind, and “Melancholy, the 
Comedia, and Early Modern Psychology.” Like Scott Soufas, ensuing studies of melancholy 
in Calderón’s theater by Aline Bergounioux in “Remarques sur le thème de la mélancolie 
dans El Príncipe Constante de Calderón,” Manuel Delgado in “La melancolía erótica de 
Cipriano en El mágico prodigioso,” Marcelo Jurisich’s “Donde termina el sueño: Drama 
barroco y melancholia,” and Alan KG Paterson in “The Comic and Tragic Melancholy of 
Juan Roca: A Study of Calderón’s El pintor de su deshonra” focus on what the condition 
reveals about the male elite. 
 
16Some of these ailments are no longer recognized as mental illnesses today, while the 
science and metaphorical associations of those that are (hypochondria and epilepsy) differ 
greatly from our contemporary understanding of the diseases, as will be discussed in the 
chapters that address them.  
 
17For an overview of the role of madness in Spanish literature and particularly, for the 
purposes of the present investigation, the comedia, see Márquez Villanueva’s “Literatura 
bufonesca o del ‘loco.’” 
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Chapter one, “A Brief Cultural History of Melancholy from Classical Greece to Early 
Modern Spain,” prefaces and contextualizes the dissertation’s discussion of the playwright’s 
texts by highlighting the multidisciplinary shaping of mental health and the connection 
between nationality, social identity, and melancholy that are essential to understanding the 
condition’s role in Calderón’s theater. The chapter traces the evolution of melancholy from 
its inception in classical Greece to the roles it plays in early modern Spanish theater 
contemporary to Calderón. This overview includes a selection of artistic, literary, medical, 
philosophical, religious, and socio-political perspectives, selected according to their 
importance in shaping cultural movements and in situating Calderón’s representation of 
melancholy within the discourses active in his historical moment.  
Chapter two, “Engendering Melancholy, the Transmission of Emotional Imbalance in 
the Comedia,” examines the relationship between male and female experiences of 
melancholy in Calderón’s theater through the lovesickness of the social elite in three of 
Calderón’s comedias: Los cabellos de Absalón, Apolo y Climene (1638), and Darlo todo y no 
dar nada (1657). The chapter studies the interaction between gender and love melancholy in 
the comedia because the condition is predominant in this genre, appearing in more than fifty 
plays. Scott Soufas has examined male noble melancholy in Calderón’s “love-murder 
plays”—El médico de su honra (ca. 1628-29), El pintor de su deshonra (1645), and A secreto 
agravio, secreta venganza (1637).18 In contrast, women’s experiences of melancholy on 
                                                
18In what she denominates “Calderón’s love-murder plays,” Scott Soufas considers the 
seventeenth-century dramatist as someone who “highly mistrust[s]” the melancholic, secular 
mind of his time and the Cartesian shift that melancholy embodies (Melancholy and the 
Secular Mind, ix). For example, she interprets Gutierre of El médico de su honra as a type of 
isolated scholar, whose private investigation results in both private and public disorder. 
Through the fatal love melancholy of the male leads in El médico de su honra, as well as El 
pintor de su deshonra, and A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Scott Soufas concludes that 
these plays function as cautionary tales about intellectual over-contemplation and the 
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Calderón’s stage have received minimal consideration by early modern scholars.19 Therefore, 
the three exemplars of elite melancholy that chapter two analyzes have been selected for their 
depiction of the condition’s interaction with both genders. By studying plays that dramatize 
male and female melancholy, the chapter seeks to broaden the critical discussion of elite 
lovesickness on Calderón’s stage, to initiate a dialogue about the relationship between male 
and female melancholies in his theater, and to posit what that relationship may reveal about 
gendered approaches to mental health in early modern Spain. The mutual, ancient contexts of 
the comedias facilitates comparisons between them. Further, the ancient setting provides for 
a study of melancholy in a context unexplored by literary criticism on Calderón. 
Chapter three, “Melancholy, Ethnic Alterity, and the Quartan Fever,” delves into 
mental illness and ethnicity. The chapter examines the association between the quartan fever 
and the outcasts of Spanish society in the comedia of El príncipe constante (1629) and the 
auto of La semilla y la cizaña (1651). Since the quartan fever gravitates toward non-Catholic 
people groups on Calderón’s stage, the chapter ponders the ailment’s theological contexts 
and implications. The two plays that form the basis of the chapter’s study together represent 
the scope of the quartan fever’s relationship to ethnic others in Calderón’s theater, its ability 
                                                                                                                                                  
societies that support such behavior. The date of probable creation for El médico de su honra 
(circa 1628-29) comes from Don W. Cruickshank’s Don Pedro Calderón, which updates his 
previous chronology of the play—the one that Ana Armendáriz Aramendía uses in her 
edition of the play—with the inclusion of primary evidence provided by Norman D. Shergold 
and John E. Varey in “Some Early Calderón Dates” (78, endnote 41 on p. 358).   
  
19Isabel Hernando Morata interprets melancholic woman as a trope of Calderón’s theater in 
“‘Este paso ya está hecho’, otra vez la dama triste o melancólica en Calderón.” Hernando 
Morata’s survey functions as an encyclopaedic overview of the most common causes, 
symptoms, language, and cures related to female melancholy on Calderón’s stage. However, 
her survey omits the three plays discussed by chapter two of the present dissertation, and 
considers the appearance of female melancholy apart from its potential significance within 
the play-worlds of the women it affects, and apart from the social and medical contexts of 
early modern Spain.  
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to infect characters of both Jewish and Moorish ethnicity. Neither the particular association 
between melancholy and ethnic others nor the nature of the quartan fever beyond its 
relationship to noble lovesickness have been explored in early modern Spanish theater.20 
Chapter three recuperates these manifestations of melancholy in an effort to spark the 
discussion of mental illness and alterity in seventeenth-century Spanish theater.  
Chapter four, “The Hypochondriac Gracioso,” initiates the investigation of 
melancholy’s presence among the lower classes. The chapter evaluates the relationship 
between hypochondria and the gracioso figure in four comedias: El médico de su honra (ca. 
1628-29), El mayor monstruo del mundo (ca. 1635) / El mayor monstruo los celos 
(1667/1672), La fiera, el rayo y la piedra (1652), and Hado y divisa de Leonido y Marfisa 
(1680).21 The funny hypochondriac servant is a character that appears exclusively in 
Calderón’s comedia. Spanning the duration of the playwright’s career, together, these 
particular plays form an effective sample group for the case study of this relationship. 
Several scholars of early modern theater have touched upon the presence of the 
                                                
20See “The Cuartanas of Lisis” by Elena Casey, María de Zayas Tells Baroque Tales of Love 
and the Cruelty of Men by Margaret Greer, Locas atrevidas en la literatura española de los 
Siglos de Oro by Persephone Hernández-Vogt and “Lisis o la remisión de la enfermedad del 
amor en las novelas de María de Zayas y Sotomayor” by Ingrid E. Matos-Nin, and “La 
cuartana de amor del Caballero de Olmedo” by Enrique Martínez López. While these 
scholars examine the use of the cuartanas by authors contemporary to Calderón, there has 
yet to be a comprehensive study of the fever in his theater. However, the cuartanas 
constitutes an important theme in several of Calderón’s plays.  
 
21El mayor monstruo exists in two forms, El mayor monstruo del mundo (ca. 1635) and El 
mayor monstruo los celos (1667/1672). Harry Warren Hilborn’s A Chronology of the Plays 
of D. Pedro Calderón de Barca makes a convincing argument based on historical 
documentation and versification for dating the first edition to a party in the court of Felipe IV 
(26). The second edition’s dates comes from the two separate licenses for the play’s 
representation, documented in María J. Caamaño Rojo’s “El mayor monstruo del mundo, de 
Calderón: reescritura y tradición textual” (140). The changes between the first and second 
editions, especially the gracioso’s change in name from Malacuca to Polidoro and marked 
moral improvement, are the subject of discussion in chapter four. 
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hypochondriac gracioso in Calderón’s theater as a medium of satire and criticism of elite 
behaviors.22 Chapter four seeks to build upon these studies, asking why Calderón affiliates 
this particular manifestation of melancholy with the gracioso figure, and what said 
association may reveal about the early modern relationship between mental illness and social 
class—not only with regard to what the melancholy of lower-class servants may 
communicate about their elite counterparts, but also with regard to how the condition 
changes when affecting the servant instead of the master 
 Chapter five continues the analysis of melancholy among the lower classes. “‘Todo es 
cosa de risa,’ The Comic Female Melancholics of Calderón’s Short Theater” studies the 
entremeses of El robo de las sabinas (1640) and La melancólica (prior to 1650), and the 
mojiganga of El Parnaso, 2ª parte de La rabia (1659). The funny female commoners of 
these three plays negotiate two diseases of melancholy, hypochondria and epilepsy. The 
chapter treats these three plays together not only because of their common genre (short 
theater) but also because of their shared, humorous depiction of lower-class female 
melancholy. Neither the short theater nor the funny melancholic women within it have been 
the focus of scholarship related to melancholy upon Calderón’s stage. For the first time, 
chapter five investigates how Calderón stages melancholy in this genre, what these funny 
women contribute to the critical understanding of female melancholy in the playwright’s 
theater and early modern society, and how the melancholy within these works of short theater 
relates to the longer plays performed alongside them. The chapter uses the findings of this 
                                                
22According to Scott Soufas in “Calderón’s Joyless Jester” and Melancholy and the Secular 
Mind, in El médico de su honra, Coquín’s hypochondria illustrates the harmful influence of 
the lovesick master over his servant and conveys Calderón’s contempt for those noble men 
that engage in solitary intellectualism. Florencio L. Pérez Bautista takes a more comic 
approach to the gracioso’s affliction in “La medicina y los médicos en el teatro de Calderón 
de la Barca,” interpreting hypochondria as a parody of the elite obsession with melancholy.  
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investigation to address the question of authorship regarding La melancólica. María-Luisa 
Lobato has argued in her edition of the play that La melancólica “tiene más datos que 
inclinan la atribución a Calderón” (452).23 Chapter five endeavors to determine whether a 
comparison of melancholy in La melancólica to the condition in other short plays written by 
Calderón strengthens or weakens the argument for the inclusion of the entremés within 
Calderón’s theatrical corpus.  
The five chapters of the dissertation follow several organizing principles. Firstly, the 
dissertation moves from tragic to comic manifestations of melancholy. The two chapters 
following the cultural history of melancholy present character types (elite women and ethnic 
others) whose melancholic suffering threatens spiritual condemnation, death, or exile; the 
final two chapters introduce varieties of melancholy that facilitate laughter, parody, and 
entertainment. This ordering reflects a movement from the most- to the least-studied 
experiences of melancholy upon Calderón’s stage. Beginning with tragic iterations of 
melancholy and, particularly, a comparison of the lovesickness of the male and female elite is 
intended to provide the reader with a sense of the current state of literary criticism with 
regard to melancholy and the dominant representations of the condition in Calderón’s theater 
before launching into understudied and less common characters and diseases. Secondly, 
facets of the dissertation’s discussion of comic melancholic characters in the last two 
chapters rely upon the reader’s understanding of the elite language, symptoms, and cures of 
melancholy presented in the second chapter and, to a degree, the third. Thirdly and lastly, the 
decision to focus the second and fifth chapters on women in separate genres, from different 
social backgrounds, and with unique experiences of disease is intended as a means of 
bringing the dissertation full-circle, thereby showing the wide range of possibilities for 
                                                
23[has more pieces of information that favour its attribution to Calderón]  
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melancholy and the melancholic on Calderón’s stage beyond the condition’s current 
recognition as a male and noble malaise.   
The dissertation’s analysis of how people with illnesses of the mind are portrayed on 
Calderón’s stage offers many new ways to think about early modern Spanish theater and 
culture. By providing the first comprehensive study of melancholy beyond the male elite in 
Calderón’s theater, the dissertation brings to light ideas about mental health, gender, 
ethnicity, and class communicated to a large cross-section of Spanish society. Since ideas 
about melancholy and mental health permeate Calderón’s plays, they have the ability to 
develop our understanding of both the medical and social purposes of Calderón’s theater and 
Spanish literature, and the role of these in shaping cultural perspectives of people with 
mental illnesses in early modern Spain. 
The study of persons with diseases of melancholy on the Spanish stage also promises 
to enliven our knowledge of the history of mental health. Today, early modern Europe is 
recognized as the birthplace of psychology in Western civilization. Literary scholars have 
explored the connections between nascent psychological thought and representations of 
melancholy in the written literature of seventeenth-century Spain, most famously, Cervantes’ 
Quijote. By focusing on Calderón’s theater, the dissertation brings performed texts into the 
discussion of the multidisciplinary shaping of melancholy and mental health. 
Finally, mental health concerns continue to dominate contemporary society. In the 
US, twenty percent of the population accesses or will require mental health care services. 
Stigma associated with gender, ethnicity, race, and other aspects of modern culture continues 
to threaten the wellbeing of people with mental illness and their loved ones. It is my hope 
that by learning about the history of mental health, we can help create a better future for 
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those with mental illness. Specifically, I hope that my dissertation’s discussion of 
associations between melancholy, gender, ethnicity, and class in the popular entertainment of 
early modern Spain encourages conversation about how our own society could better 





CHAPTER 1: A BRIEF CULTURAL HISTORY OF MELANCHOLY FROM CLASSICAL 
GREECE TO EARLY MODERN SPAIN 
In order to understand melancholy’s function on Calderón’s stage, what follows is a 
cultural history of melancholy that highlights the interplay between melancholy, social 
division, and national crisis, beginning with the classical era and leading to Calderón’s 
seventeenth-century Spanish theater.24 Furthermore, the medical definition of melancholy has 
been entwined with illnesses of the mind and metaphors of social order since its birth in 
antiquity. The fathers of Western medical philosophy and science, Hippocrates (460-377 
B.C.E) and Galen (130-200 A.D.), situate melancholy among the four temperaments or 
humors composing both the human body and the known universe: sanguine (hot and humid), 
cholera (hot and dry), phlegm (cold and humid) and melancholy (cold and dry). These 
philosopher-physicians recognize the balance of the four humors as the crux of health and 
associate their imbalance with a variety of ailments corresponding to each person’s unique 
humoral constitution. A body containing too much melancholy runs the risk of ailments of 
the mind. These ailments include madness or mania, which we would now recognize as
                                                
24In the classical and early modern eras, just like today, mental illness and melancholy are 
widely debated terms. The contradictory nature of melancholy’s potential to make or destroy 
the minds of great men, women, commoners, and outcasts alike leads to a sustained debate 
extending from the classical through early modern era. Thinkers like Galen and Huarte argue 
that melancholy may alternately be a disease and one of the four natural humors, while others 
like Erasistratus (304-250 B.C.E.) and Velásquez believe that it is merely a noxious 
corruption of the other 3 natural humors. Therefore, this discussion of melancholy and 
mental health through the 1600s is not exhaustive. Rather, it offers an introduction including 
early modern perspectives and scholarly criticism that aid understanding of Calderón’s 
employment of these concepts in his theater. 
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bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and other forms of mental illness or serious mental illness. 
Melancholy’s broader, cultural significance is first evident in the writings of Theophrastus 
(371-287 B.C.E.), student and successor of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.).  
Fluctuating between the medical and philosophical, Theophrastus’s Problem XXX, I 
relates melancholy to one’s personality and social roles.25 His treatise begins with a question 
that presupposes the cultural superiority of persons of a melancholic disposition: “Why is it 
that all those who have become eminent in philosophy or politics or poetry or the arts are 
clearly melancholics, and some of them to such an extent as to be affected by diseases caused 
by black bile?” (18). Theophrastus entwines melancholy with creative, intellectual, and 
political leadership. However, not all forms of melancholy are equal; Theophrastus identifies 
two distinct types of the condition. On the one hand, melancholy can be uniformly cold, dry, 
its excess typically causing “paralysis or torpor or depression or anxiety” (23). This type of 
melancholy pertains to those with “dark” skin, the “dull and stupid,” the “cowardly,” and the 
“old” (22, 24-25, 28). By associating skin color, particularly brown and blackness, to 
intellectual inferiority and cowardice, and old age to sadness, Theophrastus ties this branch 
melancholy to racial and social marginalization. On the other hand, melancholy can be 
ember-like: still cold and dry, but like “charcoal” prone to ignite (23). An ember-like 
melancholy signals a disposition for leadership in the arts, philosophy or politics. A healthful 
man of this melancholic disposition is, according to Theophrastus: “more rational and less 
eccentric and in many respects superior to others either in culture or in the arts or in 
statesmanship” (24-25). However, an ember-like melancholic disposition not only 
predisposes one to greatness but also to serious illnesses of the mind, Hercules’ epilepsy 
                                                
25All citations in the present paragraph are from the version of Theophrastus’s Problem XXX, 
I provided by Klibansky et al. 
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being an exemplar (18). Whether it leads to disease or not, adust melancholy affects the 
social elite; cold melancholy, the marginalized. This line of thought, in which the nature of 
melancholy diverges according to the social desirability of the people it affects, is furthered 
by the cosmic associations that the condition accrues in the medieval period. 
As recognized by Klibansky et al., the juxtapositions between health and sickness, as 
well as greatness and marginalization present in philosophical and medical definitions of 
melancholy resonate with Saturn in the Greco-Roman cosmovision. Ancient astrophysics 
relates planets’ distances from the sun to their temperatures; Saturn, being farthest from the 
sun among the known planets becomes characterized as the coldest (151). A god of 
contraries, Saturn unites the jovial Roman god of agriculture with Kronos, volatile and 
violent father of the Greek pantheon (146). Saturn is the planet of the laborer as well as the 
lord, healthful and harmful, cold but volatile in the same way that melancholy is the 
condition of the elite and the subservient, healthful and diseased, cold and coal-like. The 
similarities between god, planet, and condition lead to the fusion of melancholy and Saturn’s 
horoscope. The planet becomes a carrier of melancholy that is believed to have power over 
the internal composition and health of human bodies, particularly over the mental wellbeing 
of those with a melancholic disposition (Klibansky, Panofsky, et al. 167).  
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, according to Edward Grant in Planets, Stars, 
and Orbs, the flood of translation and scholarly output by Constantinus Africanus, Hugo de 
Santalla, Juan de Sevilla, Maimónides and others spreads the horoscopic value of Saturn and 
the many classical interpretations of melancholy throughout the Mediterranean (12). These 
treatises convey significant albeit conflicting accounts of melancholy’s relationship to ethnic 
others, particularly the Jew. In Marks of Distinction, Irven M. Resnick describes how Arabic 
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and Christian astrology recuperates Hippocrates’ assumption that Hebrews have a 
predominance of  black bile due to their diets, and appropriates the etymological relationship 
between Saturn, Saturday and Sabbath to associate Judaism to melancholy’s negative 
qualities of avarice, sloth, illness, fear and sadness (190).26 In contrast, Jewish philosophy 
constructs and defends the beneficial relationship of Judaism to melancholy in the Middle 
Ages. In On the Great Conjunctions, Abraham Ibn Ezra writes that each star is favorable to a 
single religious nation—Venus, Muslims; Jupiter, Christians; and Saturn, Jews—and 
unfavorable to the other religious groups (Sela 156). Therefore, Saturn may be harmful to 
others, but not to the Jewish nation. In a similar vein, Isaac Abravanel argues that Isaiah 53 
prophesied a melancholic Jesus, and therefore posits the supposedly inherent melancholy of 
the Jewish people as a sign of “election and not rejection” (Resnick 213). In medieval 
Europe, Saturn’s influence and the melancholic disposition can be individual or collective. 
The ability of melancholy to act as collective signifier extends through the early 
modern era. Huarte’s Examen continues the tradition of relating specific ethnic and racial 
groups—Egyptians or gitanos, Jews, and Moors—to melancholy (523; ch. 14). Huarte is 
particularly insistent upon the melancholy of the Jews, asserting that the trials of slavery in 
Egypt cause burnt choler, one form of adust melancholy, to arise and inspire their supposed 
depravity of intellect, action, and intent.27 During Spain’s colonial rule in the Americas, as 
                                                
26Both the Introductorium maius and the Picatrix attribute Judaism to the influence of Saturn 
(Resnick 227). Roger Bartra’s Cultura y melancolía also identifies the medieval association 
between Judaism and melancholic illness, referencing Johannes Reuchlin’s 1494 De verbo 
mirifico (102), which identifies melancholy as Jewish sickness caused by the sad 
temperament with which Saturn afflicts the Jews. And, as recognized by Shlomo Sela in 
Abraham Ibn Ezra, art—like astrology and medicine—depicted Jews as related to Saturn’s 
cannibalistic infanticide (154). 
 
27“Porque los que viven en servidumbre, en tristeza, en aflicción y tierras ajenas, engendran 
mucha cólera requemada por no tener libertad de hablar ni vengarse de sus injurias; y este 
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explained by Roger Bartra in Transgresión y melancolía and “Melancolía y ciencia en el 
Siglo de Oro,” Rebecca Earle in The Body of the Conquistador, Carlos López Beltrán in 
“Sangre y temperamento,” and Iris M. Zavala in “Representing the Colonial Subject,” the 
humoral science of melancholy was also used to rationalize the behaviors and diseases of the 
indigenous. Citing El monte Vesuvio, aora la montaña de Soma (1632) by the physician Juan 
de Quiñones, Zavala identifies the perception of melancholy as a sort of divine punishment 
for the sloth and timidity of the indigenous that engenders bodily ailments (330-31).28 From 
the classical through the early modern eras, melancholy functions as a socio-scientific means 
of defining racial and ethnic others and subservient classes in a way that justifies their 
marginality.29 At the same time, the opposing representation of melancholy as the disposition 
and disease of the cultural elite thrives in early modern visual and textual cultures. 
Beyond furthering the relationship between melancholy and marginality, physicians 
also preserve and reshape classical definitions of melancholy—its genius and disease—for 
medieval and early modern contexts. In one respect, translators of the renowned Persian 
physician Avicenna (980-1037) and practicing physicians of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, such as Francisco López de Villalobos (1473-1549), Juan Huarte de San Juan, 
Alonso de Santa Cruz, and Andrés Velásquez bring classical definitions of the melancholic 
                                                                                                                                                  
humor, estando tostado, es el instrumento de la astucia, solercia y malicia” [Because those 
who live in servitude, in sadness, in affliction and in foreign lands, produce much burnt 
choler for not having the freedom to speak nor to avenge themselves of their injuries’ and 
this humor, being burned, is the instrument of wit, industry, and malice] (508; ch. 14).  
 
28The chronicler Francisco Hernández uses humoral science in a similar way to Quiñones in 
his Antigüedades de Nueva España (c.1574), in order to interpret the behaviors of indigenous 
Mexicans, although he concludes that their general laziness results from their “naturaleza 
flemática” rather than melancholy (97).  
 
29The connection between melancholy, ethnicity, and race in early modern England is 
examined by Mary Floyd-Wilson in English Ethnicity and Race in Early Modern Drama. 
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condition and the ailments it inspires to early modern Spanish society. In another respect, the 
Liber de Vita (c. 1474) by Italian physician Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499) brings 
Theophrastus’s association between melancholy and the cultural elite to new relevance. As 
recognized by Klibansky et al. and Octavio Paz in Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz o las trampas 
de la fe, the Italian scholar revitalizes the creative, intellectual depiction of melancholy for 
the early modern era and, together with Agrippa’s De occulta philosophia, provides the 
context for the burgeoning of visual renditions of the melancholy of creative genius 
epitomized by Albrecht Dürer’s (1471-1528) Melencolia I (1514). From classical Greece to 
early modern Spain, melancholy retains its nature as a condition of the mind that affects both 
individuals and groups of people as a signifier of social division and collective crisis.  
Melancholy’s nature as a condition that transforms across social boundaries flourishes 
in Spanish literature. In agreement with Mary Wack’s Lovesickness in the Middle Ages, 
Constantine the African’s Viaticum anticipates melancholy’s entrance into Spanish literature 
as an illness of the Spanish nobility. An eleventh-century Islamic convert to Christianity and 
translator of Arabic medical texts into Latin, Constantine is the first to define lovesickness as 
a disease of melancholy. After the Viaticum’s release, love melancholy becomes not only the 
most popular disease of the mind represented by the courtly literature of medieval Spain, but 
also a defining characteristic of the nobility itself in Spanish literature and theater. 
 Lovesickness, from Ovid’s (43-18 B.C.E.) Remedia Amoris, is known as an 
alternately manic and depressive medical condition caused by obsessively pining over one’s 
mistress. As summarized by Robert Folger in Escape From the Prison of Love, medieval 
Spanish literary authors conceived of love as an obsessive passion that impedes reason. This 
obsessive “gazing” was believed to result in humoral corruption, burning up the humors into 
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hot, black vapors and producing a potentially fatal love melancholy (Folger 64).30 Indeed, as 
we see in the allegories of Diego de San Pedro’s Cárcel de amor (1492) and La Celestina 
(1499), passionate love overcomes reasoning capacity, causing severe depression, even 
death.  
The preoccupation of medieval literature with love melancholy as, ultimately, social 
and spiritual illness of the Spanish nobleman resonates with the context of late medieval 
Spain.31 During the tumultuous close of the Trastámara dynasty in the 1400s, the final years 
of the Christian Reconquest, and the early stages of Spanish unification—during a time when 
noble marriages may construct or debilitate the nation—matters of courtly love are not only 
sentimental but also necessarily political. In 1492, Catholic forces overtake the last bastion of 
Islamic rule in Granada, expel practicing Jews, and initiate Colonial interests in the 
Americas. Each of these actions illustrates a political fixation on the monolithic unity of the 
Spanish people. In a time where there can only be one language, one religion, and one royal 
couple, the triumph of passion over reason, of carnal love over divine love, of service to 
one’s lady over service to one’s queen, is particularly problematic. So, for many courtly 
authors, melancholic lovers must die.32  
                                                
30The symptoms summarized by Folger are evident in Alfonso Martínez de Toledo’s moral 
treatise, the Corbacho (1438), which depicts lovesickness as a condemnable ailment 
produced by sexual frustration and desire (32-33). This perverse and fatal sickness goes not 
only by the name of loco amor but also by melancolía throughout the Corbacho (67, 76, 105, 
117, 145).  
 
31All references to the historical events of early modern Spain come from John H. Elliott’s 
Imperial Spain, unless otherwise noted. 
 
32Francisco Márquez Villanueva identifies this political purpose for San Pedro’s Cárcel de 
amor in “Cárcel de amor, novela política,” stating: “Los ideales políticos de San Pedro son, 
evidentemente, de un cariz muy medieval: una monarquía templada por la responsabilidad 
del rey ante la ética cristiana” [The political ideals of San Pedro are, evidently, of a very 
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Melancholy continues its role as the mental condition of the nobility in the sixteenth 
century. However, with the unification and prosperity of Spain, the poetic contexts of courtly 
literature embrace a more idealized suffering, which develops in imagined, pastoral poetry 
and in sonnets. In the former, the lovesick noble shepherds and shepherdesses of bucolic 
fiction swoon, monologue, and arrive at the cusp of frenzied self-destruction in countryside 
environments that empathize with their distress. In the latter, lovers pine after impossible 
beauties, and old age is a sadness only employed to spur on passionate youth. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in the writings of Garcilaso de la Vega (1501-36), such as the sonnet, “En 
tanto que de rosa y d’azucena” (1526), and the pastoral Égloga II (1534). Both sonnet and 
pastoral poetry employ impossibly perfect expressions and environments of suffering. The 
melancolía expressed by the fictional characters of noble poets is not tragic, but 
romanticized. However, in the sixteenth century depictions of melancholy also diverge 
between the literature of the elite and of the common Spaniard.  
With the arrival of new literary forms, figures, authors, and readers made possible by 
the printing press (ca. 1471), melancholy appears in satirical and lower-class contexts. 
Certain diseases of melancholy, such as epilepsy and hypochondria, assume comic 
significance in such texts as Francisco Delicado’s La Lozana andaluza (1529) and Feliciano 
de Silva’s Segunda Celestina (1534). In the Lozana, the knight Cloridón’s flatulent and 
comic sadness parodies noble lovesickness; while the erotic description of the doncella’s 
mouth (which foams around a coral as if from epilepsy) in the “Carta de excomunión contra 
                                                                                                                                                  




una cruel doncella de sanidad” parodies the idealization of women in courtly literature.33 
Similar to epilepsy and hypochondria, love melancholy plays a comic role in satirical 
literature, justifying bawdy, indecent, or otherwise satirical behavior. In Diego Hurtado de 
Mendoza’s A la zanahoria (1535), the condition is presented as the result of unconsummated 
love: “Que si no lleva esta raíz por guía, / tornarásele en podre su deseo / y el amor se le irá 
en melancolía” (vv. 85-87).34 If one does not submit to the desires of his root or carrot, an 
obvious euphemism for the erect penis, then his love will become melancholic despair. In the 
Lozana, Delicado justifies the triumphant end of his syphilitic prostitute as the comedic cure 
for the author’s melancholic sadness. This trend continues into the satirical prose of the 
seventeenth century. For example, the title character of López de Úbeda’s La pícara Justina 
(1605) uses her aversion to melancholy, “la herejía de la picaresca,” as an excuse to dance or 
prostitute herself (135).35 Then, in the satirical essay, El sueño de la muerte (1609), Quevedo 
offers his melancholy or disillusionment with the world as the reason for the ensuing dream 
vision parodying various social behaviors according to different types of death (186). These 
satirical literary contexts strip melancholy of its sublimity, allowing commoners and rogues 
to manipulate the condition and the ailments it produces toward their own merriment and 
toward a parody of the upper classes.  
The opposite is true for the melancholy of monastic literature, whose religious 
authors,  like the medieval authors before them, associate melancholic depression and frenzy 
                                                
33Manuel De Costa Fontes elaborates how the “Carta de excomunión” functions as a “parody 
of the description of the ideal feminine beauty” within the Lozana in The Art of Subversion 
(226). 
 
34[For if he does not take this root as his guide, his desire will become a rot and love will 
vanish into melancholy.] 
 
35[The heresy of the picaresque] 
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with a worldly desire that threatens Catholic theological and political norms. As perceived by 
such mystic writers and pivotal monastic leaders as Saint Teresa of Ávila (1515-82), Saint 
John of the Cross (1542-91), and Jerónimo Gracián (1545-1614), melancholy represents the 
victory of earthly desire (will) over spiritual reason, and can be contagious. As recognized by 
Jennifer Radden in “Melancholia in the Writing of a Sixteenth-Century Spanish Nun,” 
melancholy supposedly enhances the deceptive capabilities of the diseased, which enables 
the sick monk or nun to sway others toward his or her own infirmity. The contagion of 
melancholy worries monastic writers because the sickness not only threatens the relationship 
of the individual soul to God, but also because it destabilizes monastic communities, and 
discredits the spiritual direction of the religious figures presiding over the infected.  
These concerns are especially heightened during the Counter-Reformation in the late 
1500s and 1600s, when Catholic Spain wages religious war against the Protestant nations of 
Europe, and alternative religious beliefs qualify as treason. 36 As acknowledged by Mary 
Elizabeth Perry in Gender and Disorder in Early Modern Seville, Teresa of Ávila herself 
faces severe pressures from the Inquisition. Nuns that can’t handle the solitary rigor of the 
convent denounce her before the Inquisition, and Teresa is accused of heresy and has to 
depart Seville in 1576 (Perry 85). In light of the pressures from the Inquisition faced by her 
convents (and by mystic writers across the nation), it stands to reason that Teresa so harshly 
condemns the delusions, contagion, and spiritual compromise of melancholy, and even refuse 
to allow those that may be disposed to its infection into her ranks. These fears are first 
                                                
36In addition to the socio-political approach to melancholy’s literary evolution taken by this 
dissertation, Georges Vigarello provides a public health perspective on the emergence of 
distinct trends in the representation of melancholy in the textual culture of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. In Lo sano y lo malsano, Vigarello maintains that chronic and 
widespread outbreaks of plague engender a “fascination with life” that manifests as a 
melancholic lament for the ephemeral nature of youth and beauty and the religious counsel 
against these temporal temptations as beneficial to one’s vitality (82-84).  
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addressed in her Libro de la vida (1562-65), and are most evident in the Libro de las 
fundaciones (1573-82) and her collaborative work with Jerónimo Gracián, El cerro o tratado 
de la melancolía (1582).   
While monastic writers like Santa Teresa are concerned with the spiritual 
ramifications of melancholy and, therefore, seek the containment and eradication of illnesses 
of the mind within their orders, in the Quijote (1605, 1615), Miguel de Cervantes (1547-
1616) explores what happens when a living exemplar of melancholy as defined by the 
literature and science of his time is set loose upon seventeenth-century Spain. Don Quijote 
expresses the ember-like quality of melancholy between the two volumes of his adventures 
—hot, delusional, creative, and violent in the first and cold, disenchanted, and depressive in 
the second. If in the first volume too little sleep and too much reading cause the titular 
character to knight himself and pick fights with windmills, livestock, barbers, and many other 
confused passersby; in the second volume, after many lost causes and cruel encounters, 
melancholic depression leads to the knight’s death. However, Quijote’s melancholy is more 
than fanciful insanity or grave depression. For a no one in the middle of nowhere, whose 
original name the narrator can’t even remember, melancholy offers a new life, the chance to 
be someone in an increasingly desolate and ill-governed land.  
The Spain known by Cervantes and Spanish playwrights like Lope de Vega (1562-
1635), Tirso de Molina (1579-1648), and Calderón is in the midst of an increasingly dire 
national crisis. Beyond its urban centers and American colonies, seventeenth-century Castile 
is in steep decline. Aristocratic interests in the Court of Philip III (1578-1621) prevent much-
needed agrarian and industrial development in a province already depopulated by epidemics, 
urban migration, and the expulsion of the Jewish and Moorish members of the working 
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classes. Due these factors and to the reluctance of other provinces to contribute economic or 
military support, the responsibilities of the empire fall heavily upon a half-vacant land of 
Castilian peasants whose work is stigmatized by the nobility that governed the king’s 
interests. This rural desolation alongside the humiliating defeat of Spain’s “invincible” 
armada against the English, the gradual loss of its European territories and past riches, the 
interminable wars against the French and Dutch, and the growing separation between the 
king and his country produce a national depression out of which early modern Spain does not 
climb.37 
At the same time, benefitting from the literary tastes of noble patrons and cushioned 
from the country’s wider crises, in Madrid, theatrical production booms. Due to noble 
patronage and literary precedent, early modern playwrights emphasize courtly manifestations 
of melancholy. Juan de la Cueva’s Tragedia del príncipe tirano (1580) offers an early 
example of the trend of depicting melancholy as the sometimes comic, sometimes tragic 
suffering that results from the separation of noble lovers.38 Lope de Vega (1562-1635) 
continues the motif of noble lovesickness throughout his career, beginning with the Doncella, 
viuda y casada (1595), and including his more famous works, such as La dama boba (1613) 
and El caballero de Olmedo (1620). The protagonists of Tirso de Molina’s El amor médico 
                                                
37In addition to Elliott, particularly chapters seven and eight, see Henry Kamen’s Spain, 
1469-1714: A Society of Conflict, especially chapters three and five, for an evaluation of the 
distinct actions and dilemmas that culminate in the national crisis of seventeenth-century 
Spain. Regarding the effects of imperial mismanagement upon the collective consciousness, 
Kamen writes: “By the early seventeenth century there was growing disenchantment with 
Spain’s imperial record, and the economic crisis forced many to reconsider the values of their 
own society” (258).  
 
38The female protagonist of Juan de la Cueva’s work, Teodosia, expresses melancholy when 
the prince’s intentions threaten her marriage (Act 3, vv. 886-94). 
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(1635) and El melancólico (1627) likewise use epileptic melancholy as a conceit for their 
passion. The love melancholy of the elite triumphs on the early modern stage. 
In addition to the popularity of literary lovesickness among elite patrons, the 
abundance of melancholy upon the Spanish stage in the latter half of the sixteenth century 
through the seventeenth century reflects the intimate connection between the affective 
condition and theater developed in medical texts. According to Huarte in his Examen, the 
heating of the anima which causes melancholy also enhances performative capabilities. The 
overheating of the anima enlarges the imaginative faculty and enables one to act, to compose 
and believe the lies of fiction, and to stage comedias (406, 420; ch. 10 and 452-56; ch. 12). 
Melancholy goes hand-in-hand with theater because one of its social functions is the creation 
and performance of plays. 
The concept of melancholy as an affective condition intertwined with theater present 
in socio-medical texts corresponds to the reflections of playwrights and their critics about the 
concept of what we now call embodiment.39 In agreement with Elizabeth M. Cruz Petersen in 
“A Mindful Audience: Embodied Spectatorship in Early Modern Madrid,” in seventeenth-
century theater, “a number of theatrical treatises emphasized the importance of the actors’ 
inner experience in bringing their characters to life and making the audience feel with them” 
(119). This is to say that the actor alters their internal emotional state according to the affects 
of their character in order to be able to transfer those feelings to the audience. Among the 
various Golden-Age critics of theater and playwrights cited by Cruz Petersen as evidence of 
the validity of her interpretation are Jusepe Antonio González de Salas, whose Nueva idea de 
                                                
39In the context of the literary criticism of the early modern era in Spain, “embodiment” can 
be summarized in the words of Julien Jacques Simon in “Contextualizing Cognitive 
Approaches to Early Modern Spanish Literature”: “the notion that brain, body, and the 
environment are interconnected” (14). 
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la tragedia antigua (1633) insists that actors are the “arcaduz i conducto, por donde 
comunicará el Poeta al Auditorio sus passiones i affectos” (622-23; sec. 3, ch. 16, pt. 7.1).40 
Likewise, Lope de Vega’a Arte nuevo de hacer las comedias (1609) offers the following 
counsel to playwrights: 
describa los amantes con afectos 
que muevan con extremo a quien escucha; 
los soliloquios pinte de manera 
que se transforme todo el recitante, 
y con mudarse a sí, mude al oyente. (vv. 272-76)41 
This means that during the time of Calderón, both those that write about theater and theater’s 
most outstanding playwrights recognize the possibility and even the necessity of transmitting 
the affects represented on the stage to the audience. If affects, like melancholy, can spread 
from actor to audience, then there is also the fear and the possibility of communicating the 
illnesses provoked by these affects. Such is the worry of many opponents and reformers of 
theater. For example, in the Tratado de las comedias (1613), father Juan Ferrer expresses the 
fear that illnesses of love in comedias that address the ars amatoria may spread to the 
audience: “¿qué será, viendo por vista de ojos y oyendo con nuestros oídos tantas cosas, 
cuantas en una comedia incitan al torpe deleite? Y si una sola centella en la yesca dispuesta 
de la mocedad tan presto prende, tantas centellas como en una comedia hay ¿cómo no han de 
abrasar?” (in Cotarelo y Mori, “Bibliografía de las controversias,” 252). As the fears of 
Ferrer and the theories of González de Salas and Lope de Vega demonstrate, the epoch of 
Calderón accepts that actors acquire the affects of their characters and communicate them to 
                                                
40[the channel and conduit through which the Poet communicates his passions and affects to 
the Audience]  
 
41[May he describe lovers with affects that radically move whomever listens; may he paint 
soliloquies in such a way that the whole of he who recites them is transformed, and with 
being himself moved, may he move the listener.] 
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the public. Theatrical culture conceptualizes the performed alteration of one’s emotional state 
as producing a physical change within the bodies of actors and audience members. On the 
early modern stage, melancholy is an affective condition.  
As demonstrated by this literary and medical chronology, melancholy develops as an 
individual and collective ailment among both elite and marginal social groups. Its trajectory 
in Spanish literature and theater is defined by the relationship between authors and characters 
to the Spanish state and its preoccupations, while its particular proliferation upon the stage 
corresponds to the intimate relationship understood between the condition and theater in 
Golden Age textual culture. This context of national crisis, theatrical prosperity, and the 
flourishing of melancholy on the stage sets the scene for Calderón’s depiction of mental 





CHAPTER 2: ENGENDERING MELANCHOLY, 
THE TRANSMISSION OF EMOTIONAL IMBALANCE IN CALDERÓN’S COMEDIA 
La mortal enfermedad 
del torpe príncipe Amón 
peste de mi honra ha sido, 
su contagio me pegó. 
–“Tamar” in Los cabellos de Absalón by Pedro Calderón de la Barca42 
 Tamar’s lament expresses the transmission and transformation of emotional affect as 
it moves between bodies. The prince Amón’s love melancholy becomes, to the princess, a 
plague of honor that none but Tamar herself can avenge. The place of Los cabellos de 
Absalón in Calderón’s canon and the attention from literary criticism that the play receives 
have long been compromised by the act it shares with Tirso de Molina’s prior work, La 
venganza de Tamar (ca. 1621-24).43 However, the essential difference between the plays–and 
between melancholy in Calderón and Tirso–lies in what happens to Tamar after her 
“venganza.” Tamar’s “plague of honor” is one of three subaltern representations of female 
                                                
42[The deadly sickness of the foolish prince Amón has been the plague of my honor, he gave 
me his infection] (Act 2, vv. 1177-80)  
 
43In agreement with Rodríguez Cuadros in her edition of Los cabellos de Absalón, the present 
chapter interprets the shared act between Calderón’s work and Tirso’s La venganza de Tamar 
as an example of collaboration between the two playwrights (25). The argument that 
Calderón writes the last act of La venganza de Tamar and then appropriates it for his own 
play is proposed by Alfredo Rodríguez López-Vásquez in “La venganza de Tamar: 
colaboración entre Tirso y Calderón.” Regardless of the authorship of act two of Los cabellos 
de Absalón, there is no doubt that Calderón wrote the surrounding acts, and that he was the 
one to embed the shared act in the play. Therefore, one must read the play, as a whole, as 
Calderón’s. Accordingly, any depiction of melancholy in the play should be interpreted as 
one endorsed by the playwright.  
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melancholy that this chapter will examine, as it traces the transference of emotional 
imbalance from kings, through men, to women in Calderón’s comedia. 
The chapter will be divided into three sections, according to the tiers of affective 
influence present in Los cabellos de Absalón, Apolo y Climene, and Darlo todo y no dar 
nada. The first will analyze the moral failures of kingly emotional imbalance; the second, the 
transformation of the regent’s imbalance into the melancholy of male subjects; the third, the 
transmission of melancholy to women. These plays have been selected not only for their 
representation of women’s melancholic ailments, but also for the variety of characters whose 
melancholy the plays represent. Each play considers a different set of relationships that figure 
into the process of transmission. By providing a broad sampling of affective transference, the 
chapter seeks to lay a foundation for the reader’s understanding of standard depictions of 
melancholy among the male elite in early modern Spain, in order to then consider what the 
transmission of these men’s diseases to women contributes to our understanding of gender, 
mental health, and social order in Calderón’s theater.    
In the comedia, crisis begins with the regents. The opening triumphal procession of 
King David in Los cabellos de Absalón provides the first indication of the monarch’s moral 
failure. David is, theoretically, the “defensor de Dios” or the agent of God (Act 1, v. 7). 
However, God is conspicuously absent from his parade, which focuses upon the glory of the 
king rather than the God he serves. In addition to defensor de Dios, during the procession 
David receives multiple titles that emphasize his role in Israel’s victory: “campeón israelita,” 
“azote de sacrílego moabita,” and “horror de la gentil idolatría” (Act 1, vv. 3-8). Through 
these titles, David is depicted as the human agent of divine and national victory over the 
enemies of Israel (read: Christianity), the weapon that harms them, and the emotional terror 
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inflicted upon the survivors. The accomplishments indicated by these titles are, in and of 
themselves, commendable and heroic from Calderón’s Catholic perspective. However, at no 
point does David recognize God. Quite the opposite, David’s son Absalón orders that hymns 
about God be sung in praise of the earthly king: “Himnos la fama cante / ... / de Jehová al 
real caudillo” (Act 1, vv. 9-11).44 By positioning his father as the recipient of songs about 
God, Absalón conflates the earthly and heavenly kings, a sacrilegious error that David does 
not (or is unwilling to) recognize or rectify. Instead, the king’s materialism and pride are 
emphasized by his acceptance of this flattery through a language of material wealth. David 
refers to his flatters—his sons and daughter—as “Queridas prendas mías, / báculos vivos de 
mis luengos días” (Act 1, vv. 17-18).45 These metaphors represent his children as objects; 
they are his reward for victory and the walking sticks that will support him that now the 
battle is over. David appreciates his children to the extent that they benefit him, which 
reveals his avarice. His insistent employment of possessive language, “mías” and “mis” in 
this example, reinforces the audience’s understanding of the king’s narcissism. The parade 
facilitates the audience’s understanding that David’s kingship serves himself before his God 
and his subjects. By distracting the monarch from his royal duties, David’s self-interest 
leaves his kingdom vulnerable, exposing those in his care to both spiritual and physical 
dangers.  
David’s initial reaction to his son Amón’s illness amplifies the audience’s sense of 
the king’s covetous materiality, and thereby the disordered regulation of his emotions and 
behaviors. The king laments his son’s absence from his triumphant return to Jerusalem in 
terms that prioritize David’s feelings of material insecurity over his son’s health:  
                                                
44[May fame sing hymns ... about God to the royal leader] 
 
45[My dear rewards, living walking sticks of my long days]  
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Amón, mi hijo mayor y mi heredero,  
a quien como mayor estimo y quiero.  
¿Qué es la causa, Adonías,  
de que él no aumente las venturas mías? (Act 1, vv. 61-64)46 
Here, David communicates that he loves Amón the most because he represents the future of 
his kingdom. He regrets his son’s absence not because of any distress Amón may be 
experiencing, but because he represents the height of David’s prosperity, which David wishes 
to add to the many achievements on display during his triumphal march. Like the parade, the 
language that David uses to express his concern for his son correlates the king’s affection to 
Amón’s material value by objectifying the prince as the emblem of the monarch’s fortune. 
David even recognizes the selfishness of his behavior in a monologue following his visit to 
his son:  
Ingrato soy, Señor, ingrato, digo,  
al grande favor vuestro:  
bien en mis sentimientos hoy lo muestro,  
pues cuatro hijos que veo  
con salud, no divierten mi deseo  
tanto como le aflige y atormenta  
uno sin ella. ¡Oh ingrata y descontenta  
condición que tenemos  
los humanos, haciendo siempre extremos! (Act 1, vv. 116-24)47  
The words that the monarch confides in God demonstrate his awareness of his moral flaw. 
He knows that his displeasure with Amón’s sickness is a sign of greed, indicative of a human 
tendency toward absolutism. However, the king’s recognition of his inappropriate response 
to God’s grace does not signify the resolution of his error. Rather than gratitude for what God 
                                                
46[Amón, my oldest son and my heir, whom I esteem and love the most. What is the cause, 
Adonías, for which he does not increase my fortunes?]  
 
47[Ungrateful, Lord God, I am ungrateful, I say, for your great favor: I show it well through 
my emotions today, for the four children that I see healthy do not satisfy my desire as much 
as one unhealthy child afflicts it. Oh what an ungrateful and malcontent condition we humans 
have, always rushing to extremes!]  
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has granted him, David expresses an envious dismay for that which he is lacking. David 
cannot help but interpret Amón’s illness through the lens of his own selfish vision:  
¿Tan poco  
gusto te deben mis dichas,  
mi amor y afecto tan corto,  
que no llegas a mis brazos?  
…………………………...  
¿Aun parabién no me das,  
cuando vuelvo victorioso  
a Jerusalén? ¿Mis triunfos  
aún no vencen tus enojos? (Act 1, vv. 136-39)48 
As shown in the above citation, David’s interrogation of Amón is filled with possessive and 
self-referential language which functions to emphasize his egotism. “Mis,” “mi,” “me”—
David cannot think beyond his own emotions, his own achievements, and the response he 
believes that he deserves for them. The king can only conceptualize Amón’s suffering in 
terms of what it means for himself. Before Los cabellos de Absalón even begins to define the 
physical sickness of the prince, it establishes the moral corruption of the king.49 Although, as 
revealed by the above-examined monologue, the king recognizes and experiences interior 
conflict over his avarice, David’s self-absorption proves in practice to be stronger than his 
moral conscience. 
 Another manifestation of the monarch whose self-absorption demonstrates an 
                                                
48[My fortunes, my love, and my affection oblige you so little that you don’t come to my 
arms? ... You don’t even wish me well when I return victorious to Jerusalem? My triumphs 
don’t even conquer your ill humors?]  
 
49David’s triumphant procession and interaction with Amón are not depicted by Tirso’s La 
venganza de Tamar. In Tirso’s retelling of the biblical myth, David does not appear on stage 
until act two. This difference underscores the distinct purposes of the two playwrights. By 
focusing on David’s character and flaws prior to the violent culmination of Amón’s illness, 
Calderón expresses a desire to understand the interactions between members of the body 
politic as they relate to illness. Tirso, on the other hand, focuses on the tragedy of the 




imbalance in his internal regulatory apparatus appears in Apolo y Climene, in the form of the 
astrologer king Admeto. Terrified by the malign augers of fate, Admeto incarcerates his 
daughter to prevent future destruction, in much the same way that Basilio rationalizes 
Segismundo’s secret incarceration in La vida es sueño. Under the tutelage of the mage Fitón, 
Admeto has become a “discípulo” of “la sabia / astrología,” in order that he may have 
dominion over the meaning of the stars and their horoscopes (Act 2, p. 1830, col. B): 
que el entendimiento es 
tan absoluto monarca, 
que con leyes de albedrío 
sobre las estrellas manda. (Act 2, p. 1830, col. A)50 
Admeto believes that a king’s dominion over the stars depends upon his ability to understand 
their significance before exerting his influence to bend their forecast to his own will (and 
thus control his own destiny). For this reason, the king studies astrology, reads his daughter’s 
horoscope, and double-checks his interpretation of her forecast with Fitón (Act 2, pp. 1830-
31). Only once Fitón convinces him of the tragic future that awaits his daughter does he 
incarcerate her. The irony of this logic is that it exposes Admeto’s own weakness of 
character. His dependence upon the astrological sciences does not situate him as the 
“absolute monarch” he imagines himself to be. Instead, Admeto depends upon the wisdom of 
the astrological sciences, making him vulnerable to manipulation by the false and self-
interested Fitón. The problem isn’t that the king knows how to read the stars.51 Admeto’s 
                                                
50[For understanding is such an absolute monarch that it rules with the laws of will over the 
stars.]  
 
51In agreement with Ana Avalos in “Astrology and Other Occult Sciences in Seventeenth-
Century New Spain,” Brian Brewer in “Las matemáticas sutiles o los límites del saber en La 
vida es sueño,” and Tayra M. C. Lanuza-Navarro in “Astrology in court: The Spanish 
Inquisition, authority, and expertise” and “The Dramatic Culture of Astrological Medicine in 
Early Modern Spain,” the practice of astrological sciences is theologically and legally 
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tragic flaw is that he relies upon the mage instead of his own understanding and studies 
astrology in lieu of fulfilling his divinely-assigned duty as a father and king to train his 
daughter to assume the throne. As recognized by Alfredo J. Sosa Velasco in “La ciencia en 
La vida es sueño: una lectura experimental” and Nicolás M. Vivalda in Basilio o el ocaso del 
monarca-astrólogo with regard to the monarch of La vida es sueño, the time Admeto has 
spent seeking to understand the stars should have been spent preparing his daughter for her 
future regency. Like David, who values his own material prosperity and sentimental state 
over his duty to God and the well being of Israel’s future monarch (Amón), Admeto values 
himself—his own scientific knowledge—over his duties as king to his heir. 
 The third and final variety of irresponsible king staged in these plays is the covetous 
and lovesick emperor, Alejandro Magno in Darlo todo y no dar nada. Calderón presents 
Alejandro as a king who locates the power of his monarchy within physical possessions. Like 
David, Alejandro’s grand entrance—in a parade celebrating his most recent conquest, 
surrounded by his adoring subjects—communicates the value the ruler places upon the 
showing of material abundance (Act 1, p. 1022).52 The philosopher Diógenes corroborates 
this moralistic critique of Alejandro’s triumphant entrance, stating: 
Alejandro, ¿es más que un hombre 
tan vanamente soberbio, 
que llora que hay solo un mundo 
para verle a sus pies puesto? (Act 1, p. 1023, col. B)53  
                                                                                                                                                  
permissible in seventeenth-century Spain. Astrology only becomes illicit when it fails to 
recognize the doctrine of free will, and instead advocates for stellar determinism.  
 
52All citations of Darlo todo y no dar nada come from Calderón’s obras completas, edited by 
Valbuena Briones and Valbuena Prat. Since the edition lacks verse numbers, in-text citations 
will use the following format: (Act number, page number, column letter). 
 
53[Is Alejandro more than a very vainly proud man, who mourns that there is only one world 
to see placed at his feet?]  
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Diógenes’s bitter remarks expose the emperor’s avarice. Alejandro’s quest for imperial 
dominion will never be complete insofar as it is motivated by the monarch’s jealous desire 
for worldly goods. Calderón establishes the dilemma of Alejandro’s covetousness throughout 
the play in the form of his lust for the female protagonist, Campaspe. Riding after her on a 
hunt, Alejandro remarks: “Amor, / guía mis plantas, ... / pues que voy ciego” (Act 1, p. 1039, 
col. A).54 The monarch’s yearning for Campaspe jeopardizes his ability to perceive the world 
before him. Within the early modern framework of lovesickness as contracted through an 
“incessant gazing” upon the beloved that is capable of compromising the mind’s perceptive 
faculties, Alejandro’s recognition that love blinds him functions as evidence of the emperor’s 
love melancholy (Folger 64). Alejandro’s condition goes beyond the emotional imbalances of 
David and Admeto and into disease itself, making him all the more unfit to govern himself, 
let along his kingdom.55  
These three kings, David, Admeto, and Alejandro, serve as exemplars for the moral 
failings of the governing body on Calderón’s stage. Whether they struggle with pride, the 
dependency upon earthly science, or covetousness and lust, each of these kings is morally 
flawed because they allow the emotional and the material to overcome reason and the 
spiritual.56 Each monarch prioritizes the desires of his physical body over the needs of his 
                                                
54[Love, guide my feet, for I travel blind]  
 
55See Martínez de Toledo’s Corbacho for an elaboration of how lovesickness inhibits any 
sort of moderation of the body and soul (48). 
 
56For a detailed study of the importance of self-governance, the control of the mind and God-
given free will over emotional impulse and passionate desire known as autodominio in early 
modern Spain and Calderón’s theater, see Roberto J. González-Casanovas’s 
Autodescubrimiento y autodominio. Medieval treatises that espouse the virtue of the 
moderation of the passions and are particularly influential upon regal ideals of temperance in 
the early modern era include the Secreto de los secretos (thirteenth century) and the 
Corbacho. Literary scholars, such as Donald W. Bleznick in “Don Quijote’s Advice to 
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kingdom. These flawed kings are standard tropes in Calderón’s comedia. In addition to Los 
cabellos de Absalón and Darlo todo y no dar nada, the vain, materialistic, and jealous 
monarch features in comedias like El mayor monstruo and Las manos blancas no ofenden. 
Likewise, beyond Apolo y Climene and the aforementioned La vida es sueño, the astrologer 
king presides in Los tres afectos de amor (1660).57 David, Admeto, and Alejandro are 
standard flawed kings on Calderón’s stage. However, as I will show in the next section, these 
particular plays demonstrate the influence of the monarch’s moral failure over the physical 
health of those they govern. While these kings are not, necessarily, melancholic, their 
internal regulation of emotion is compromised in a way that, through heredity or 
sociopolitical connection, predisposes others to melancholy. 
The monarch’s crisis is represented within the male elite below him as lovesickness, 
the health crisis caused by the impossibility of the physical consummation of one’s passion 
for the beloved. Thus is Amón’s plight at the outset of Los cabellos de Absalón, whose 
entrance into the play communicates the well-known symptoms of courtly love melancholy. 
The stage decoration of David’s first encounter with Amón tells the audience of the prince’s 
disease. The single chair and “bufete”—a dressing table, commonly with a mirror—
exemplify the prince’s isolation and self-absorption (Act 1, stage direction to v. 132). So, too, 
does Amón’s posture, slumped before the table’s mirror. Although his father is initially 
                                                                                                                                                  
Governor Sancho Panza,” signal the influence of these manuals of princely self-governance 
upon early modern literature.   
 
57For scholarship that examines the role of the astrologer king in Calderón’s theater, see 
Frederick A. de Armas’s “De magnis coniunctionibus: Albumasar, Lope de Vega y 
Calderón,” El retorno de Astrea, “Icons of Saturn: Astrologer-kings in Calderón's 
Comedias,” “Papeles de Zafiro: Signos político-mitológicos en La vida es sueño,” and 
“Segismundo/Philip-IV: The politics of astrology in La vida es sueno,” as well as Antonio 




ignorant of the reason for his son’s melancholy, David recognizes the struggle of bodily 
impulse against spiritual will raging within his son:  
aliéntate; imperio tiene 
el hombre sobre sí propio, 
y los esfuerzos humanos, 
llamado uno, vienen todos. 
No te rindas a tí mismo, 
no te avasalles medroso 
a tu misma condición. (Act 1, vv. 175-81)58 
David interprets his son’s reclusion and hostility as signs of internal conflict between natural 
impulse and spiritual will, and advises Amón to heed the latter rather than the former. 
However, the extent to which Amón has already sacrificed his will to his desire becomes 
apparent the moment David leaves his son’s chambers. Alone with his servant Jonadab, 
Amón eschews the king’s counsel, and narrates his will’s submission to passion. Upon 
hearing his sister’s footsteps, Amón describes the tyranny of his desire for her as follows: 
(Aparte.) ¿Cómo, 
calladas pasiones mías, 
a esta ocasión me reporto? 
……………………….. 
¿Qué es esto, cielos? ¿Yo mismo 
el daño no reconozco? 
¿Pues cómo al daño me entrego? 
¿Vive en mí más que yo propio? 
No. ¿Pues cómo manda en mí,  
con tan grave imperio otro, 
que me lleva donde yo 
ir no quiero? (Act 1, vv. 292-310)59 
                                                
58[Take heart; man has dominion over himself, and over human urges, if one is called, then 
all will come. Do not give in to yourself, do not make yourself a fearful vassal to your own 
condition.]  
 
59[(Apart.) How is that, with my passions hidden, I yield myself to this occasion? ... Heavens! 
What is this? Do I myself not recognize the harm? How can it be that I offer myself to harm? 
Does it live within me more than I myself? No. Then how does another reign in me with such 
a strong dominion that it takes me what I do not want to go?]  
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Amón cannot prevent his desire from emerging as an uncontrollable force that dictates his 
mental and physical processes whenever he senses Tamar’s presence. As expressed by the 
prince, his desire for Tamar is a regent that overpowers and endangers him by steering his 
body toward her. While both Amón and David employ metaphors of imperial dominion to 
describe the effects and cures of melancholy, their anxiety over the prince’s self-governance 
also reminds the audience of the king’s own failed autodominio.  
David counsels a temperance that he himself does not practice, and Calderón situates 
this kingly failure as the cause of Amón’s melancholy. The first step to the natural 
connection between David’s internal flaws and Amón’s lovesickness is the prince’s 
definition of his sickness as something inherent within his physical body: Amón delineates 
the difference between sadness and melancholy accordingly: 
Melancolía y tristeza 
los físicos dividieron, 
en que la tristeza es 
causa de algún mal suceso; 
pero la melancolía, 
de natural sentimiento. (Act 1, vv. 611-16)60 
Following Amón’s logic, within the theatrical world of Los cabellos de Absalón, melancholy 
differs from ordinary sadness in that the latter has a cause, whereas the former results from 
the emotional impulses in the body. The prince’s definition of his melancholy as a feeling of 
the physical body as opposed to the soul recalls his father’s remarks upon the human 
propensity for submission to natural passion.61 
The connection between Amón’s disease and his father is furthered by David’s own 
                                                
60See English translation in the footnote to the epigraph of the dissertation’s introduction. 
 
61David’s first declaration of the susceptibility of humanity to emotional impulse appears in 
the above-analyzed monologue when the king acknowledges his own selfishness following 
his visit to Amón (Act 1, vv. 122-24). 
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internal reflections. After witnessing Amón in his melancholic state, David acknowledges 
that this propensity is “la natural pensión / deste nuestro humano polvo” (Act 1, vv. 173-74). 
In other words, the sickening submission to desire is a quality shared by Amón and his father. 
While David initially relates his emotional predisposition to his son’s lovesickness by virtue 
of their shared humanity, the king later recognizes the resemblance of Amón’s particular 
ailment to his own moral indiscretion. In the biblical mythology that precedes the play’s 
action, David’s covetousness leads him to ensure the death of the husband of Bathsheba, 
whom he then weds. His son commits a similar act of sexual violence by raping Tamar. 
David’s reflection while observing his son after the rape—“Adulterio y homicidio / siento 
tal”—not only confirms that the king is aware of the resemblance between his son’s behavior 
and his own previous adultery, but also relates his son’s violence to the discourse of 
melancholy as emotional crisis developed earlier in the play (Act 2, vv. 1346-47).62 The use 
of the verb “siento” converts the direct object, Amón’s rape of Tamar, into an emotion that 
David feels. David not only empathizes with his son because the struggle between reason and 
emotion is integral to the human condition, but also because Amón’s particular affect is the 
same variety of emotional corruption that the king experiences within himself. By developing 
a discourse of inherent emotional imbalance and acknowledging the resemblance between 
Amón and David’s crimes of passion, Calderón provides implicit and explicit demonstrations 
of melancholy’s nature as resulting from a hereditary predisposition passed from the father to 
the son.63  
                                                
62[I am too familiar with adultery and murder]  
 
63See also Victor Dixon’s “Prediction and its Dramatic Function in Los cabellos de Absalón” 
for an argument of David’s guilt for the tragedies of his playworld situated within the context 




The playwright also correlates male lovesickness to monarchical actions in Darlo 
todo y no dar nada through the relationship between the emperor Alejandro and the 
renowned artists Apeles, whom the monarch hires to paint the woman he loves, Campaspe. 
However, Apeles, too, is enamored of Campaspe, and the love triangle results in the painter’s 
sickness. Diógenes easily diagnoses the painter’s love melancholy for the audience: 
DIÓG.—[Aparte, a ALEJANDRO.] 
                De desordenado amor parece este afecto hijo. 
    ………………………………………………. 
ALEJ. —¿Cómo quieres que amor sea, 
    si ser melancolía has dicho, 
    ira, cólera, veneno, 
    desesperación, delirio, 
    hechizo y rabia?  
DIÓG. —       Pues, ¿quién 
    sino amor, hubiera sido, 
    como acontece en amando 
    con no ordenado apetito, 
    su daño, melancolía, 
    ira, cólera, nocivo  
    veneno, delirio y rabia, 
    desesperación y hechizo? (Act 3, p. 1054, col. A)64 
As shown in Diógenes’s diagnosis, lovesickness manifests as a conglomerate of passions that 
delude, endanger, and make dangerous the melancholic person. Diógenes, like king David, 
recognizes conflicting emotional extremes as the revelatory symptoms of melancholy. 
Correspondingly, the trajectory of Apeles’s ailment mirrors Amón’s. The painter’s emotional 
conflict results in a loss of corporeal command that bereaves him of sight, speech, and 
movement, before it leads him to rip the clothes from his body (Act 3, p. 1059). The 
obsessive and unachievable desire for Campaspe spawns love melancholy, which destabilizes 
                                                
64[(Diógenes) [Apart, to ALEJANDRO.] This affect seems to be the son of immoderate love 
… (Alejandro) How can you say that it is love, if you have already said that melancholy is 
ire, choler, venom, desperation, delirium, enchantment, and rage? (Diógenes) Well, who but 
love would it have been, since melancholy, ire, choler, noxious venom, delirium and rage, 




not only emotional states but also bodily actions. 
As in Los cabellos de Absalón, the cause of melancholy in Darlo todo y no dar nada 
depends upon the relationship between the subject and his ruler. The emperor Alejandro’s 
lust for Campaspe triggers a chain of melancholy, communicated first to Apeles. Apeles 
himself acknowledges the dependence of his emotional state upon the emperor’s decisions:  
No hay remedio:  
que mi mortal parasismo  
no consta de mí; porque  
consta de ajeno albedrío. (Act 3, p. 1054, col. A)65 
As in the case of Amón, the cause of Apeles’s emotional imbalance goes beyond himself. 
Apeles’s lament situates the condition as the crisis of another’s will, which, in the literary 
context of lovesickness, commonly functions as a sacro-profane reference to the beloved. 
However, Calderón provides evidence that the will upon which Apeles’s health hinges is not 
only Campaspe’s but also, more importantly, the emperor Alejandro’s. Throughout the play, 
the monarch lusts for Campaspe, and his actions inflame Apeles’s melancholy. For example, 
in the moment that Alejandro arrests Campaspe so as to forcibly seduce her, the princess and 
witnesses of Apeles’s frenzy, Estatira, remarks: “Llegó a su extremo el furor” (Act 3, p. 
1059, col. B).66 The emperor’s covetousness prompts the peak of Apeles’s melancholic 
descent into madness. Apeles, himself, acknowledges the emperor’s role in his sickness, 
exclaiming that his beloved “es Campaspe, y que es Campaspe / a quien Alejandro quiso” 
(Act 3, p. 1060, col. B).67 Diógenes, who witnesses Apeles’s admission, confirms the 
monarch’s role in his subject’s illness, stating that “amor y celos / son de sus penas la causa” 
                                                
65[There is no remedy, for my mortal paroxysm does not come from me, because it comes 
from someone else’s will.]  
 
66[His frenzy reached its extreme]  
 
67[is Campaspe, and Campaspe is the one whom Alejandro desired]  
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(Act 3, p. 1062, col. B).68 Apeles’s melancholy results from the love for Campaspe, which 
turns to jealousy because his desire is impeded by the desire of another, socially superior 
suitor, Alejandro. Alejandro’s lust causes his painter’s sickness. As shown by the examples 
of Apeles and Alejandro in Darlo todo y no dar nada and Amón and David in Los cabellos 
de Absalón, whether by inheritance, actions, or a mix of both, the ruler’s internal flaws 
engender the lovesickness of the male elite in Calderón’s comedia.  
Until this point, Calderón’s trajectory of affective transmission aligns with standard 
depictions of melancholy in early modern culture. As demonstrated in the introduction to this 
dissertation, a longstanding tradition in the classical philosophy upon which sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century society founds its understanding of melancholy conceives of the 
condition as elite and masculine. For example, as recognized by Juliana Schiesari in The 
Gendering of Melancholia, all named references in Problem XXX, I’s list of great and 
melancholic persons of politics, thought, and the arts are male (Schiesari 104-05).69 The only 
women listed are “Sibyls and soothsayers,” in other words, women whose divine occupations 
require them to become sexless (Theophrastus 24). While they rarely endorse the morality of 
melancholy, early modern treatises—such as Velásquez’s Libro de la melancolía, which 
ponders melancholy’s ability to ruin the minds of powerful, male rulers, Martínez de 
Toledo’s Corbacho, which depicts lovesickness as the condition of the male nobility, and 
Ficino’s Liber de Vita, which considers men of letters to be melancholic—regurgitate these 
classical depictions of melancholy’s nature as the condition of privileged men. Lovesick 
                                                
68[ love and jealousy are the cause of his pains] 
 
69The melancholic men in Problem XXX, I are listed as follows: “An example ... is Heracles 
... Lysander ... Ajax and Bellerophon ... Empedocles, Plato, and Socrates, and numerous 
other well-known men, and also most of the poets” (pp. 18-19); also, “Maracus, the 
Syracusan, was actually a better poet when he was out of his mind” (24); and “Archelaus, 
King of Macedonia” (26).  
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emperors, like Alejandro; princes, like Amón; famous painters, like Apeles; and kings, like 
Admeto and David, with emotional imbalances that can engender melancholy in themselves 
or others fit into this discourse of masculinity, privilege, and mental illness. Calderón’s 
struggle to define women’s melancholy within this masculine framework is evident in his 
plays. 
In one respect, as demonstrated by the female protagonist of Apolo y Climene, female 
melancholy may also function as an extreme emotional response that threatens the self’s 
rational governance, resulting from monarchical indiscretion. For example, the lady in 
waiting, Cintia, reflects that Climene’s emotional turmoil results from Admeto’s confinement 
of his daughter: 
   De tus tristezas 
la justa razón, señora, 
de nacer a vivir presa, 
cuando juzgó Etiopía que 
naciendo única heredera  
de los estados de Admeto, 
nacías a ser su reina. (Act 1, p. 1821, col. A)70 
As shown in the above verses, Climene’s melancholy stems from her father’s decision to 
confine her rather than to allow her to assumer her rightful role as heir to Admeto’s throne.71 
Cintia’s diagnosis aligns with the rationale that Climene provides for her own illness. In a 
monologue resembling Segismundo’s lamentations at the outset of La vida es sueño, Climene 
bemoans the illusory nature of existence, the contrasting freedom of wild beasts and her own 
                                                
70[The just reason for your sadness, milady, is being born to live a prisoner, when Ethiopia 
judged that, being born the only heir of Admeto’s states, you were born to be her queen.] 
 
71Cintia’s reasoning is partially motivated by her own self-preservation, as she speaks under 
duress. Climene has threatened to make a human sacrifice of whomever she finds guilty of 
allowing a man into Diana’s temple, and Cintia’s words serve as a means of diverting the 
princess’s attention from this previous threat (Act 1, p. 1818, col. B). Even so, by the play’s 
end Cintia remains the only blameless party among the three ladies in waiting, granting her 
analysis credibility with readers of the text and Calderón’s theatrical audience. 
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incarceration, and her father’s denial of her inheritance (Act 1, pp. 1826, col. A - 1828, col. 
B).72 Climene’s melancholy initially resembles the conditions of Amón and Apeles: 
emotional and behavioral extremes caused by kingly neglect.  
In another respect, the sickness of the mind that these rulers inspire in the female 
nobility is more complex. In early modern Spain, the social standing of women depends upon 
the men with whom they are associated. Correspondingly, the affective conditions of female 
characters may be exacerbated or even engendered by men. This is the third tier of 
transmission: female melancholy aggravated or inspired by women’s contact with male 
desire. Each of the women in Los cabellos de Absalón, Apolo y Climene, and Darlo todo y no 
dar nada experiences one of these moments of transmission, in which their emotional states 
become mortally infected by the passions of men. 
In Climene’s case, this variety of melancholic transference happens through the dual 
intervention of the astrologer-mage Fitón and the god Apolo. Fleeing with Apolo from 
Admeto—who erroneously assumes that his daughter has already slept with the god—, the 
princess encounters Fitón, who hides the two in his cave in order to encourage the 
consummation of their relationship.73 The mage anticipates the alteration that Climene’s 
character will undergo through this act: 
¡Qué ajenos de mis motivos 
su seguridad presumen, 
                                                
72C.f. Segismundo’s monologue in José María García Martín’s edition of La vida es sueño 
(Act 1, vv. 102-72).  
 
73Caves that function as spaces of melancholy abound in Calderón’s theater. The particular 
modifier, “melancólica bosteza,” which is applied to Diógenes’s cave in Darlo todo y no dar 
nada (Act 2, p. 1036, col. B), also appears in El purgatorio de San Patricio (1628), Origen, 
pérdida, y restauración de la virgen del sagrario (1637), En esta vida todo es verdad y todo 
mentira (1659), La estatua de Prometeo (1668), and Las cadenas del demonio (pub. 1684). A 




sin saber que van a fin 
solo de que se consume  
lo que ya dije una vez! 
Pues si la hallaran, no dude 
que con su muerte mintiera 
mi estudio. (Act 3, p. 1855, col. B)74 
Fitón hides Climene and Apolo in order to bring her fatal horoscope to pass, granting 
credibility to his science. Her death would make impossible the birth of her son with Apolo, 
Faetón, whom the magician has forecast to bring fiery devastation to the lands of Ethiopia 
(Act 2, p. 1830, col. B - 1831, col. A). While contained in the female space of the temple, 
Climene’s melancholy is internally devastating but externally harmless. However, as Fitón 
expects, sexual contact with Apolo through the mage’s intervention precipitates her demise.  
The consequences of Climene’s sexual encounter become apparent in El hijo del sol, 
Faetón (1661), in which the princess’s melancholy becomes demonic and dehumanizing.75 
Regarding the former, in order to defend herself from the wrath of Diana, instigated by 
breaking her virginal vow, Climene seeks refuge in Fitón’s cave, with the intention of 
becoming his heir (Act 2, pp. 1888, col. B - 1889, col. A).76 The banished priestess 
demonstrates her magical capabilities by robbing the nymph Tetis of her sight, voice, and 
                                                
74[How far from my motives is the safety that they presume, not knowing that they enter in 
order that what I once said may become true! For if the others were to find her, there is no 
doubt that her death would expose the lies of my science.]  
 
75There is a continuity error between Apolo y Climene and El hijo del sol, Faetón. In the 
former, Admeto is king and father of Climene. In the latter, Admeto is king; however, the 
elderly Eridano, priest in the Temple of Diana, is Climene’s father.  
 
76Delgado recognizes the demonic implications of sorcery in Calderón’s theater in “La 
melancolía erótica de Cipriano en El mágico prodigioso.” The interference of Fitón 
resembles the Demonio’s manipulation of Cipriano’s lovesickness in El mágico prodigioso 
(1637). However, in agreement with Francisco Ruiz Ramón in Historia del teatro español, 
 Cipriano is able to use reason and faith to escape the devil’s trap (266). In contrast, Climene 
and her father fall prey to the mage’s plans.  
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movement (Act 1, p. 1869, col. A). Within Calderón’s theo-political context, the practice of 
magic aligns Climene with the demonic, and therefore that which resides beyond the limits of 
Catholic society.  
Climene’s association with the demonic is one instantiation of female melancholy’s 
dangerous alterity in early modern culture. In a basic sense, the mind’s rational functions 
facilitate the governance of the soul over the physical body. Melancholy, as that which 
compromises reason, jeopardizes the communion of the divine with the corporeal. As such, 
early modern medical treatises recognize that extreme cases of melancholy may expose the 
afflicted to demonic interference (Huarte 373-74; ch. 9, Velásquez 123). However, as 
reflected by the writings of Teresa of Ávila, while melancholy’s demonic potential is 
theoretically a danger to men or women, it is particularly relevant in female environments.77 
By allowing Climene to fall prey to the mage and to become a student of his magic, Calderón 
situates her health crisis within this context of demonic female melancholy. Her 
imprisonment, like Segismundo’s, precipitates her decline into melancholy. However, unlike 
                                                
77See the Libro de las fundaciones: “Cierto, creo que el demonio en algunas personas le toma 
por medianero, para si se pudiese ganarlas; y si no andan con gran aviso, sí hará” (93-94; ch. 
7, sec. 2); and “Yo he miedo que el demonio, debajo del color de este humor, como he dicho, 
quiere ganar muchas almas” (96-97; ch. 7, sec.7). The exaggerated capacity of melancholy to 
corrupt women and dispose them to demonic interference present in Teresa de Ávila’s corpus 
of writings is addressed by Radden (294), and Mònica Balltondre Pla in “Encuentros entre 
Dios y la melancolía” (199-200). The particular vulnerability of women to the extreme and 
demonic influences of melancholy rests upon the theory of the inherent weakness of 
women’s intellect, espoused by socio-medical texts such as Huarte’s Examen (Huarte 614-5; 
ch. 17 in Casey 579; footnote 17), as well as the moral treatises concerning appropriate 
activities for women. In agreement with María Luisa Candau Chacón in “Religiosidad, ocio y 
entretenimientos. Ocupando el tiempo de la mujer honesta (Fr. Alonso Remón, Siglo XVII),” 
these treatises depict women as “doblemente expuestas al peligro” [doubly exposed to 
danger] on account of the intellectual defect of their sex (38). The early modern relationship 
between women’s rational weakness and their predisposition to melancholy’s most negative 
and othering consequences is also recognized by Schiesari (15) and Teresa Scott Soufas in 
“The Gendered Context of Melancholy for Spanish Golden Age Women Writers” (177).  
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her male counterpart, Climene becomes the victim of desire, which exacerbates her 
emotional imbalance to the degree that it facilitates demonic interference.  
Climene’s animalization and monstrosity further establish her within the early 
modern context of women’s melancholic alterity. Beyond her magic, Calderón distances 
Climene from human society by characterizing her as a monster, a “humana fiera,” that 
terrifies the pueblo (Act 2, p. 1889, col. A).78 After a brief introduction to the young Faetón, 
the play quickly launches into the hunt for Climene, whom citizens know only as a “una 
crüel fiera horrible” (Act 1, p. 1865, col. B) and “horroso / monstruo” (Act 1, p. 1868, col. 
A).79 Climene’s garb and behavior support these perspectives. Dressed in skins and a staff 
(presumably for magic) and intent upon ripping out Tetis’s heart, Climene’s only signs of 
humanity are her face and voice. Tetis remarks: 
que más fiera asombrabas,  
me has asombrado mujer,  
y al ver el rostro y oír  
humana voz, cuando fue  
valor, es pasmo. (Act 1, p. 1869, col. A)80 
As Tetis’s terror demonstrates, Climene’s monstrosity results from her unnatural mix of the 
human and animal. Her human visage and voice are unexpected counterparts to her 
animalistic behavior and attire, and therefore produce uncertainty and fear in the observer. 
Faetón reiterates this perspective in his later encounter with the dishonored priestess: “para 
                                                
78[human beast]  
 
79[a horrible cruel beast] [horrifying monster]  
 
80[How surprisingly beastly you seemed, now it surprises me that you are a woman, and upon 




fiera, eres mujer; / para mujer, eres fiera” (Act 2, p.1884, col. A).81 Admeto, too, notes the 
change in the former princess since the action of Apolo y Climene, labeling her “Humana 
fiera” and “horrible monstruo feo” (Act 2, p. 1885, col. B).82 Climene’s forested life, dress 
and violent behaviors make her a fiera to her people, whose inability to reconcile these 
behaviors with her human face and voice causes them to fear her as monstrous. In agreement 
with Folger, “from a theological perspective, man was distinguished [from animal] by the 
rational soul (intellect, will, conceptual memory)” (48). In other words, in Catholic Spain, 
what differentiates the human from the animal is the governance of reason and free will over 
emotional impulse. Climene’s nature as a humana fiera, therefore, signifies that her 
mechanism of internal self-regulation has become so compromised as to result in the partial 
loss of her humanity, placing her in a state that is neither fully human nor animal and, 
consequently, monstrous to early modern society. Together with demonic influence, 
Climene’s animalization and ensuing monstrosity position her as a woman whose 
melancholy results in alterity. The otherness of the former princess is completed through her 
transformation into an “álam[o] blanc[o]” (Act 3, p. 1902, col. B). Given that the poplar is, as 
recorded by Covarrubias, a common symbol for grief in classical and early modern culture 
(pt. 1: fols. 29v-30r), Climene’s metamorphosis signifies the total loss of the human soul by 
metaphorically converting her into a single and irreversible emotion.    
                                                
81[To a beast, you are a woman; to a woman, you are a beast] This portrayal of Climene’s 
nature resembles Segismundo’s self-description upon his first encounter with Rosaura in La 
vida es sueño: “soy un hombre de las fieras / y una fiera de los hombres” [I am a man among 
beasts and a beast among men] (Act 1, vv. 211-12). However, whereas Segismundo begins 
melancholic and recuperates his self-control by the play’s conclusion, Climene descends into 
a dehumanizing melancholic state. The contrasting trajectories of the two royal heirs 
underscore the gendered differentiation of melancholy in Calderón’s comedia. 
 
82[human beast] [horrible ugly monster]  
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The crisis of melancholy, dishonor, and alterity initiated by the physical transmission 
of emotional imbalance to women through sexual intercourse is also staged by Los cabellos 
de Absalón. However, whereas Climene fails to anticipate the corporeal and social 
ramifications of her tryst with Apolo, Tamar foresees this crisis in her attempt to dissuade 
Amón from rape: 
TAMAR. Que soy tu hermana. 
AMÓN.           Es verdad; 
  pero si dice un proverbio 
  la sangre sin fuego hierve, 
  ¿qué hará la sangre con fuego? 
TAMAR. En nuestra ley se permite casarse deudos con deudos, 
  pídeme a mi padre. 
AMÓN.        Es tarde 
  para valerme del ruego. (Act 1, vv. 959-66)83 
Tamar’s plea reveals the social transgression of Amón’s desire, which not only ignores the 
familial bond of brother and sister but also rejects David’s royal authority. Legally, Amón 
could pursue marriage to his sister. However, his lust for Tamar—here characterized as blood 
boiling next to a flame—is too impatient for royal consent, and the prince forcibly rapes his 
sister.84 In this moment, when Amón acts upon his illicit desire and rapes Tamar, the play’s 
adherence to standard tropes of love melancholy begins to fracture. Sexual contact 
communicates the prince’s melancholy to Tamar, transforming the disease and the princess 
in the process: 
La mortal enfermedad 
del torpe príncipe Amón 
                                                
83[(Tamar) But I am your sister. (Amón) It’s true; but if a proverb says that blood boils 
without fire, what will blood do with fire? (Tamar) In our law it is permitted for relatives to 
marry relatives, ask my father for my hand. (Amón) It is too late for me to make use of your 
plea.]  
 
84Amón’s claim that his blood boils aligns with the medical context of lovesickness in the 
early modern era. The obsessive fixation upon the beloved results ignites the humors—
including blood—into adust melancholy, producing lovesickness (Folger 64; Wack xi). 
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peste de mi honra ha sido, 
su contagio me pegó. (Act 2, vv. 1177-80)85  
As indicated by this lament, Tamar contracts Amón’s melancholy through her rape. 
However, the disease carries different and more severe social implications for the princess 
than it does for her half-brother. Tamar anticipates that the transference of sickness will be a 
plague to her honor, meaning the death of her social identity.  
As with Climene, Tamar’s contagion not only radically alters her emotional and 
behavioral responses but also results in a lethal alterity. The transference of Amón’s 
lovesickness through rape turns her into a monstrous being that refuses contact with her 
previous social existence and becomes singularly bent upon revenge against Amón. For 
instance, Tamar embraces her expulsion from the palace as a platform for her to publicly 
proclaim her dishonor: 
AMÓN.   Echadla en la calle. 
TAMAR.            Así 
  estaré bien; que es razón, 
  ya que el delito fue aquí, 
  que por ellas dé un pregón 
  mi deshonra contra ti. (Act 2, vv. 1064-68)86 
In the same way that Tamar welcomes expulsion from the palace, after her public defamation 
of Amón fails to move David to vengeance, the princess accepts Absalón’s offer to reside in 
the country, declaring: 
Bien dices: viva entre fieras 
quien entre hombres se perdió; 
que, a estar con ellas, es cierto 
que no muriera mi honor. (Act 2, 1290-93)87 
                                                
85[The deadly sickness of the foolish prince Amón has been the plague of my honor, he gave 
me his infection]  
 
86[(Amón) Throw her in the street. (Tamar) Thus I will be well; for it is right, since the crime 
was here, for my dishonor to give a proclamation against you in them.]  
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From Tamar’s perspective, as a dishonored woman, the princess is more suited to life among 
wild beasts than within Israeli society. Like Climene, Tamar’s infection leads to her alliance 
with the animal over the human, initiating a descent from humanity to monstrosity that 
culminates with Amón’s murder. Tamar assumes the identity of a serrana, successfully 
hiding her identity from Amón until it is too late for the prince to realize the trap she and 
Absalón have set for his murder. Immediately before Amón goes to dinner, and, unwittingly, 
to his death, he recognizes Tamar, exclaiming:  
¡Ay cielos! ¡Monstruo! ¿Tú eres? 
..................................................... 
   Voyme y pienso que sin vida,  
que tu vista me mató. (Act 2, vv. 1814-19)88  
Amón’s cry of “¡Monstruo!” recalls one of David’s early warnings to the prince: “mira que el 
pesar es monstruo / que come vidas humanas” (Act 1, vv. 182-83).89 By transferring his 
melancholy to Tamar, Amón has turned her into this monster. By encouraging Tamar to 
“Bebe[r] su sangre,” to drink the blood of the prince as it spills over the dinner table, Absalón 
completes the princess’s transfiguration into monstrosity (Act 2, v. 1939). The imago over 
which the lovesick Amón obsesses becomes the monster that orchestrates his murder and 
dines upon his life-blood.  
Amón’s murder by Tamar is a moment that Los cabellos de Absalón shares with La 
venganza de Tamar. In both Tirso and Calderón’s texts, Amón’s rape of Tamar transmits his 
                                                                                                                                                  
87[You speak well. May she who was lost among men live among the beasts, for, had I been 
with them, it is certain that I would not have lost my honor.]  
 
88[Oh heavens! Monster! Is that you? ... I am leaving, and, I think, without life, for the sight 
of you killed me.] 
  
89[be careful, for sorrowful suffering is a monster that eats human lives]  
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disease to the princess and triggers the sequence of events that culminate in his death.90 
However, Tirso’s act three is Calderón’s act two. Tirso’s play ends with Amón’s death and 
the presumed end to Tamar’s monstrosity. The princess remarks: “Ya podré mirar la gente, / 
resucitando mi honor” (Act 3, vv. 969-70).91 With her honor restored, Tamar can return to 
society. The Tamar of Los cabellos de Absalón hopes for the same resolution to her suffering 
(Act 2, vv. 1850-51). However, Calderón’s play does not allow the princess’s vengeance to 
serve the curative function that it performs in Tirso’s theater, and instead follows Tamar’s 
transformation from a monster into a demonic and self-destructive other. 
The mortal alterity of Tamar’s disease is communicated through metaphors of 
demonic influence and plague. After her rape, Tamar keeps company with the Ethiopian 
clairvoyant woman, Teuca, who like the mage of Apolo y Climene, functions as a demonic 
agent.92 Following the failed military coupe and death of Absalón, Teuca accompanies Tamar 
to her living tomb: 
TAMAR. que yo, por no ver jamás 
  ni aún los átomos del viento, 
  iré a sepultarme viva 
  en el más oscuro centro 
  donde se ignore si vivo 
                                                
90Compare Tamar’s declaration that Amón has transferred his disease to her in Los cabellos 
de Absalón (see epigraph) to the same moment in La venganza de Tamar: “La mortal 
enfermedad / del torpe Príncipe Amón / peste de la honra fue; / pegóme su contagión” [The 
mortal sickness of the foolish Prince Amón was the plague of my honor; he gave me his 
infection] (Act 3, vv. 200-03). All citations of La venganza de Tamar come from the version 
of Tirso’s play edited by John Lyon. As a note, Lyon’s edition of La venganza de Tamar 
restarts verse numbers at the beginning of each act. 
 
91[Now that my honor is coming back to life, I can again look people in the eye] 
  
92See the moment in which David accuses Teuca of being the devil’s mouthpiece: “el 
demonio ... / habla ... / y así, destierra al momento / esta torpe fitonisa” [the demon ... speaks 
... and so, banish this foolish fitonisa] (Act 1, vv. 728-33). Further, “fitonisa,” is the feminine 
form of Fitón, establishing another parallel between the demonic influences upon 
melancholic women in Los cabellos de Absalón and Apolo y Climene.  
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  pues que se ignora si muero. 
  (Vase.) 
TEUCA. Y yo también desde hoy 
  en su ley seguirla quiero. (Act 3, vv. 3187-95)93 
In one respect, Tamar’s self-enclosure recalls Amón’s at the start of the play. Like the prince, 
she desires such darkness as to eliminate all faculties of her external senses. However, in 
another respect, Tamar’s enclosure also functions as the fulfillment of the plague imagery 
invoked at the moment of her contagion. In an early modern context, contagion is the 
“Infección y corrupción del áire, enfermedad que se pega y comunica por el contacto” 
(Diccionario de Autoridades).94 Given this association between bad airs, or miasma, physical 
contact, and contagion, Tamar’s wish to be separated from “aún los átomos del viento” 
positions the cave as a space of symbolic quarantine, preventing her diseased body from any 
further contact with the society that allowed her rape. Teuca, whose voluntary enclosure with 
Tamar contributes an additional sense of the demonic to the princess’s situation, emphasizes 
Tamar’s ultimate alterity. Like the quarantined plague victims evoked by her metaphor, 
Tamar’s peste ultimately condemns her to death in isolation from society.95  
 Like the demonic, plague functions as a metaphor of dangerous alterity for women’s 
melancholy in early modern Spain. As observed by Juan Ignacio Carmona García in 
                                                
93[(Tamar) for, in order to never see even the atoms of the wind again, I will go to entomb 
myself alive in the most dark center, where no one will know if I live, for no one knows if I 
die. (She leaves.) (Teuca) And I also want to follow her in her path from this day forward] 
 
94[Infection and corruption of the air, a sickness that is contracted and communicated by 
contact] 
 
95As recognized by Schlieper in “Matasanos y salvador,” El médico de su honra also uses 
plague imagery to communicate the othering effects of melancholia on women. Mencía’s 
enclosure resembles the quarantine endured plague victims; further, following Gutierre’s 
murder of his wife, Mencía, the bloody handprints of the physician resemble the red crosses 
painted upon the doors of houses afflicted by the plague in sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century Europe (473-75).  
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Enfermedad y sociedad, plague represents an active threat in the seventeenth century, with at 
least six major outbreaks over the course of the century (40). The disease terrifies members 
of all social groups not only for its nature as a chronic and indiscriminate killer, but also for 
the isolation and intense suffering of the sick as they endure quarantine (Carmona García 58, 
67). As with the demonic, women’s melancholy comes into contact with plague in early 
modern religious literature. Recalling the patterns of infection and treatment options for 
plague victims, Teresa’s Libro de las fundaciones expresses the fear that melancholy may 
become universally contagious within the convent lest a strict policy of quarantine be 
enforced (94; ch. 7, sec. 3).96 In the atmosphere of the convent, isolation becomes a policy 
for women’s melancholy, lest the disease, like plague, become universally devestating. By 
engaging in this metaphor of plague for the melancholy she contracts from Amón, Tamar 
becomes another instantiation of female melancholy’s alterity in early modern Spain. As 
shown through the examples of Tamar and Climene, the transmission of emotional imbalance 
through men to women can alter female emotional and behavioral states to the point of 
alterity and dehumanization.  
Campaspe, too, contracts melancholy as a result of contact with male desire. In Darlo 
todo y no dar nada, Apeles transfers his lovesickness to the dama visually. Recalling the 
development of love melancholy as defined by Folger: “the mind creates an extremely 
effective mnemonic imago, and the lover cannot stop thinking of or remembering his 
beloved” (64). As above-shown, for Apeles, this captivating mental image is an interpretation 
of Campaspe. In his role as Alejandro’s painter, Apeles must paint his beloved, causing him 
to transpose the imago that inflames his lovesickness onto canvas. The painter himself 
recognizes this transference through his art:  
                                                
96See also, Balltondre Pla (201-02), and Radden (294-95).  
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¡Mal haya, digo otra vez, 
habilidad que me fuerce 
a que estudie tus facciones, 
………………………….. 
cuán bella, ¡oh Campaspe!, eres 
ya dos veces a mis ojos, 
porque te pierda dos veces! (Act 2, p. 1505, col. B)97  
According to Apeles’s lament, painting forces him to fixate upon the woman he desires, but 
cannot hold. By emphasizing that Campaspe appears twice before the painter’s eyes, in the 
painting and in person, Calderón confirms the portrait’s function as a visual rendering of the 
imago within Apeles’s lovesick mind. By showing the portrait to Campaspe, Apeles shares 
his infectious perspective, transferring his lovesickness back onto the woman who is the 
focus of his obsession. Campaspe’s emotional affectation becomes evident immediately after 
viewing the portrait: 
pues al mirarle, la voz 
en el labio se suspende 
tanto, que aun el corazón 
no sabe cómo la aliente. 
¿Soy yo aquella, o soy yo, yo? (Act 2, p. 1050, col. B – 1051, col. A)98 
Campaspe’s response to Apeles’s portrait exhibits definitive symptoms of literary 
lovesickness: the inability to control corporeal functions, confusion regarding the body’s 
ability to live, and a sense of enajenación in which the soul knows not whether it resides in 
                                                
97[May the skill that forces me to study your features be cursed, I say, for—how beautiful, oh 
Campaspe!—you are twice before my eyes, so that I may lose you twice!] The figure of the 
lovesick painter is also present in Calderón’s El pintor de su deshonra (circa 1644), and has 
been studied by Paterson and Scott Soufas. However, the male protagonist in El pintor de su 
dishonra, Juan Roca, kills the woman he paints rather than transferring his sickness to her, 
and, therefore, is not the topic of study in the present chapter. 
 
98[for upon seeing it, my voice stops upon my lip, so much so that even my heart does not 
know how it breathes life into it. Am I her, or am I myself?]  
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the beloved or the self.99 She then joins the painter in a state of “ira, rabia y muerte,” which 
captures in brief melancholy’s progression from emotional disquiet, to uncontrollable 
emotion, to deathlike existence (Act 2, p. 1051, col. B).100 By forcing Campaspe to witness 
the visual representation of his desire, Apeles communicates his melancholy to her.101 
Campaspe’s portrait, therefore, functions as an agent of contagion for male desire.  
However, while Tamar and Climene evidence the devastating effects of melancholy 
upon women when rulers fail to regulate their passions, Campaspe’s melancholic trajectory 
evinces the curative capacity of monarchical intervention. Unlike Admeto, who chases his 
daughter into the grasp of Fitón and Apolo, and David, whose past mistakes and present 
vanity prevent him from intervening in the crisis of Amón’s lovesickness before he rapes 
Tamar, Alejandro recuperates a state of internal temperance in time to restore the health of 
Campaspe and Apeles. As a means of demonstrating to Diógenes that he is “dueño de mí,” 
                                                
99Compare Campaspe’s reaction to the loss of bodily control and self awareness produced by 
lovesickness as expressed by Martínez de Toledo’s Corbacho: “amor y lujuria ... hacen  ... 
los cinco sentidos alterar y algunos de ellos en todo o en parte perder, y con muchos 
pensamientos, a las veces, enloquecer, y, a las veces, privar del juicio y razón natural al 
hombre y mujer, en tanto que no se conoce el mismo a las horas quién es, dónde está, qué le 
aconteció, ni cómo vive” [love and lust ... make ... the five senses change and some of them 
fail either completely or in part, and with many thoughts, sometimes, they make one go mad, 
and, sometimes, they deprive the man and woman of sanity and reason, so mucho so that by 
the hours they themselves do not know who they are, where they are, what happened to them, 
nor how they are alive] (48).  
  
100[Ire, fury and death]  
 
101Not only does the transmission of melancholy from man to woman resemble the illness’s 
movements in Los cabellos de Absalón, but the moment of Campaspe’s visual contagion also 
recalls the servant Jonadab’s remark to Amón: “que al fin ve lo mismo quien / mira jugar que 
el que juega” [in the end, he who watches sees the same thing as he who plays] (Act 1, vv. 
569-70). As indicated by Jonadab, to witness the bodily experience of another visually is to 
experience that body’s experience. The titular protagonist of Rojas’s Celestina also expresses 
the opinion that viewing the sentimental experiences of others can produce a degree of that 
same emotional response within the self while observing the sexual encounter of Sempronio 
and Elicia (128).  
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Alejandro weds Campaspe to Apeles, resolving the painter’s lovesickness, and Campaspe’s 
frenzy, in the process (Act 3, p. 1064, col. B). Campaspe’s speech upon the sovereignty of 
free will, which follows Alejandro’s decision, reinforces the relationship between the king’s 
moderation and his subjects’ renewed health: 
¿De cuándo acá el albedrío 
de un dueño a otro pasa? 
…………………………. 
Liberalidad bien puede 
ser que sea el dar la dama; 
pero liberalidad 
tan neciamente villana, 
que piensa que lo da todo, 
siendo así que es cosa clara 
que no da nada, porque 
el día que no da el alma, 
¿qué da en lo demás? (Act 3, p. 1065, col. A)102 
In her speech, Campaspe challenges Alejandro’s decision to give her to Apeles on the 
grounds that the will of the soul—whether of man or woman—is inherently free, and cannot 
be given by another. Without the permission of Campaspe’s will, Alejandro’s promise to 
Apeles is empty. However, the application of this logic to Campaspe’s own situation is 
undermined by the fact that (as Alejandro points out) she has already fallen in love with 
Apeles and, so, has already given her will to the painter (Act 3, p. 1066, col. B). Instead, her 
exposition on free will’s dominion affirms the autodominio of emperor, who relinquishes 
what he desires and regains sovereignty over himself. Through the correspondence of the 
restoration of the king’s self-governance with the cure of the melancholies of the painter and 
his beloved, Calderón further demonstrates the monarch’s power to transfer his emotional 
state to his subjects.   
                                                
102[Since when is it possible for the will to move from one owner to another here? ... It may 
be generosity to give the woman, but it is a so foolishly boorish generosity that thinks that it 
gives everything, being that it is clear that it doesn’t give anything at all, because what use is 
the rest of what is given by the day that doesn’t give the soul?]  
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 Demonstrated by the transmission of emotional imbalance in Los cabellos de 
Absalón, Apolo y Climene, and Darlo todo y no dar nada, the health crises of subjects begin 
with the monarch, who then works through men to transmit melancholy to women. In the 
sense that the affective conditions of these subjects evince the corruption of the monarch, the 
findings of the present chapter align with the perspectives of Scott Soufas in Melancholy and 
the Secular Mind. However, in his depiction of the consequences of royal moral crisis 
through the transmission of disease, Calderón also leans into the unintended and gendered 
consequences of melancholy. The top two tiers of melancholic carriers are the expected, how 
melancholy and particularly lovesickness typically looks in elite men. The subaltern is what 
happens next: when melancholy is feminine. As established by the present chapter, Calderón 
struggles to represent the melancholy of his female characters within the early modern 
context of melancholy’s masculinity. Resultantly, through metaphors of demonic influence, 
monstrosity, and plague, women’s melancholy becomes a symbol of their alterity. While 
chapter two has demonstrated how melancholy can lead women to alterity, chapter three will 




CHAPTER 3:  
MELANCHOY, ETHNIC ALTERITY, AND THE QUARTAN FEVER 
que aquestos temblores son 
la cuartana del león  
de la tribu de Judá 
—“Judaísmo” in La semilla y la cizaña by Pedro Calderón de la Barca103 
Through the self-diagnoses of Moorish and Jewish characters, such as the one above-
shown, Calderón introduces the second manifestation of melancholy addressed by this 
dissertation: the quartan fever. The present chapter examines how Calderón employs the 
quartan fever to correlate ethnic alterity to national crisis. My investigation reveals this 
relationship by evaluating the quartan fever in the auto sacramental, La semilla y la cizaña, 
and the comedia, El príncipe constante. Several other theatrical works in Calderón’s corpus 
address the quartan fever.104 These plays have been selected for the extent to which they 
prioritize the fever, its ramifications, and the infected, as well as their representative value as 
works from the playwright’s formative and mature periods. The treatment of the quartan 
fever in the two plays illuminates the condition’s existence as a stable marker in Calderón’s 
                                                
103[these tremblings are the quartan fever of the lion of the tribe of Judah] (vv. 1387-89) All 
citations of La semilla y la cizaña come from the 2014 edition of Davinia Rodríguez. All 
citations of autos and single-act plays will use verse numbers (vv.), unless otherwise stated. 
 
104Other theatrical works in Calderón’s canon that make explicit reference to the quartan 
fever include the libretto Celos, aún del aire matan (1660), autos El divino Orfeo (1635), La 
hidalga del valle (before 1634), La lepra de Constantino (circa 1647-57), and Llamados y 
escogidos (circa 1648-51), and the comedia También hay duelos en las damas (circa 1648-
50). The chronology for these plays comes from the cross-referencing of Hilborn with the 
more recent editions of the works (when available) cited in the bibliography. 
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theater, created to identify threats posed to the Spanish empire amid the diachronic, stylistic, 
and socio-political changes that affect the author’s works.  
Following a brief summary of the medical symptoms and literary context of the 
quartan fever in early modern Spain, my examination elaborates how Calderón depicts the 
fever. I then analyze the quartan fever’s social implications based on the ethnicities and 
geographic regions associated with the fever in Calderón’s plays, and the challenges 
negotiated by Spain’s Catholic monarchy. I conclude with an exploration of the reformative 
intent of Calderón’s portrayal of the fever. Through this chapter, I demonstrate that Calderón 
uses the quartan fever as a vehicle for Spanish theo-political ideology and a means of 
addressing the dilemmas of his nation. 
The quartan fever is a mental illness that results from melancholy.105 Melancholy, in 
the sense of humoral imbalance, can provoke mental illnesses, including the quartan fever.106 
Like other melancholic illnesses, the fever causes conflicting and uncontrollable emotions, 
mixing illusions with sadness and strong, inexplicable fits of anger. Biologically, the fever’s 
symptoms are explained by the exaggerated and unpredictable overheating and cooling of the 
mind and body that melancholy triggers. As recognized by Babb in The Elizabethan Malady, 
the development of melancholic illnesses is often described as a coal-like substance in the 
body that ignites due to strong emotions and produces dark vapors that sicken the mind and 
                                                
105As Casey explains in “The Cuartanas of Lisis,” classical physicians, like Galen in De 
differentiis febrium, libri duo, as well as early modern medical practitioners, like Juan de la 
Torre in Espejo de la philosophia (1705), attribute the quartan fever to melancholic affect (3, 
footnote 6). 
  
106Beyond classical texts and Juan de la Torre’s Espejo de la philosophia, Alonso de Santa 
Cruz’s socio-medical treatise, Sobre la melancolía: diagnóstico y curación de los afectos 
melancólicos (ca. 1569), in particular, dialogues one and four, provides extensive 




open it to demonic intervention (21-22, 49). The fever’s cure, as the medical treatises of the 
time inform us, consists of uplifting activities like baths, good conversation, music and other 
forms of entertainment. While it constitutes a long and international textual tradition, the 
quartan fever’s recurrence in Golden Age Spanish literature requires address.  
The fever is frequently found not only in the poetry and the prose of early modern 
Spain, but also in its theater. However, since its symptoms and curative process resemble 
those of other melancholic illnesses, the quartan fever has received little attention from 
literary criticism. Most relevant to the works discussed in the present investigation, Ignacio 
Arellano’s Repertorio de motivos de los autos sacramentales de Calderón recognizes the 
fever’s recurrence in the playwright’s religious works (178-79). Beyond Calderón’s theater, 
literary criticism has focused on the quartan fever of the Novelas sentimentales of María de 
Zayas y Sotomayor and El caballero de Olmedo.107  
Calderón manifests the medical etiology of the quartan fever in his plays through the 
characters of the Moorish princess, Fénix, in El príncipe constante and the allegorical 
characters Judaísmo and Asia in La semilla y la cizaña. He explicitly recognizes the 
correspondence between the quartan fever and melancholy by employing “cuartana” (Act 1, 
v. 82), “melancolía” (Act 1, vv. 32 and 45) and “melancolías” (Act 2, v. 1667) 
interchangeably to identify Fénix’s illness.108 Implicitly, he relies upon the quartan fever’s 
medical symptoms to communicate his characters’ sickness. Fénix, Judaísmo and Asia 
exhibit the vacillating emotional responses typical of the melancholic condition. In El 
príncipe constante, the princess progresses rapidly and inexplicably from sadness to deep 
                                                
107See footnote 20. 
 
108All citations of El príncipe constante come from the 1996 edition of Fernando 
Cantalapiedra and Alfredo Rodríguez López-Vázquez.  
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melancholy (Act 1, vv. 31-34). With this progression, she becomes unable to regulate her 
passions. For example, after a disturbing dream vision Fénix finds herself “alborotada” (Act 
2, stage direction for v. 973), a condition that implies a lack of control over one’s emotional 
state and the movements of the body.109 Fénix’s emotional distress affects her physical well-
being, a fact that she and her lover, the Moorish general Muley, recognize.110  In La semilla y 
la cizaña, Calderón divides the manic and depressive emotions of the quartan fever between 
the overseer Judaísmo and his land, Asia. Judaísmo’s tenure as overseer of Asia is 
consistently interrupted by frantic emotional responses to the problems caused by the demon-
wind Cierzo. For example, after Cierzo steals their crops, Asia feel the depressive effects of 
melancholy—coldness, paralysis, sadness and fear—while Judaísmo experiences 
“temblores” of rage that he does not hesitate to name “la cuartana” (vv.1380-88). Like Fénix 
in El príncipe constante, Judaísmo recognizes his own illness through the excessive and 
uncontrollable emotional responses the fever produces. Judaísmo and Asia’s submission to 
melancholic fever also demonstrates the relationship between geography, ethnicity and 
illness. 
In both El príncipe constante and La semilla y la cizaña, Calderón establishes a 
relationship between Africa, Moorish ethnicity and this particular iteration of melancholic 
fever. Regarding the former, Fénix’s vision upon contracting the quartan fever communicates 
a symbolic connection between land, people and illness. In this dream vision, an old African 
                                                
109According to Covarrubias, the “alborotado” is “el que está con la pasión y el enojo 
inquieto” [he who is restless with passion and ill humor] (pt. 1: fol. 33v).  
 
110See, Fénix: “Estoy mortal” [I am gravely ill] (Act 1, v. 134); Muley: “¿Qué tienes, que en 
ti se ve, / vuelto en jazmín el coral?” [What do you have, that makes it so that in you one sees 
coral turned into jasmine?] (Act 2, vv. 980-81); and Muley: “Mudanza” (Act 1, v. 435). N.b. 
In the context of the seventeenth century and of the work, mudanza signifies a physical 
change (like a change of color) or a change of interest (Covarrubias pt. 1: fol. 557v). 
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woman transmits melancholy to the princess (Act 2, vv. 992-1031). In agreement with 
Cantalapiedra and Rodríguez López-Vázquez, this woman represents the princess’s future. 
Both are African (Act 1, vv. 18-19 and Act 2, v. 997), both worry for the preservation of the 
princess’s beauty (Act 1, v. 82 and Act 2, vv. 1019-21), and both are related to the mythical 
bird, phoenix.111 However, the old woman also represents the inherent melancholy of the 
African people and land. Fénix describes the woman as an African human-tree, made with 
melancholy and sadness, thereby relating ethnicity to the natural environment and sickness 
(Act 2, vv. 1004-06). This symbolic relationship is made biological through the vision’s 
moment of transmission, when the old woman passes her melancholy to Fénix (Act 2, vv. 
1012-21). Since the woman and Fénix are different stages of the same person, one can 
assume that Calderón intends his audience to conflate the dream woman’s melancolía with 
Fénix’s cuartana. In this way, the old woman not only anticipates the destiny of the princess, 
but also communicates the relationship between the quartan fever and African heredity. 
Fénix cannot overcome her quartan fever because it forms part of her fate as a Moor. 
Similarly, Calderón relates the cuartana to African heritage and Moorish ethnicity 
from the beginning of La semilla y la cizaña, through the presentation of the four parts of the 
world. In this scene, the demon-wind Cierzo enters in a lion-shaped chariot with África and 
her overseer, Paganismo, who is dressed as a Moor (stage direction to v. 519, v. 664). 
Calderón’s staging of África takes full advantage of the allegorical representations of the four 
parts of the world in contemporary European visual arts, with the engravings of Cesare 
                                                
111According to Cantalapiedra and Rodríguez López-Vázquez, the name, the association with 
the sunrise and the sickness of the quartan fever (due to its cyclic repetition) associate the 
Fénix-woman with the fénix-bird. Meanwhile, the vision of the old woman-tree resembles the 
myth of the phoenix. In the process of rebirth, the dead body of the phoenix is entombed in a 
myrrh tree’s trunk (124-25, footnote 1004). 
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Ripa’s Iconología (1603) being the most emblematic example.112 Of particular relevance to 
the present chapter, Ripa’s engraving of África depicts a Moorish woman accompanied by a 
lion (fols. 335-37). As acknowledged by Susana Hernández Araico in “Las cuatro partes del 
mundo en autos y loas sacramentales de Calderón. La semilla y la cizaña y el cuarteto 
cultural”: “la boga estética del cuarteto geográfico-cultural en distintos medios —tapices, 
arcos triunfales u otra arquitectura efímera, ballets, carrousels o espectáculos ecuestres, 
portadas de libros, y planos cosmográficos— culmina a través de Europa precisamente 
durante el apogeo de los autos de Calderón” (144).113 The popularity and standardization of 
allegorical depictions of the four parts of the world during the production of Calderón’s autos 
would have made the symbolic association between the African nation, Moorish ethnicity, 
and the lion readily identifiable to the playwright’s spectators. Calderón then exploits this 
common iconographic relationship to communicate the relationship between the quartan 
fever, Africa, and Moorish ethnicity. As Felipe B. Pedraza Jiménez and Pedro Conde Parrado 
note in their edition of Lope de Vega’s La vega del Parnaso (1637), the association between 
the quartan fever and the lion is a motif of Golden-Age literature (168, footnote 661).114 By 
                                                
112Although Ripa’s Iconología is first published in 1593, the engravings of the four parts of 
the world first appear in the edition of 1603. Therefore, all citations of the Iconología in this 
dissertation are from the 1603 edition. The icons of the four parts of the world and their 
descriptions can all be found between folios 332 and 339.  
 
113[The aesthetic vogue of the cultural and geographic quartet in distinct media—tapestries, 
triumphal arches or other architecture of the moment, ballets, carousels or equestrian 
spectacles, book covers, and cosmographic maps—culminates throughout Europe precisely 
during the apogee of the autos of Calderón.] 
 
114Pedraza Jiménez and Conde Parrado identify references to lions with the quartan fever in 
Góngora’s “Murmuraban los rocines” (1593), Lope’s Caballero de Olmedo and La vega del 
Parnaso, and Calderón’s El divino Orfeo (168, footnote 661). In addition to these texts, 
Góngora makes reference to lions with the quartan fever in “A don Martín de Saavedra, 
viniendo a Madrid con cuartanas” (1610); Quevedo, in “Refiere su nacimiento y las 
propiedades que le comunicó” (1648); Zayas y Sotomayor, in the Desengaños amorosos 
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introducing the lion with África and the Moor, Calderón repurposes the literary symbolism of 
both the four parts of the world and the fever, employing them to introduce an ethnic theory 
of illness that affiliates the quartan fever with African and Moorish ethnicities.  
Various socio-medical theories of the time support the argument of a relationship 
between ethnicity, land, and sickness in Calderón’s theater. Physicians and chroniclers of the 
Golden Age believe in the affective relationship between people and the land on which they 
live. This theory appears in various colonial writings of the New World and in the medical 
reflections about Africa in Huarte’s Examen.115 In Huarte’s determination, melancholy comes 
from Egypt and is the affect of the people that inhabit or have inhabited that land, or of the 
people whose ancestors come from the region. In this way, it is the condition of diverse races 
and ethnicities. Due to their time spent in certain geographic locations, ethnic groups such as 
the Jews and Moors are predisposed to melancholic illnesses (523; ch. 14). While Huarte 
does not specifically name the quartan fever, he includes melancholic fevers among the 
ailments caused by the natural environment of the African continent. Huarte proposes that the 
                                                                                                                                                  
(1647); and Gracián, in El criticón (1651, 1653, 1657). Further, Calderón references the 
fevered felines in the autos La lepra de Constantino (1647-57), La hidalga del valle (before 
1634) and Llamados y escogidos (circa 1648-51). Like Kiril Petkov states in The Anxieties of 
a Citizen Class: The Miracles of the True Cross of San Giovanni Evangelista, Venice 1370-
1480, the European association between the lion and the quartan fever goes back to the 
classical era: “the topos of the lion suffering from quartan was a scientific fact ascribed to 
Pseudo-Aristotle’s Secret of Secrets and, after that, a host of commentators and 
encyclopedists such as Pliny, Solinus, Isidore of Seville, and Rabanus Maurus carried it on to 
the early Middle Ages. Thomas of Cantimpré’s great compendium Liber de natura rerum, 
composed 1230-48, made it a fixture of late medieval and early Renaissance science” (196). 
William A. Locy also recognizes the history of this tradition in “The Earliest Printed 
Illustrations of Natural History” (247).  
 
115For more on the cronistas who associate the people and the lands of the Nuevo Mundo 
with the disposition, affect, or illnesses of melancholy, see López Beltrán’s “Sangre y 
temperamento” and Earle’s The Body of the Conquistador. For an overview of the distinct 
depictions of melancholy according to race and ethnicity in early modern Europe, 
particularly with regard to black African and white English peoples, see Floyd-Wilson’s 
English Ethnicity and Race in Early Modern Drama. 
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dry, sterile and scorched lands typical of Africa engender the melancholic heating of the 
mind that, in turn, causes fever (516-17; ch. 14). In keeping with Huarte, the northern African 
kingdom of Fez is a sunbaked desert in El príncipe constante (Act 1, vv. 470-71, 477-79). 
Calderón’s representation of África in the auto and the comedia, therefore, synthesizes 
iconography and medicine. On the one hand, África, Moorish ethnicity, and melancholic 
fever are associated through the symbols shared by allegorical renderings of the nation and 
literary descriptions of the cuartana. On the other, they are associated through the medical 
theory of melancholy’s geographic contagion. The quartan fever’s ethnic etiology also 
applies to Asia in Calderón’s plays, due to his characterization of oriental geographies.  
The quartan fever appears symbolically linked to Africa early in La semilla y la 
cizaña, but its symptoms are first manifest in Asia. In the auto, Cierzo’s movements and 
effects are influential in the transmission of the quartan fever. Cierzo enters in África’s 
chariot in the first scene of the play, but later follows Judaísmo and Asia disguised as a 
peasant (stage direction to v. 1082). Shortly after, Judaísmo, who is unknowingly influenced 
by the wind-demon, laments to Asia:  
JUDAISMO. Si bien dudo, si bien temo,  
¡qué confusión!, ¡qué delirio!,  
¡qué frenesí!, ¡qué tormento!,  
que darte a ti mi esperanza  
es como dársela al viento. (vv. 1074-78)116 
Judaísmo’s lamentations demonstrate Cierzo’s melancholic effect over him. The extent of 
this effect is underscored by another use of the symbol of the lion. Judaísmo calls his 
                                                
116[What confusion! What delirium! What frenzy! What torment! Giving you my hoping is 




sickness “la cuartana del león / de la tribu de Judá” (vv. 1388-89).117 The identification of 
Judaísmo’s fever with the lion recalls the visual representation of the quartan fever in 
África’s chariot. Since there is a link between ethnicity and the quartan fever, it is important 
to note that Cierzo’s influence not only sickens Judaísmo but also causes the illness of his 
land, Asia. In addition to the aforementioned scene in which both Judaísmo and Asia lament 
the loss of their harvest, Asia describes feeling the double-nature of melancholy after 
Cierzo’s deception, saying: 
ASIA.    … es volcán  
tan abrasado mi pecho,  
que siendo de piedra fuera  
esconde la llama dentro. (vv. 1059-62)118 
The heat that Asia feels evokes the burning rage representative of the manic symptoms of the 
quartan fever. Asia’s anger leads the stone of her interior to catch fire in the same way the 
humors ignite, causing melancholic affect, and the smoke implied by the images of the 
volcano and fire resembles the dark vapors of melancholy that provoke fever. Since the 
description of Asia’s interior mania appears after Judaísmo’s contraction of the quartan fever, 
the audience is reminded that the sickness is shared between land and overseer. By exploring 
the quartan fever’s consequences for both Judaísmo and Asia, Calderón again reinforces the 
connection between ethnicity, geography and this illness.  
                                                
117[these tremblings are the quartan fever of the lion of the tribe of Judah] The classification 
of the quartan fever of Judaísmo resembles the description of the quartan fever of another 
Judaic personification, Sinagoga, in the auto of Calderón, Llamados y escogidos: “que al 
escucharte el león / de mis armas sus cuartanas / me ha pegado. (¡Oh qué temblor / me ha 
dado!)” [for upon listening to you, the lion has stricken me of my weapons with his quartan 
fever. Oh what a trembling it has given me!] (vv. 724-27). 
  




The association between the Moors, the Jews and the quartan fever stems not only 
from land of origin but also from cultural customs, in particular, religious beliefs. In the 
context of the war between the Portuguese and Moorish empires that takes place during El 
príncipe constante, one can interpret Fénix’s quartan fever as a sickness that proceeds from 
Islam. What benefits the Catholic empire lessens sickness, while Moorish dominion worsens 
it. Fénix’s fever exists as long as she remains under Moorish control. The king of Fez 
diagnoses her fever and she remains ill until her capture by the Portuguese. This is not for 
lack of effort on the part of Fénix’s caretakers. In fact, in Fez, the anticipated medical 
treatments for the quartan fever surround Fénix. For instance, Fénix’s servant, Zara, attempts 
to alleviate the princess’s suffering with baths and music (Act 1, vv. 5-7). However, these 
cures prove ineffective, whereas the military involvement of the Portuguese both cures the 
princess of her fever and marks a political victory for the Catholic empire. Fénix’s captivity 
allows her to voice her desire not to marry the Moorish prince Tarudante and makes possible 
that she feel “dichosa” instead of melancholic (Act 3, vv. 2762-64). Then, Alfonso ends her 
fever upon marrying her to Muley instead of Tarudante. This union not only prevents an 
unhappy marriage and ends Fénix’s illness, but also weakens the Moorish kingdom by 
impeding the political union of Fez and Morocco (Act 3, vv. 2931-52). The Christian cure for 
Fénix’s ailment in the third and final act of the play is foreshadowed in the first two by the 
princess’s symbolic association with fountain imagery (El príncipe constante 84-85, 
footnotes 82 and 124, footnote 985). In one respect, fountains are common medical 
treatments for the quartan fever. As stated by Cantalapiedra and Rodríguez López-Vázquez, 
writers of the early modern era, including Pedro de Mexía in Silva de varia lección (1540), 
recognize the curative power of fountains for the quartan fever: “De muchas fuentes escriben 
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estos autores que sanan muchas enfermedades: … como piedra, lepra y aun tercianas y 
quartanas” (Mexía 733; vol. 1, par. 2, ch. 31, qtd. in El príncipe constante 84-85, footnote 
82). In the other, as recognized by Ignacio Arellano in Estructuras dramáticas y alegóricas 
en los autos de Calderón, the fountain is a common Christian symbol for the Eucharist (185). 
Taken together, the medical and religious significance of the fountain implies that the 
resolution to Fénix’s fever will come from Christian intercession. The comparative futility of 
Moorish medical treatments and success of Catholic theo-political intervention on Fénix’s 
behalf makes Calderón’s position clear: the quartan fever is a Moorish illness that results 
from Islamic heresy and belongs to lands and peoples beyond the borders of Catholic Spain. 
 Calderón again associates the quartan fever with religious alterity in La semilla y la 
cizaña. Calderón first relates Judaísmo’s religious disbelief to his sickness metaphorically, 
using the image of the lion with cuartana. Beyond its relationship to the fever, the lion is a 
well-established icon of both Christ and sin in the textual culture of the early modern era (La 
semilla y la cizaña 186, footnote v. 1388; Petkov 197). Rodríguez effectively negotiates this 
paradox in her interpretation of La semilla y la cizaña’s lion, identifying the phrase used by 
Judaísmo to describe his cuartana, “León de Judá,” as a name used by Fray Luis de León for 
Christ in De los nombres de Cristo (circa 1583-85). Following this logic, Rodríguez 
concludes that the relationship between fever, lion, and Christ in Calderón’s play 
communicates the sinfulness of Judaísmo’s disbelief. Judaísmo “intuye, aunque no cree, en la 
divinidad de Cristo, y esa situación le produce desasosiego y lo pone enfermo” (186, footnote 
v. 1388).119 Judaísmo’s illness, then, results from his incapacity to listen to and believe the 
Christian Gospel, represented in Calderón’s auto by the Sembrador. In the Sembrador’s own 
                                                
119[intuits, although he does not believe in, the divinity of Christ, and that situation produces 
unease for him and makes him sick] 
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words, demons cannot affect the mind of anyone who believes in the Eucharist and heeds the 
Word of God (vv. 896-908). However, Judaísmo cannot partake of this process of 
preventative theology. Throughout the play, Judaísmo finds it impossible to understand the 
Sembrador’s advice: “Aunque escucho sus razones, / ni las alcanzo ni entiendo” (vv. 923-
24).120 Therefore, although Asia, África and the Moorish character Paganismo ultimately 
submit to the dominion of Europe (vv. 1840-45), Judaísmo cannot submit, his fever persists, 
and—as a further punishment—he is exiled, destined to wander the world without a home 
(vv. 1862-69). In sum, Judaísmo suffers from the quartan fever not only in relation to the 
trauma of his land, but also because of his religious principles.121   
As demonstrated by Judaísmo and Fénix’s travails, the link between the quartan 
fever, land and non-Christian religion establishes the ethnic alterity of the Jew and the Moor. 
The playwright communicates the quartan fever of the Moorish princess and of Judaísmo 
according to the symptoms of melancholic illness. He sets up the illness of the geographic 
regions associated with these characters, África and Asia, in agreement with contemporary 
theories of sickened lands and the common association between the quartan fever and the 
lion. Then, the contrast between sickness and Christian health teaches the religious causation 
of the fever. As a result, the quartan fever of Fénix and Judaísmo is presented as the 
condition suffered by the Jews and Moors due to their geographic heritage and religious 
difference.  
The alterity of Jewish and Moorish figures in Calderón’s theater parallels the 
historical situation of these ethnic groups in early modern Spain. In the context of Inquisition 
                                                
120[Although I listen to his reasons, I cannot reach them nor understand them] 
 
121For more about the relationship between the Jews and melancholy in the Iberian Peninsula 




and expulsion, Jewish and Moorish persons are systematically expelled from Spanish society. 
By the 1600s, due to fourteenth-century pogroms and the eviction of practicing Jews from 
the Iberian nation in 1492, only conversos, Jewish converts to Christianity, legally remain in 
Spain. Unlike the Jews, the Moors receive a brief period of legal, religious protection 
following the Reconquista. However, the Mudéjares, all Moors that remain in Spain but 
refuse conversion, face expulsion by Portugal in 1497, Castile in 1502 and Aragón in 1526. 
This leaves the Moriscos, Moorish converts to Christianity and their descendants, as the only 
persons of Moorish heritage legally in the peninsula during the sixteenth century. Then, in 
1609, Felipe III decrees the expulsion of all Moriscos, a mandate carried out between 1609 
and 1614.122 By the time Calderón begins his career as playwright, the only peoples of 
Jewish or Moorish ethnicity allowed in Spain are the Christian descendants of converted 
Jews. Due to the mono-cultural norms of the Counter Reformation, in the 1600s, the matter 
of Jewish and Moorish alterity is one of national importance.123 So it stands that the illness of 
                                                
122For more on the aftermath of the Reconquest of Granada and the situation of the Moors 
in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spain, see Alonso de Santa Cruz, Crónica de los Reyes 
Católicos; Miguel Ángel Ladero Quesada, Granada después de la conquista: repobladores y 
mudéjares; and Leonard Patrick Harvey, Muslims in Spain, 1500-1614. 
 
123The Ottoman wars in Europe last from the fourteenth through early-twentieth centuries, 
with the Ottoman-Habsburg wars lasting from the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. The 
Ottoman conflict with Habsburg Spain diminishes during the first two-thirds of the 
seventeenth century, while, as Alberto Navarro González observes in “La figura del judaísmo 
en los autos de Calderón,” the Judaism that survives hidden throughout the peninsula 
threatens “la unidad de Fe y de la Monarquía Católicas”  (112). The shift in focus from the 
Moorish to the Jewish other in the plays discussed in the present study reflects the changing 
preoccupations of Counter-Reformation Spain. Moorish alterity poses a greater risk in El 
príncipe constante, written when the Thirteen Years’ War (1593-1606) with the Ottoman 
empire still forms part of Spain’s living memory. In contrast, Calderón pens La semilla y la 
cizaña at a time of relative peace with the Ottomans and religious conflict within Europe and 




characters representing these ethnic groups in Calderón’s plays would have similarly far-
reaching implications.  
Like Jewish and Moorish ethnic groups, Catholic Spanish society perceives the 
quartan fever as an active threat to the nation. In spite of the supposed levity of the fever–
communicated by the refrain “Por quartana nunca se tañó campana” (Covarrubias pt. 1: fols. 
601r-v)–the fever exercises a lethal potential. According to the letter from the mayor of 
Malaga published by Joaquín Gil Sanjuán in “Proyectada estancia del Príncipe Carlos en 
Málaga para sanar de cuartanas,” the mayor anticipates the trip of the infante Carlos (1545-
68) to the city to cure himself of his quartan fever (268). While the visit never takes place, 
the letter offers a historical perspective on the fever and its medical presence in the country. 
Embedded in the letter, the many accounts of people from all over the country who enter into 
the city to relieve themselves of the quartan fever demonstrate that the illness—far from 
being innocuous and isolated—is a grave and widespread condition. In fact, the emperor 
Carlos V himself dies from the quartan fever in 1558 (Gil Sanjuán 262). In the seventeenth 
century, the fever maintains relevance and the capacity to sicken any member of society. Don 
G. Bates brings attention to fever’s apparent lethality in “Thomas Willis and the Fevers 
Literature of the Seventeenth Century.” Bates signals that, during this time, physicians 
estimate that fever’s mortality rate ranges from “about a third of the deaths of mankind” to 
“two-thirds of deaths which were not due to violence” (45). Although the majority of Bates’s 
evidence comes from English sources, Spanish accounts also demonstrate fever’s 
seventeenth-century influence. Fevers remain a frequent topic of Counter-Reformation 
medical texts, and the cuartana maintains its ability to infect high-profile figures.124 In 1655, 
                                                
124A selection of the medical treatises concerning fevers published in Spain during the first 
half of the 1600s includes the following: Antonio Ponce de Santa Cruz’s Tractado de las 
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Jerónimo de Barrionuevo recalls in his Avisos that the marqués of Liche and caballerizo 
mayor of the king, Luis de Haro, delays a hunt due to his quartan fever (103-04, 107; chs. 47 
and 50). In addition to the examples of the infante Carlos, Carlos V and Luis de Haro, the 
Guía didáctica de la exposición Malaria by José A. Nájera et al., provides another testament 
of the fever’s early modern relevance: the arrival of New World cures. The discovery of a 
new treatment for the fever from Peru, cuttings from quina wood (Nájera et al. 10), 
demonstrates the fever’s formidability.125 The quartan fever’s widespread medical relevance 
in early modern Spain makes it an effective tool for embodying crises of national importance 
in Calderón’s theater. 
In addition to its medical relevance, the quartan fever fits into the established literary 
tradition that treats illness and contagion as moral signifiers. Illness has long been interpreted 
as a moral concept in Western thought and, particularly, as a manifestation of sin in Christian 
tradition.126 From a religious perspective, the contagion of illness is especially problematic, 
representative of widespread spiritual corruption. Accordingly, literary scholars, such as 
Christine Orobitg in “Melancolía e inspiración en la España del Siglo de Oro” and Hendrik 
                                                                                                                                                  
causas y curacion de las fiebres (1600), volume two of Luis Mercado’s Operum (1605), 
Diego Rodrigo Guerrero’s Disputatio de natura febris (1606), volume one of Benito 
Matamoros Vazquez Gallego’s Selectarum medicinae disputationum (1622), Andrés Antonio 
de Castro’s De febrium curatione (1636), Duarte Mendez’s Question medica (1648), Juan 
Bautista Navarro’s Commentarii ad libros Galeni De differentiis febrium (1651), and 
Jerónimo Basilio Bézon’s Breue tratado de la peste y fiebre pestilente (1655). 
 
125The debate about the benefits of quina (cinchona) for the quartan fever, as summarized by 
Mar Rey Bueno in “Guerras panfletarias en torno a la quina,” is initiated by Juan de 
Cabriada, Valencian doctor in the court of Carlos II, and Joseph Colmenero, professor in the 
University of Salamanca (27-31). While Cabriada supports the empiricism and advance of 
new, therapeutic remedies like quina, Colmenero fears for its secondary effects. This debate 
continues until the end of the eighteenth century.  
 
126The history of this relationship from the pre-classical era through the twentieth century is 
chronicled by Pedro Laín Entralgo’s Enfermedad y pecado. 
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Schlieper in “Matasanos y salvador: El médico y la medicina como variaciones teatrales en 
Calderón,” recognize the metaphorical and contagious potential of melancholy in the 
literature of Golden Age Spain, specifically, Calderón’s theater. Indeed, many distinguished 
literary scholars have exposed melancholy’s national importance as a cultural representative 
of the metaphorical ailments affecting the Spanish socio-political body in the early modern 
era.127 The quartan fever, too, exists as illness with its own tradition of theological and 
political symbolism in early modern Europe. Referring to Venice from the late medieval 
period through the 1600s, Petkov remarks, “‘The lion in fever’ was the customary idiom 
reflecting the republic’s political and military troubles and the quartan as the just deserts for 
one’s pride and irascibility was a folklore staple” (198). This “customary idiom” also reaches 
Spain. While the (healthy) lion exists as a symbolic representation of the nation, works of 
Golden Age literature contemporary to Calderón’s theater, such as Gracián’s Criticón, 
identify the fevered lion as the manifestation of national crisis.128  
The national crisis that Calderón represents through the quartan fever as an illness of 
ethnic alterity is the contagion of heresy. The spreading of the illness from the Jew and the 
Moor to other members of Spanish society is tantamount to the spreading of the religious 
beliefs associated with these ethnicities. Calderón communicates this fear through the 
limitation and spread of the quartan fever in his plays. As previously explained, in El 
príncipe constante, Calderón correlates the quartan fever to Moorish ethnicity, focusing on 
geography and religion. This association relates the fever to the central preoccupation of the 
                                                
127See footnote 9. 
  
128In the words of the Criticón’s protagonist, “los españoles … Son leones, mas con 
cuartana” [the spanish ... are lions, but with the quartan fever] (230; bk. 2, crisis 3). In 
Gracián’s text, the Spanish as a nation suffer the quartan fever due to worldly desire, and the 
fever particularly afflicts the social climbers that attempt to transcend the roles into which 
they are born. 
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Christian forces in the play: the fear that ceding Ceuta to the Moors would condemn the 
Catholic people of the region to Islam and spiritual damnation (Act 2, vv. 1296-523).129 
Where the quartan fever exists, religious crisis ensues. Accordingly, the successful resolution 
of illness signifies the eradication of Islam and a theological and political victory for the 
Catholic empire.  
While El príncipe constante depicts the Moorish threat posed to Christendom through 
the fever’s containment, La semilla y la cizaña expresses the religious danger Jewish and 
Moorish ethnic groups present through the collective transmission of the disease. 
Symbolically, Calderón foreshadows the relationship between othered ethnicities and heresy 
in Cierzo’s first entrance onto the stage. As Davinia Rodríguez notes, the cierzo is a cold and 
dry cardinal wind that early modern texts typically associate with the northern provinces 
known as the Septentrion (115, footnote v. 19). For Counter-Reformation Spain, the 
Septentrion—including England, Germany, and the Netherlands—is the center of political 
and religious dissidence in Europe. Therefore, the cierzo’s affiliation with Northern Europe 
marks the wind as a harbinger of heresy on the stage. At the same time, the wind’s physical 
qualities ally it with illness. Coldness and dryness are also the basic, defining qualities of 
melancholy.130 Therefore, the cierzo is not only the wind of the heretical Septentrion, but also 
of melancholic affect. Accordingly, Cierzo’s entrance with Paganismo and Africa and later 
affiliation with Judaísmo and Asia prepares Calderón’s audience symbolically for the moral 
crises these fevered social others cause. 
                                                
129While El príncipe constante enacts a historical moment when the Portuguese ruled Ceuta 
(1415-1580), the city pledged allegiance to the Spanish monarchy from the time of the 
Iberian Union (1580-1640), onward. 
  
130Giorgio Agamben affirms the association between northerly winds and melancholy in 
“Los fantasmas de la melancolía” (5). 
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The spreading of illness throughout each of the four allegorical parts of the world is 
staged in a process that mimics the phases of melancholic illness and correlates ethnic alterity 
to apostasy. First, Judaísmo and Asia’s religious doubt causes the formation of stone, which 
resembles the ember-like core of manic melancholy (vv. 1079-82). Then, África’s rage heats 
the stone, recalling the overheating that destabilizes melancholy’s ember-like core (vv. 1119-
24). Next, the clouds that obscure and confuse Europa are introduced, resembling the way in 
which the overly hot stone of melancholy ignites and creates the fumes that darken and 
delude the mind (vv. 1143-48). As a result of this worldwide confusion, América falls in love 
with Cizaña (the foremost demon of the play) and invites him to enter into and to control her 
lands (vv. 1185-218). In other words, the international melancholic body is sickened and 
opens itself to demonic intervention.131 Effectively, the parallels between the etiology of the 
quartan fever and the affects of the four parts of the world represent the concern that 
problems caused by Jewish and the Moorish ethnic groups will, if left unchecked, spread 
throughout the Spanish empire.   
Calderón not only uses the quartan fever to express the religious crisis presented by 
certain ethnic groups, but also relates that crisis to the nation’s various natural and social 
predicaments. During the mid-seventeenth century, Spain suffers from bankruptcy, 
epidemics, droughts and plagues.132 Similar to the outbreak of the quartan fever that 
Calderón depicts in response to the Asian famine, economic, health and climate crises inspire 
uprisings throughout Spain during the Golden Age. All the while, the Crown continues to fret 
                                                
131The relationship between the quartan fever and demonic intervention is a recurrent theme 
in the autos of Calderón. The demon Culpa suffers the quartan fever in La hidalga del valle 
and the demon Aristeo of the first version of El divino Orfeo causes the quartan fever of the 
universe when he attempts to force Eurídice to marry him (vv. 1307-10). 
 
132See Elliott’s Imperial Spain (279-315) and Davinia Rodríguez Ortega’s “Más sobre la 
historia y el género sacramental: los autos de 1651” (242-44). 
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over the concerns of the Catholic Counter Reformation (1560-1648) regarding the entrance 
of Reformation theology into the empire. These on-goings give rise to the fear that citizens 
will betray the state, not only due to economic problems, but also because of ideological 
matters. Calderón represents his state’s political fears through the trajectory of illness in his 
plays. The fever that rises from Judaísmo’s disbelief first causes famine and then becomes 
associated with heresy when it reaches Gentilidad and Europa. According to the demon that 
affects these two, Niebla:  
NIEBLA. las nieblas de la Herejía 
que yo a derramar me atrevo,  
infestando en ella el pan  
Arrio, Calvino y Lutero  
con la neguilla, que es  
la semilla que yo engendro. (vv. 1155-60)133  
Here, the correspondence between melancholic affect, the contamination of the harvest and 
Reformation heresy establishes a link between the quartan fever, alterity and the natural and 
ideological crises of the country. 134 Through the impact of the quartan fever’s contagion, 
Calderón expresses ethnic alterity as a matter of national crisis. However, while significant of 
the nation’s natural hardships and ideological conflicts, the intent of Calderón’s ethnic theory 
of illness is not condemning but restorative.  
In one respect, Calderón acknowledges the rehabilitative purpose of theater through 
the outcomes of his melancholic characters. The playwright refuses to kill or condemn any of 
his characters afflicted by the quartan fever, regardless of their ethnicity or transgression. 
                                                
133[the mists of heresy that I dare to spread, infesting her bread with Arrius, Calvin, and 
Luther along with fennel flower, which is the seed that I sow.]  
 
134The auto presented as the continuation of La semilla y la cizaña, El cubo de la Almudena 
(1651), also establishes a link between the harvest, the Moors and heresy. In El cubo de la 
Almudena, Madrid houses the seed that can repel the Moorish and heretical enemy, which 
proceeds from Córdoba (Rodríguez Ortega 251). As in La semilla y la cizaña, the seed of 
Europa-Madrid in El cubo de la Almudena is a metaphor for the message of the Eucharist. 
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Throughout his theatrical career, Calderón remains optimistic regarding the future conversion 
of the Jews (Navarro González 120-21). So it follows that the quartan fever of Judaísmo 
leads him to exile instead of death in La semilla y la cizaña. This same compassion is 
extended to the Moorish princess in El príncipe constante, who is not only spared from death 
but also cured of her fever. Therefore, although Calderón uses the quartan fever as a means 
of alienating certain ethnic groups, he allows for a conclusion to their suffering.  
In another respect, the distinction Calderón draws between the sick and the healthy in 
his plays provides a spiritual path to health for his audience. In Calderón’s theater, Christian 
faith is offered as a preventative or cure to the ailments that afflict Jewish or Moorish figures. 
This religious solution corresponds to the goal of Calderón’s religious theater. As stated in 
his loa for La segunda esposa y triunfar muriendo (1648), the autos are “sermones / puestos 
en verso” (vv. 161-62), and these sermons have the purpose of pacifying the people 
(Rodríguez Ortega 245-46).135 In the context of La semilla y la cizaña, Calderón unifies 
Spanish society through the contrast between the spiritual health of the Spanish and the 
quartan fever of alienated others. The Sembrador redeems and cures Gentilidad and Europa 
through their acknowledgment of the Eucharist, while Judaísmo suffers fever and is exiled 
for refusing the Word of God. Although Calderón does not write El príncipe constante as an 
auto sacramental, the play upholds similar, religious messages. The self-abnegation of prince 
Fernando leads to the spiritual and military victory of the Portuguese, while the 
preoccupations of the Moorish kingdom for the physical world inspire the sickness of Fénix. 
In both plays, Catholic faith acts as a safeguard against illness. As a result, the ethnic alterity 
of the cuartanario–the character sick with the quartan fever–serves the role of teaching the 
audience the theological values of Spain.  
                                                
135[sermons in verse form]  
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Furthermore, although Calderón separates the Spanish people from the certain ethnic 
groups, the quartan fever and demonic influence, their presence provides an entertainment 
value integral to his plays’ salvific intent. According to Susana Hernández Araico in “La 
teatralidad del auto sacramental calderoniano: impacto diabólico y espacio cuatrimembre en 
La semilla y la cizaña,” both the personification of the four parts of the world and the 
Eucharistic resolution to La semilla y la cizaña are commonly featured in the autos. 
Consequently, without the deceptive creativity and the spectacle of the demons, the 
nationalistic endings and motives of the plays would become tired tropes and be of little 
interest to the public (Hernández Araico 363). Therefore, the demonic influence that sickens 
Judaísmo in La semilla y la cizaña emphasizes the work’s Catholic moral. Likewise, the 
spectacle and intrigue made possible by ethnic transgression make the theo-political ideas of 
the plays entertaining. The materialism that sickens Fénix in El príncipe constante fills the 
stage with that which pleases the senses. The kingdom of Fez is saturated with music, food, 
flowers, elegant clothing and beds of grass soft enough to sleep on. On the contrary, 
Fernando’s environment is austere, dark and minimalistic.136 Given that Calderón represents 
his secular works for the court of Felipe IV, the first environment is necessary to appreciate 
the second. As demonstrated by the sacramental and secular works analyzed, it is impossible 
to stage the cure for sickness without the entertainment of its cause.   
As shown by the foregoing discussion, Calderón adapts the quartan fever to represent 
the alterity of Jewish and Moorish figures. By means of the association between the sickness 
in El príncipe constante, La semilla y la cizaña and the national preoccupations of his 
                                                
136The contrast between the sensorial imagery and comfortable setting of Fénix’s first scene 
(Act 1, vv. 1-80) and the gloom and isolation of Fernando’s first moments (Act 1, vv. 459-
526) provides a good example of the difference between Moorish and Catholic settings in El 
príncipe constante.  
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historical moment, he identifies these ethnicities with the heretical behaviors that contradict 
the principles of Catholic Spain. Then, by suggesting that the quartan fever can be cured 
through adherence to Catholic religious principles, Calderón offers a remedy for the physical 
and metaphorical ailments of Spanish society.  
However, the correspondence of the Moor’s and the Jew’s fever with the nation’s 
struggles also reminds the modern reader of the connection between the expulsion of these 
ethnic groups and the economic and agrarian crises of the sixteen-hundreds. Calderón’s play 
does not resolve the nation’s decline. Instead, like the fevered Jew wandering in exile at the 
end of La semilla y la cizaña, those living beyond Madrid in seventeenth-century Castile 
populate an increasingly isolated and barren land. And the Jew’s inability to find health 
through conversion recalls the inability of the Spanish kings to govern their country out of 
crisis, allowing Spain to decline while much of Europe and its American colonies boom. 
Perhaps, even if unconsciously, this is the true crisis that Calderón depicts through the 
quartan fever—that the religious zealotry that leads Spain to expel ethnic others and to ignore 
the crises of its working classes is actually a sickness within itself. 
Understanding how the quartan fever functions as an indicator for the cultural 
practices that represent a threat to national unity in these plays enables us to better identify 
the fever’s presence and comprehend its purpose throughout Calderón’s theatrical corpus. 
Calderón’s depiction of the quartan fever as an illness of ethnic alterity teaches us that 
melancholy extends not only beyond the male nobility, but also beyond the in-groups of 
Calderón’s society, bringing new bodies and conditions into the discussion of mental health 




CHAPTER 4: THE HYPOCHONDRIAC GRACIOSO 
también tengo yo mi poco  
de no sé qué 
–“Lebrón” in La fiera, el rayo y la piedra by Pedro Calderón de la Barca137 
At first glance, Lebrón’s claim to suffer the same inexplicable affliction 
(lovesickness) as his master reads like one of many typical interactions between graciosos 
and nobles on the early modern stage. Lebrón’s is just another risible moment in which the 
servant erroneously claims to access to the game of courtly love, a game in which he, due the 
inferiority of his rank, cannot participate but imitates to comic effect. It is also, as I argue in 
the present chapter, much more. Lebrón’s “poco / de no sé qué” is hypochondria, a variety of 
melancholy lost to our modern notions of the term and that occupies little more than a 
footnote in the critical scholarship regarding melancholy and the gracioso on the early 
modern stage. Through the analysis of hypochondria, the following two chapters seek to 
recover melancholy’s forgotten humor. Pursuant to the discussion of social outcasts in 
chapter three, the melancholies of the subjects of focus in chapters four and five, graciosos 
and female commoners, facilitate a carnivalesque satire of social norms. The present chapter 
merges the early modern discourses of hypochondriac melancholy and the gracioso in order 
                                                
137[I, too, have my little bit of I don’t know what] (Act 2, p. 1608, col. B) All citations of La 
fiera, el rayo y la piedra come from Calderón’s obras completas, edited by Valbuena Briones 
and Valbuena Prat. Since this edition lacks verse numbers, all citations of the play will use 
the following format: (Act, page, column A or B). Ensuing references to the play will use the 
abbreviated title, La fiera, unless otherwise stated. 
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to understand how Calderón represents the disease on the stage, how it informs his 
gracioso’s role, and what it contributes to the broader purposes of the playwright’s theater. 
The chapter interprets the representation and function of hypochondriac melancholy in 
Calderón’s theater through a comparative analysis of four gracioso characters in El médico 
de su honra, El mayor monstruo del mundo / El mayor monstruo los celos, La fiera, el rayo y 
la piedra, and Hado y divisa de Leonido y Marfisa. These comedias reveal the full range of 
the hypochondriac gracioso’s potential on Calderón’s stage and span the duration of the 
playwright’s expansive theatrical career. 
Although hypochondria now represents an exaggerated concern for one’s health and 
wellbeing, the illness Calderón knows is considered a form of melancholy. As such, it can 
manifest any of melancholy’s delusional, depressive, fearful, or manic symptoms, and 
threatens the same population as other melancholic ailments: those who sleep and eat too 
little, and think too much. Previous chapters have focused on conditions of melancholy–
lovesickness and the quartan fever–whose symptoms are primarily emotional, intellectual, 
and spiritual, and whose consequences are tragic. Hypochondria contrasts these conditions, 
as a melancholy whose outstanding symptoms are physical and whose effects are frequently 
comic. Unlike other forms of melancholy, hypochondria begins in the lower body. According 
to such physicians as Gordonio, Murillo y Velarde, and Santa Cruz, hypochondria begins in 
organs including the intestines, liver, spleen, stomach, and uterus.138 The infirm lower body 
                                                
138For the early modern Spanish medical understanding of hypochondria, see Bernardo de 
Gordonio’s Lilio de medicina (1303, Spanish trans. 1513) (bk. 2, ch. 19, fols. 60v-62v), 
Tomás Murillo y Velarde’s Aprobacion de ingenios (1672), Santa Cruz’s Sobre la 
melancolía, Velásquez’s Libro de la Melancolía, et al. For a scholarly overview of early 
modern European hypochondria, see Lawrence Babb’s The Elizabethan Malady (26-28), 
Early Modern Emotions edited by Susan Broomhall (258), “Hypochondriasis and 
Melancholia” in Stanley W. Jackson’s Melancholia and Depression (274-310), and Christine 
Orobitg’s L’humeur noire (97-103). 
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then produces malign vapors that spread through the body to the brain, where they instigate 
all of melancholy’s classic symptoms. The exhalations also produce an acute pain in the 
upper part of the abdomen in the area of the lower ribs (the hypochondria, which give the 
condition its name) and digestive discomfort, typically, flatulence.  
Since hypochondria begins in the lower body, early modern Spanish culture 
associates the condition with the lower body politic, and the physical pain, fear, and pipi-
caca humor provoked by gastrointestinal or uterine distress. In a broad sense, early modern 
Spanish health care systems foster a relationship between melancholy and poverty by 
establishing shared institutions for the care of persons with mental illness and the poor.139 Of 
the many types of melancholy, hypochondria allies itself the most with the poor for its 
abdominal symptomology. As hypochondria is the only melancholy that begins in the 
digestive organs, it is the most affected by diet. Diet is the cause of melancholy most 
correlated to class. This correlation is established intellectually and pragmatically. 
Intellectually, academically trained and popular physicians, like Gordonio, writer of the Lilio 
de medicina, and Juan de Aviñón, of the Sevillana medicina (1418), associate many of the 
foods in the typical Spaniard’s diet with melancholy. Pragmatically, many of the foods–such 
as old meats, legumes, and aged cheeses–that the common, early modern Spaniard can afford 
to eat (and that the noble can afford not to) produce the flatulence, abdominal pain, and other 
signs of gastric discomfort that medical writers attribute to hypochondria (Carrera, 
                                                
139The early modern relationship between madness, melancholy, and poverty is well 
documented by literary and historical criticism. See El loco en el espejo by Atienza, 
Enfermedad y sociedad by Carmona García, “Understanding Mental Disturbance in 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth-Century Spain: Medical Approaches” by Elena Carrera, Medicine, 
Government and Public Health in Philip II’s Spain by Michele L. Clouse, Madness and 
Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason by Michel Foucault, “Origins of 
Psychiatric Hospitalization in Medieval Spain” by Jesús Pérez et al., and Locura y sociedad 
en la Valencia de los siglos XV al XVII by Hélène Tropé.    
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“Understanding Mental Disturbance,” 118-19). Therefore, the illness, to the average 
Spaniard, is often the result of a particularly bad case of indigestion. As these commoners 
gain a literary presence, so does hypochondria. 
Hypochondria enters Spanish literature alongside the lower-class characters, texts, 
authors, and audiences made possible by the printing press (1471) and shifting social norms 
in the early modern era. As Pérez Bautista and Wagschal point out, hypochondria’s 
symptoms, vomiting and flatulence, and association with the lower classes play into the potty 
humor of early modern Spanish literature (Bautista 188; Wagschal 235-36). For instance, in 
Delicado’s La Lozana andaluza, the knight Cloridón experiences a flatulent and comic 
sadness that parodies the noble lovesickness his character would suffer in chivalric romances 
(Mamotreto 55). Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616), too, appropriates hypochondria for his 
satirical and lowbrow figures. In La gran sultana, doña Catalina de Oviedo (1608), the 
servant and gracioso, Madrigal, breaks wind out of hypochondriac fear (Act 3, vv. 267-70). 
Likewise, one can interpret Cervantes’ Sancho Panza as a hypochondriac, whose cowardice 
and gastric distress produce episodes of ribald humor, such as when the squire—terrified by 
mysterious sounds in the night and suffering from indigestion—refuses to leave his master’s 
side and, loudly, defecates (DQI: bk. 3, ch. 20).140 Together with these cultural associations 
between the popular classes and hypochondria, the distinctions between the gracioso’s 
hypochondria and noble melancholy in Calderón’s theater communicate hypochondria not 
only as a the disease of the lower body, but also of the “lower” body politic.  
                                                
140Prefiguring the graciosos of Calderón’s theater, Sancho demonstrates symptoms of 
hypochondria while serving as squire to a melancholic master, Quijote. However, in “La 
tristeza de Sancho,” Pedro Miguel Obligado speculates that, upon his master and friend’s 
death, Sancho would decline into a depressive melancholy. 
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In his comedia, Calderón associates the hypochondria of his graciosos with lower 
bodily pain and parts, as in the case of El médico de su honra’s Coquín. While visiting the 
royal court with his master, Coquín establishes a wager with King Pedro, that if the former 
can make the latter laugh within a month, he will receive a hundred escudos for every time 
the king laughs, but if he cannot, the king will pull his teeth (Act 1, vv. 778-83).141 Shortly 
after this encounter, his mood shifts drastically, a change noticed by Jacinta, servant to 
Mencía. When Jacinta asks the cause of his sadness, the servant states that he suffers “tan 
grande hipocondría en este lado / que me muero” (Act 3, vv. 2420-21).142 Coquín 
characterizes his hypochondria as a lethal pain “en este lado,” meaning his side, which 
corresponds to contemporaneous medical depictions of hypochondria. In his depiction of 
Coquín’s melancholy, Calderón brings the association between hypochondria and the lower 
body present in medical theory to the stage.  
The playwright also relates his graciosos’ hypochondria to the lower body through 
the nature of the concerns that trigger their infirmity. As shown by such graciosos as Coquín 
and Merlín, hypochondria arises from the fear of bodily harm in Calderón’s theater. Like 
Coquín’s fear for the imminent loss of his teeth, in Hado y divisa, Merlín’s fear for his life 
instigates his hypochondria:  
dondequiera que me vea 
me ha de matar. Esta idea 
me trae tan sin mí, después 
de no ver en tantos días  
la luz del sol, que no puedo 
vencer el usado miedo 
                                                
141All citations of El médico de su honra come from the 2007 edition of Ana Armendáriz 
Aramendía and use (Act, verse) format. 
  
142[such a great hypochondria in this side that I am dying] 
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de hipocondrías fantasías. (Act 2, p. 2124, col. A)143  
Merlín worries that any future reencounter with his master will result in his death, an idea 
that leaves him susceptible to hypochondria’s terrifying psychological effects. In Merlín’s 
case, the space of his sickness also corresponds to historically recorded instances of 
hypochondria as a lower-bodily melancholy affiliated with marginalized figures. Merlín’s 
hypochondria begins after sitting in literal darkness and in fear of his master’s vengeance. 
The darkness of Merlín’s cell is a contributing factor to his melancholy. The conditions that 
contribute to Merlín’s infirmity in Hado y divisa parallel the situations that lead to the 
hypochondriac melancholy of the imprisoned in seventeenth-century Spain. Firstly, as 
documented by Tropé, historical graciosos, like their theatrical counterparts, are not 
invulnerable to imprisonment (75). Secondly, that imprisonment can cause hypochondria. 
Inquisitorial documentation reveals that prisoners–such as Ana de Agosta, in 1662, and 
Beatriz de Campos, in 1679, both incarcerated under the suspicion of heresy–suffer 
hypochondriac symptoms including pain in the lower organs and guts, sensorial 
disorientation, and other forms of psychological deterioration (Tropé, “Inquisición y locura,” 
58-62). Like Merlín’s hypochondria in Hado y divisa and evidenced by Carrera, prisoners’ 
physical and psychological distress often result from the cold, dark, and damp conditions of 
their confinement (16). In both cases, theatrical and historical, physical distress instigates the 
hypochondriac mental illness of disenfranchised bodies.  
                                                
143[wherever he sees me, he will surely kill me. This idea has me so beside myself, after not 
seeing the sunlight for so many days, that I cannot defeat the usual fear of hypochondriac 
fantasies.] All citations of Hado y divisa de Leonido y Marfisa come from Calderón’s obras 
completas, edited by Valbuena Briones and Valbuena Prat. Since this edition lacks verse 
numbers, all citations of the play will use the following format: (Act, page, column A or B). 




In addition to the threat of injury, the hypochondria of Calderón’s graciosos is 
engendered by desire. For instance, in La fiera, Lebrón’s hypochondria rises from his lust, as 
indicated by measures the gracioso takes to cure his ailment. Lebrón first tries to remedy his 
“no sé qué” by attempting to seduce all four members of the noble Anajarte’s entourage. 
Then, when justifying his behavior to Anajarte, Lebrón declares himself “un hipocóndrico … 
/ que se ha entrado a divertir / a este jardín” (Act 2, p. 1618, col. A).144 Given that the 
enclosed garden is a traditionally feminine space, and that the reflexive “divertirse” implies 
that Lebrón’s entrance into this female space will result in his own pleasure, the servant’s 
excuse is an obvious euphemism for sexual desire.145 Further, as noted by Steven Wagschal 
in “Medicine, Morality, Madness,” El mayor monstruo’s Polidoro emphasizes the physical 
nature of his ailment by employing descriptors that denote corporal disease rather than 
                                                
144[a hypochondriac … who has entered this garden to amuse himself] 
 
145See, for instance, Anne J. Cruz’s “The Walled-in Woman” for a discussion of the garden 
as enclosed, female space in early modern Spain. The walled garden is also a common 
meeting place for courtly lovers to convene in secret, most famously in the Celestina. In 
many ways, Lebrón’s appropriation of melancholy toward the achievement of his own sexual 
desire resembles Calisto’s manipulation of lovesickness. Both men pursue women of their 
own class (Calisto, Melibea; Lebrón, Anajarte’s female servants), and both men attempt 
entrance through the garden in order to achieve their sexual desire. However, their plots 
diverge in several ways that impact the reader and audience’s perception of their depravity 
and humor. Lebrón is not noble, and does not achieve his desire; Calisto is noble, and does. 
Lebrón survives; Calisto—along with almost everyone else who facilitates or engages in 
sexual encounters—dies. In agreement with Castells in Fernando de Rojas and the 
Renaissance Vision, the tragic outcome of the Celestina leads the work to function as a 
moralistic and didactic reprobatio amoris. The fact that Lebrón is lowborn, does not achieve 
his desire, and survives lessens the audience’s moral critique of his character and facilitates a 





psychological angst, including “adolecer” and “mal” (235).146 The melancholy of Calderón’s 
graciosos results from pragmatic rather than philosophical concerns.  
Within the context of early modern Catholic ideology and Calderón’s own theater, the 
physicality of these concerns affiliates the graciosos’ melancholy with the lower body, rather 
than the mind. As we have seen in chapter two, seventeenth-century Spanish authors 
characterize the mind as the house of the spiritual and intellectual decisions responsible for 
one’s autodominio, or the valuation of spiritual over bodily well being. Ideally, spiritual and 
intellectual faculties govern the body, restraining physical impulses and desires. By allowing 
their physical desires to supersede their spiritual self-governance, Calderón’s graciosos 
invert the healthful relationship between mind and body. Their hypochondria, as the result of 
this inversion, represents the dominion of the lower body over the mind. Through the 
physical and metaphorical relationship between the gracioso’s melancholy and the lower 
body, Calderón communicates that the gracioso’s condition is beyond his intellectual control.  
The language that Calderón chooses to describe the gracioso reinforces the situation 
of health and sickness as factors that the funny servant cannot determine. For example, in 
Hado y divisa, Polidoro, servant and good friend to Leonido, convinces his master to spare 
Merlín’s life by arguing that the gracioso suffers an inherent psychological weakness: 
LEO.— ¿Tú me detienes? 
POLI.—Sí; que hizo él como quien es, 
    y has de hacer como quien eres 
tú en no vengarte en un hombre  
tan vil. (Act 2, p. 2128, col. A)147 
                                                
146Unless otherwise stated, all citations of this play will use the shortened title, El mayor 
monstruo, cite acts and verses from the 1667/1672 edition of the play, and use the later 
edition’s name for the gracioso-character, Polidoro. This decision seeks to honor the author’s 
own process of revision. However, any conflicts between editions that affect the study of 
hypochondria in the play will be noted and discussed when appropriate. 
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In this exchange, Polidoro justifies Merlín’s betrayal of Leonido’s identity to Arminda as the 
effect of a cowardly fear that forms part of his natural condition. As the “vil” lower body, the 
gracioso lacks the mental agency necessary to overcome disease. The conceptualization of 
the gracioso as an incomplete body and therefore incapable of resolving his illness is also 
communicated by the terminology Calderón uses to describe his condition. Calderón 
frequently refers to graciosos as a mentecato, orate, or a term synonymous with these 
classifications of madness.148 The soldiers guarding El mayor monstruo’s Polidoro label him 
a “tonto” and “menguado” (Act 2, v. 1524), while the damas of La fiera proclaim Lebrón a 
“mentecato” after he reveals his hypochondria to them (Act 2, p. 1614, col. B). In agreement 
with Tropé in her study of the foundation of the Hospital de Inocentes in Valencia, 
mentecato, orate, and their synonyms refer to a madness that is permanent (“Locura y 
sociedad,” 79). Therefore, the terms that Calderón applies to his graciosos distinguish their 
hypochondriac states as naturally beyond their control. As the lower half of Calderón’s 
“image in pairs,” these funny characters lack the intellectual capacities fundamental to 
altering their sickened and maddened conditions. Their melancholies are described as 
irreversible and inherent facets of their physical identities.  
 Calderón’s depiction of the gracioso’s melancholy as part of his nature corresponds 
to the depiction of the persons occupying positions that provide comedy and laughter in early 
modern medical treatises and in modern literary criticism. For example, Huarte’s Examen 
lists the gracioso as one of many inherently melancholic occupations in Spanish society 
                                                                                                                                                  
147[(Leonido) You detain me? (Polidoro) Yes; for he acted as who he is, and you have to act 
as who you are by not taking vengeance upon such a lowly man.] 
 
148For an extensive list of early modern terms for madness, organized by their mental and 
behavioral associations, see Carrera’s “Madness and Melancholy” (12-13). N.b. Unlike 
Tropé’s “Locura y sociedad,” Carrera’s list does not distinguish terms according to the 
duration of the madness they signify. 
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(395-96; ch. 10). Early modern scholarship has also long recognized the gracioso’s inherent 
madness. In the seminal Rabelais and His World, Mikhail Bakhtin understands the 
gracioso’s madness as an integral facet of his existence as a being of carnivalesque inversion. 
Then, in “Literatura bufonesca o del ‘loco,’” Márquez Villanueva furthers Bakhtin’s claims, 
tracing the origins of the Spanish gracioso’s madness to the mental states feigned or 
experienced by court jesters in order to reach their comic potential. The observations of 
Bakhtin and Márquez Villanueva coincide with the consistent presence of the mad as 
entertainers in the royal courts of Habsburg Spain.149 As demonstrated by early modern 
scientific treatises and courtly culture and recognized by literary scholarship, mental illness 
and the gracioso’s comedy have long been intrinsically connected to one another. Therefore, 
Calderón’s depiction of his graciosos’ hypochondria as beyond their control aligns with his 
early modern context.  
 While all melancholy is significant of the philosophical inversion of body over mind, 
the graciosos’ hypochondria contrasts the affliction of their noble counterparts through the 
difference in the physical center of their ailments. Noble afflictions are staged as crises 
within the mind that result from the violent emotional impulses of the body. For example, El 
médico de su honra’s Gutierre anticipates the trajectory of his jealousy toward homicide, 
stating:  
¿Celos dije? Celos dije;  
pues basta, que cuando llega  
un marido a saber que hay  
                                                
149See José Moreno Villa’s Locos, enanos, negros y niños palaciegos: Gente de Placer que 
tuvieron los Austrias en la Corte Española desde 1563 a 1700 for a detailed list of the many 




celos, faltará la ciencia. (Act 2,1707-12)150  
Gutierre recognizes that his jealousy arises from the implication of his wife’s betrayal 
signified by the dagger, and that, once the feeling is recognized, it transcends the control of 
reason.151 The threat that melancholy poses to the mind, and particularly its ability to reason, 
is central to Calderón’s depiction of noble ailments. José Amezcua’s “La mujer y 
enfermedad” and Teresa Scott Soufas’s “Melancholy, the Comedia, and Early Modern 
Psychology” both identify how jealousy and an exaggerated preoccupation for public honor 
consume Gutierre to the point where they drive him insane and convince him to kill his wife 
for her supposed infidelity (Amezcua 97; Scott Soufas, 2014, 305-06). Wagschal illuminates 
how Tetrarca’s melancholy arises from the contradiction between his passionate love and 
extreme emotional responses with the moral and religious behaviors corresponding to 
princely occupations in the early modern era. Finally, both La fiera and Hado y divisa feature 
several Segismundo-types, sickened by their lack of appropriate princely training, and lovers 
sickened by the sight of the beloved, which leads to obsession. While the depiction of the 
funny servant’s hypochondria distances the gracioso from the mind and therefore any sense 
of self-regulation, the representation of noble melancholy as a crisis within the mind implies 
curative agency.  
                                                
150[Did I say jealousy? I said jealousy, for when a husband learns that there is jealousy, that is 
all it takes for him to lose understanding.]  
 
151Like Gutierre, the prince Enrique represents his desire for Mencía as a crisis of sensorial 
imbalance that threatens his self-governance through the metaphor of Troy burning: “Estase 
Troya ardiendo, / y Eneas de mis sentidos, / he de librarlos de fuego” [Troy is burning, and, 
as the Aeneas of my senses, I must free them from the fire] (Act 1, vv. 240-42). In this 
extended metaphor, passion for Mencía acts as a fire that burns the internal kingdom of the 
prince’s body, and refusing passion is posited as the only solution to the emotional imbalance 
within the prince. 
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The language that describes the ailing nobility further suggests their restorative 
potential. Calderón’s melancholic nobles are furiosos, which is to say that their melancholy is 
a transient state and, therefore, potentially curable (“Locura y sociedad,” 79). In El médico de 
su honra, after King Pedro and his adviser, don Diego, follow the bloody handprints of the 
physician Ludovico to don Gutierre’s home, where the latter has forced the former to bleed 
his wife, Mencía, to death, Diego informs the king that Gutierre behaves like a “Loco 
furioso” (Act 3, v. 2818). El mayor monstruo’s Mariene calls the Emperor Octaviano’s 
planned execution of Tetrarca “la más furiosa / acción” (Act 1, vv. 2593-2594), and Tolomeo 
calls Tetrarca—who seeks Tolomeo’s death for his role in revealing the deposed ruler’s plan 
to have Mariene killed lest she remarry after his death—“furioso” (Act 3, v. 3222).152 In 
addition, Marcella Trambaioli has illuminated the many resemblances between Calderón’s 
Leonido and the titular protagonist of Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso (1516) in El 
triunfo de Marfisa en El jardín de Falerina y Hado y divisa de Leonido y Marfisa de 
Calderón. By naming them “furious,” Calderón distinguishes noble melancholy states from 
healthful and acceptable noble behaviors, thereby insinuating that his upper-class characters 
possess an ability to shift between health and infirmity that eludes his lower class graciosos.  
The physiological difference between the gracioso’s and noble’s melancholies 
corresponds to their place in the body politic. All of Calderón’s graciosos are lower-class 
servants. Coquín serves don Gutierre and King Pedro in El médico de su honra. Polidoro of 
El mayor monstruo serves Prince Aristóbolo and King Tetrarca. Lebrón serves Pigmalión in 
La fiera. Merlín serves Prince Leonido in Hado y divisa. Due to the well-known association 
between the lower classes and the lower body in early modern literary culture–discussed at 
length by Bakhtin–the graciosos’ social rank prepares the audience to associate their 
                                                
152[the most furious action]  
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hypochondria with the condition’s lower bodily symptoms, rather than interpret it as 
synonymous for the melancholy of their masters.  
As lower class figures, graciosos do not have access to the same type of mental 
illness as the nobility, a fact that Calderón communicates humorously through their failed 
attempts to prove otherwise. For example, Polidoro unsuccessfully feigns noble affliction in 
El mayor monstruo. When soldiers remark that his “melancolía” seems excessive (Act 2, v. 
1447), Polidoro protests angrily, declaring:  
  Hipocondría, 
que un príncipe como yo 
no había de adolecer 
vulgarmente, ni tener 
mal que tiene un sastre. 
………………………… 
que estar triste solamente  
no es achaque competente 
de un príncipe prisionero. (Act 2, vv. 1450-58)153 
In his conversation with the soldiers, Polidoro attempts to use his hypochondria to grant 
credence to his disguise as the prince Aristóbolo on the grounds that a prince would never 
suffer a common illness like melancholy. The grand irony of Polidoro’s complaint that 
melancholy is not a suitable ailment for the prince he pretends to be, is that the actual nobility 
of his play world suffer from the very “tristezas” (Mariene) and “melancolías” (Emperor 
Octaviano) that he eschews (Act 1, v. 3; Act 2, v. 1209). In light of the overt association 
between melancholy and the upper classes in the play, Polidoro’s words suggest a humorous 
reversal of values. According to the gracioso, melancolía applies to lower ranking members 
of society, “sastres” or tailors; hipocondría applies to noble class members, like 
“príncipe[s].” In the same way that the gracioso attempts to transcend his social class in his 
                                                
153[Hypochondria, for a prince such as I should not suffer commonly, nor should he have the 




disguise as prince, he seeks to elevate his variety of melancholy. However, since the 
audience is privy to his ruse, Polidoro’s inversion of social roles and melancholies instead 
functions to underscore the essential difference between the funny character, his 
hypochondria, and the noble positions and mental health conditions that he attempts to 
access. For the play’s audience, the gracioso’s insistence upon hypochondria’s association 
with the social elite has the opposite and comic effect of betraying his true station. 
Hypochondria is a commoner’s disease; love melancholy is noble.  
A similar moment occurs with Lebrón of La fiera. Anajarte laments that her isolation 
has led her to “tristezas / melancólico y adusto / humor” (Act 1, p. 1600, col. B), and 
Lebrón’s master experiences the classic extremes of love melancholy after Cupido makes 
him fall in love with a rock (Act 2, p. 1608).154 However, Lebrón, when trying to imitate his 
master’s lovesickness to gain favor with the ladies of Anajarte’s court, calls his “poco / de no 
sé qué” “una hipocondría” (Act 2, p. 1608, col. B; Act 2, p. 1614, col. B).155 Like Polidoro, 
Lebrón rejects the language for melancholy employed by the nobility in the play (“tristezas” 
and “melancólico”) by identifying his condition as hypochondria. Graciosos assume 
melancholy states in order to gain acceptance into noble contexts. However, by actively 
refusing the descriptors chosen by nobles to identify their mental illness, Polidoro and 
Lebrón unintentionally bring to the audience’s mind the ways that they and their 
hypochondria differ from the nobles and noble melancholies they imitate. As shown above, 
this difference lies, on the one hand, in hypochondria’s lower bodily symptoms, and, on the 
other, in the class divide between graciosos and their noble masters.  
                                                
154[sorrows, a melancholic and adust humor] 
 
155[little bit of I don’t know what] [a hypochondria]  
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The distinction (gracioso-body hypochondria / noble-mind-love melancholy) also 
functions to position the gracioso and noble as the corresponding parts of one metaphoric 
body. The noble represents the upper body, the seat of the mind and its faculties; the 
gracioso, the lower—that which depends upon the mind for its wellbeing and, consequently, 
manifests any mental distress. Bakhtin refers to this type of metaphorical unity between parts 
as an  “images in pairs,” in which the characteristics of two separate bodies so fully realize 
each other as to create the image of a single being composed of two individual characters 
(434). As the lower body of this image, the gracioso cannot cure his own melancholy. 
Rather, the actions of the noble upper body determine the health of the whole.  
The gracioso’s healthful dependence upon his noble master is demonstrated by the 
sickening results of their separation. As above demonstrated, Merlín’s fear for his life stems 
from his surety that his relationship with his one-time master has been irrevocably and fatally 
severed. Without his noble benefactor, the gracioso cannot defeat the fears that plague him 
during his solitary confinement, and descends into sickness.  A similar fear consumes Coquín 
in El médico de su honra, whose sickness arises from the moment he becomes separated 
from his master, Gutierre, and enlisted in King Pedro’s high-stakes wager: 
De sala en sala, pardiez, 
a la sombra de mi amo, 
que allí se quedó, llegué 
hasta aquí, ¡válgame Alá! 
¡Vive Dios, que está aquí el rey! (Act 1, vv. 702-06)156 
Coquín’s fear begins the moment he stumbles beyond the reach of his master’s shadow, into 
the presence of the king. The moment Coquín leaves Gutierre’s service and becomes the 
king’s court jester triggers the chain of the events that propitiate the servant’s hypochondria. 
                                                
156[From room to room, by god, in the shadow of my master, who remained there, I arrived 
here, Allah save me! By God, the king is here!]   
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In both instances, the distance between the gracioso and his noble master instigates illness, 
implying that the wellbeing of the servant’s body depends on its proximity to the master’s. 
The gracioso’s physical body also manifests the injury that the noble’s intellectual 
missteps perpetuate. El médico de su honra’s Coquín lives under two violent masters. For 
example, when Coquín advises Gutierre not to meet again with the king, Gutierre threatens to 
kill him: “¡Vive Dios, necio, villano, / que te mate por mi mano!” (Act 2, vv. 1264-65).157 
Coquín also lives in fear of King Pedro. When a joke does not work as planned, Coquín 
exclaims “Pues adiós dientes” (Act 2, v. 1485).158 This interaction demonstrates Coquín’s 
fear that Pedro will fulfill his threat to pull the gracioso’s teeth for his failed humor. In 
agreement with John Bryans in “Coquín’s Conversion: Honour, Virtue, and Humour in El 
médico de su honra,” Coquín’s hypochondria evinces his body’s ability to sense Pedro and 
Gutierre’s own cruelty (598-99). Calderón seems even to hint that the threat the melancholic 
nobility pose to their lower constituents may be so great as to merit their abandonment. Such 
is the case with Hado y divisa’s timid Merlín, who, rather than risk re-incarceration and the 
renewed anger of his master, flees his service: 
¿Quién me mete en decir  
que fué Polidoro, y desto 
se saque el que estuvo aquí, 
y me prendan otra vez 
por cómplice del ardid? 
Mejor es correr con todos. (Act 3, pp. 2144, col. B - 2145, col. A)159  
                                                
157[By God, you fool, you peasant, may you be killed by my own hand!] 
 
158[Well, goodbye teeth]   
 
159[Who is forcing me to say that it was Polidoro, and what if they deduce from this the fact 
that he (my master) was here, and they arrest me again as an accomplice of the scheme? 
Better to run away with everyone else.] 
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Merlín fears that telling Marfisa that the servant Polidoro was mistakenly killed while 
disguised as his master Leonido would result in his reimprisonment and, implied, the 
hypochondriac fear that accompanied his incarceration. Rather than risk this fate, Merlín 
decides to run, and flees his master’s service for the last time. Both the examples of Coquín 
and Merlín demonstrate how the gracioso’s bodily distress (and ensuing sickness) results 
from the actions of his melancholic master, revealing that the melancholic noble upper bodies 
endanger and sicken the lower bodies they govern. The fact that neither Coquín nor Merlín 
are ultimately punished for their fear of their noble masters supports their innocence and the 
interpretation of their bodily ailments as manifestations of their masters’ errors. The 
gracioso’s hypochondriac body bears witness to noble imbalance. The inability of figures in 
positions of authority to regulate their own violent extremes is condemned through the 
sickness and pain they inflict upon the bodies dependent upon them. 
Hypochondria’s physical symptoms further associate the gracioso with the 
metaphorical contamination of elite society. As discussed above, hypochondria’s symptoms–
flatulence, indigestion, and abdominal pain–encompass the vulgar aspects of melancholy. 
Therefore, and with varying degrees of gravity and comedy, the dirtiness and lowliness of the 
graciosos’ hypochondriac bodies in El médico de su honra, El mayor monstruo, La fiera, and 
Hado y divisa expose the depravity of noble self-absorption, jealousy, and honor. If the 
hypochondriac gracioso represents the unclean side of melancholy, and the noble’s and 
gracioso’s bodies are connected, then the gracioso’s survival at the play’s conclusion 
indicates the unresolved corruption of the play’s society. El mayor monstruo’s Polidoro 
reaches this conclusion. As a hypochondriac impersonation of royalty, Polidoro represents 
the degeneracy of the nobility, and deserves to die. However, his deception goes unpunished, 
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whereas the innocent Mariene becomes a casualty of the warring desires of jealous rulers. 
Polidoro himself decries the injustice of this outcome, pointing out that, although he is the 
“príncipe contrahecho” (Act 3, vv. 2791-92), he is spared the noose, while Mariene is 
“degollada” (Act 3, vv. 3616-18). Polidoro has deceived the emperor by feigning nobility 
through hypochondria, and yet survives. Mariene is what she seems (noble both in terms of 
social station and in terms of her loyalty to her husband), and dies. Polidoro’s survival 
contrasted by Mariene’s death denotes the error of imperial justice within the play. The 
extent to which the gracioso’s hypochondria and survival indicate the moral depravity of 
rulership is even more evident in the first version of El mayor monstruo. In the first version 
the gracioso’s name is Malacuca, “mala cuca” meaning an “hombre malicioso, y de genio 
dañado” (Diccionario de Autoridades).160 His name signifies moral depravity. Further, as 
recognized by Caamaño Rojo, the first edition of El mayor monstruo emphasizes Malacuca’s 
perversity through crass jokes removed from subsequent versions of the play (El mayor 
monstruo, 39; “reescritura y tradición,” 146). In the 1635 edition, these factors come 
alongside the gracioso’s hypochondria to exaggerate his vulgarity. While they differ in the 
degree to which they emphasize the gracioso’s malevolence, in both versions of El mayor 
monstruo the survival of the melancholic funny character betrays the imperfection of the 
monarch’s justice.  
Beyond the social commentary evidenced by the dependence of the gracioso’s mental 
health upon noble actions, Calderón’s decision to represent hypochondria as the mental 
illness of lower class figures itself functions to parody contemporary literary and social 
trends among the nobility in the 1600s. While there was a significant movement in medical 
and literary culture toward affiliating hypochondria with the lower classes, another, equally 
                                                
160[malicious man, of a corrupt wit]  
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dominant, movement opposed it. The medical and visual cultures of the early modern era 
also frequently associated hypochondria with scholarly or artistic ingenio. Medical treatises 
and the images that accompany them, such as the frontispiece to Robert Burton’s (1577-
1640) wildly popular Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), for instance, associate the 
hypochondriac with a variety of intellectual and creative activities. Artists, too, claimed 
hypochondriac melancholy as an inherent condition or risk of their profession, depicting the 
creative genius gesturing to his hypochondrium or bent in a position that signified abdominal 
distress. This is nowhere better illustrated than in the self-portrait of Albrecht Dürer (1471-
1528). In The Sick Dürer (1513), the artist diagnoses his own hypochondria: his self-
representation points with his right hand to his left hypochondrium, which the artist circles 
and, in his own writing, labels as the source of his pain.161   
In the sixteen hundreds, hypochondria reached the culmination of its cultural 
relevance in early modern Spain. On the one hand, the depiction of hypochondria as both 
illness of genius and of the lower classes continued into the seventeenth century through the 
continued publication and importance of medical texts based in humoralism and a literary 
culture that embraces the popular classes and melancholy’s relationship to learned greatness. 
On the other, perhaps due to a tiredness with melancholy’s longstanding position as the 
principal term to describe psychological distress and an urge to update and diversify the 
language of mental affect, hypochondria came into a new vogue. Orobitg identifies this shift, 
observing that hypochondria began to supplant melancholy as the preferred medical term for 
mental disorder in seventeenth-century medical treatises, particularly during the reign of 
Felipe IV (1605-65, K. 1621-65), which coincided with the majority of Calderón’s theatrical 
                                                
161For a detailed analysis of Melencolia I and its impact on early modern visual cultures, see 
Klibansky et al.’s Saturn and Melancholy. 
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career (L’humeur noire, 100-01). Indeed, as Friar Ramón de Morales attests in his 
“Aprobación y censura” to Murillo y Velarde’s Aprobacion de ingenios (1672), 
hypochondria is an “enfermedad que padecen muchos, y que curan bien muy pocos” (fol. 
4v).162 As shown by contemporary scientific texts and Orobitg’s literary scholarship, 
hypochondria abounded throughout Spanish society.  
Within the context of hypochondria’s conflicting cultural associations with the lower 
and upper classes, Calderón uses his graciosos to mock hypochondria’s vogue among the 
political and social elite. He does this not only by choosing to depict hypochondria as an 
ailment of the lower body and lower-class figures, but also by having these same funny 
characters ridicule the popularity of hypochondria among the nobility. El médico de su 
honra’s Coquín jokes that hypochondria is a new disease, and therefore fashionable with the 
female nobility:  
Jacinta          ¿Y qué es hipocondría? 
Coquín Es una enfermedad que no la había 
  habría dos años, ni en el mundo era. 
  Usose poco ha y de manera  
  lo que se usa, amiga, no se excusa, 
  que una dama, sabiendo que se usa, 
  le dijo a su galán muy triste un día: 
  “tráigame un poco uced de hipocondría”. (Act 3, vv. 2421-28)163 
As illuminated by Aramendía in her edition of MH, Coquín’s response to the servant-woman 
Jacinta makes use of the refrain—“lo que se usa no se excusa”—to jokingly mock the fact 
that hypochondria has become not only accepted but also embraced by the female nobility of 
                                                
162[sickness that many suffer, and of which very few are cured] 
 
163[(Jacinta) And what is hypochondria? (Coquín) It is a sickness that didn’t exist around here 
just about two years ago, nor was it anywhere in the world. It has just become common and, 
since that which is common, friend, needs no explanation, a noble woman, knowing that it is 
common, said one day to her very sad suitor: “bring me a little bit of hypochondria.”]  
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Spanish society (p. 462, footnote to v. 2425).164 Coquín’s self-diagnosis as a hypochondriac 
comes with a comic dig at the noble women who crave hypochondria as the latest fad in 
pathological fashion. This mockery, therefore, not only makes Coquín’s hypochondriac 
suffering comic for its femininity, but also comically debases contemporaneous noble 
propensities for the condition.165  
Polidoro’s preference to be called hypochondriac instead of melancholic when 
disguised as a nobleman in El mayor monstruo serves a similar function. Not only does it 
create a psychological distinction between Polidoro and the nobility in the play 
(hypochondriac gracioso and lovesick nobility), but also, in doing so, it mocks the preference 
for hypochondria among the seventeenth-century elite (Act 2, vv. 1447-58). Polidoro’s claim 
that hypochondria is the condition of the political elite does not reflect the reality of his play. 
However, as above-shown, it does reflect the opinions of the Spanish nobility of Calderón’s 
time. In agreement with Pérez Bautista (188-89) and Scott Soufas (“Calderón’s Joyless 
Jester,” 205), Coquín and Polidoro’s commentary on their own afflictions demonstrates 
Calderón’s awareness of hypochondria’s contemporaneous celebrity among the nobility. 
Together with the playwright’s affiliation of hypochondria with gracioso-types, they also 
communicate Calderón’s refusal of the condition’s elite associations and his criticism of the 
nobility that endorse them.   
                                                
164[that which is common needs no explanation] 
  
165Ryan Prendergast mentions further evidence of Coquín’s effeminacy in “The Body Politic 
and Its Parts in El médico de su honra,” including a possible allusion to his lack of testes and 
the association between Coquín’s potential death by bleeding out if Pedro makes due on his 
threat to pull all the gracioso’s teeth and Mencía’s sangría (37). Within the broader context 
of early modern Spain that envelopes the play worlds of Calderón’s theater, hypochondria’s 
socio-medical association with the lower organs brings it into contact with feminine affects 
including uterine distress related to menstruation, menopause, and pregnancy (Murillo y 
Velarde, ch. 11, fols. 103v-104r, pp. 233-34). 
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Calderón extends his parody of elite proclivities by allowing his graciosos to use their 
hypochondria as a tool for entering and exploiting noble contexts, revealing the 
vulnerabilities of noble love melancholy in the process. As above-noted with regard to 
Coquín, Calderón’s funny characters recognize hypochondria’s popularity with the female 
nobility, and use their own melancholy as a means of associating themselves with these elite 
women to comic effect. They also appropriate the noble culture of love melancholy to their 
own ends. In his attempt to infiltrate Anajarte’s entourage, Lebrón relies upon the popularity 
of hypochondria among the female nobility of early modern Spain and upon the garden’s 
nature as recourse for curing highborn melancholy in Calderón’s theater.166 La fiera’s 
gracioso also adapts the poetic language of lovesickness to empathize with his master’s 
suffering:  
LEB.—Si a tus suspiros atiendo, 
     ¿qué va que es tu mal amor? 
PIG.— ¿De qué lo infieres? 
LEB.—           Lo infiero 
     de que esa inquietud que tienes, 
     es como otra que yo tengo. 
     ……………………………  
     también tengo yo mi poco 
     de no sé qué, que le siento 
     no sé dónde, y no sé cuándo 
     le he de aplicar el remedio. (Act 2, p. 1608, col. B)167 
Lebrón uses his knowledge of lovesickness’s language of enigma and sighs to accurately 
diagnose his master’s affliction and to draw closer to him.168 Through the language of 
                                                
166Examples in Calderón’s theater include Fénix of El príncipe constante, Amón of Los 
cabellos de Absalón, Aurora of Lances de amor y fortuna (p. 1636), Eco of Eco y Narciso 
(1661), and the king of El gran príncipe de Fez Don Baltasar de Loyola (p. 1672). 
 
167[(Lebrón) If I heed your sighs, am I correct in saying that your sickness is love? 
(Pigmalión) From what do you infer it? (Lebrón) I infer it from the fact that the restlessness 
that you have, is like another that I have … I also have my little bit of I don’t know what, that 
I feel I don’t know where, and to which I don’t know when I should apply the remedy.] 
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lovesickness, Lebrón relates his own hypochondria to his master’s noble melancholy, thereby 
undermining the mental state of the latter. Lebrón’s hypochondria carries with it a lowliness 
of intent (lust) and symptomology that does not align with the nobility’s place in the body 
politic. The fact that Lebrón is able to conflate his master’s suffering with his own exposes 
the corruptibility of the noble upper body.  
 Like La fiera’s Lebrón, El mayor monstruo’s Polidoro demonstrates a mastery of the 
language and behaviors of courtly melancholics, even if his status prevents him from fully 
assimilating noble roles. While Polidoro humorously confuses hypochondria and 
melancholy, he knows the behaviors and treatments available to him as a “noble,” 
melancholic prisoner: 
¿Qué príncipe se prendiera 
donde una infanta no hubiera 
que, condolida a su daño, 
con músicas le avisara 
desde el cubo del terrero  
y a pagar de su dinero 
las guardas le sobornara, 
para que una noche obscura, 
…………………………….  
se fuesen a su ventura? (Act 2, vv. 1464-1474)169 
Under the guise of hypochondriac royal prisoner, Polidoro uses the standard scenarios and 
outcomes for the imprisoned melancholic princes and nobility of chivalric tales and comedias 
de capa y espada as a means of escaping his confinement. He knows how commonplace 
                                                                                                                                                  
168In “Rebajamiento y vulgarización del mito: el papel de los graciosos en La fiera, el rayo y 
la piedra de Calderón,” Lavinia Barone recognizes how Lebrón manipulates the language of 
love melancholy throughout La fiera and highlights the similarities between Lebrón’s 
language and the lovesick noblewoman of another of Calderón’s comedias, Fénix of El 
príncipe constante (90-91).  
 
169[What prince was ever captured without a princess who, moved by his harm, called to him 
in his cell with music from her terrace and bribed the guards by paying with her money, so 
that one night ... they went away to their fortune?]  
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lovesickness is among the nobility, and that musical entertainment and the presence of the 
beloved are its standard treatments. This knowledge, accompanied by his assumed 
hypochondria, enable him to perpetuate his noble disguise, even if he suffers comic slip-ups 
due to his inherent difference from the elite. For example, Polidoro convinces the soldiers 
guarding him to aid his escape plan, but his illiteracy and poverty prohibit him from writing 
the letter and paying the promised bribe essential to the plan’s success (Act 2, vv. 1515-25). 
Thus, although it cannot make him noble, hypochondria functions as a medium of play-
within-the-play, in which the gracioso performs the role of the nobleman, mocking his 
liabilities in the process by exploiting lovesick language and behaviors. 
Beyond assuming the trappings and language of noble lovesickness as a means of 
inhabiting noble identities, Calderón’s graciosos use the “discretion” that purportedly comes 
with their hypochondria to imitate noble temperaments. Taking advantage of the association 
between hypochondria and artistic genius and the inherent wit of melancholic dispositions, 
La fiera’s Lebrón and El médico de su honra’s Coquín both voice the opinion that their 
melancholy has made them more discreet. In Lebrón’s case, the gracioso uses his newfound 
discretion to embolden his amorous approach to the ladies of Anajarte’s court: 
CLORI.—  Y, en efecto, 
      ¿usted está enamorado? 
      ……………………….  
LAURA.— ¿En qué lo ve? 
LEB.—        En que ando más  
      limpio en que hablo más discreto 
      que solía y en que traigo 
      una hipocondría acá dentro. (Act 2, p. 1614, col. B)170 
                                                
170[(Clorilene) And, effectively, you are in love? (Laura) How can you tell? (Lebrón) By the 
fact that I am cleaner and I speak more discreetly than I used to and by the fact that I carry a 
hypochondria here within me.]  
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In his response to Anajarte’s ladies, Lebrón claims that his hypochondria comes with the 
ability to elevate his psychology and physical appearance to noble standards of wisdom and 
cleanliness. However, Lebrón’s claim is false. He remains a “mentecato” and “majadero,” 
and his amorous intent is risibly rebuffed. As indicated by this episode, hypochondria’s 
ability to increase one’s discretion and gallantry is a farce rather than a sincerely ennobling 
facet of melancholy.  
 Not only is the discretion of hypochondria false, but also it lands the gracioso in 
compromising situations, as experienced by Coquín in El médico de su honra. Hypochondria 
alters the gracioso’s disposition in a way that approaches the more somber temperament of 
noble melancholics: 
Jacinta  ¿Qué tienes estos días, 
  Coquín, que andas tan triste? ¿No solías 
  ser alegre? ¿Qué efecto te  
  tiene así? 
Coquín      Metíme a ser discreto 
  por mi mal y hame dado 
tan grande hipocondría en este lado 
que me muero. (Act 3, vv. 2415-2421)171 
Coquín’s response to Jacinta’s comment that his personality has changed noticeably during 
the course of the play acknowledges the correlation between his appropriation of noble 
psychological potential (“ser discreto”), his hypochondria, and his ensuing misfortune. 
Meddling in noble affairs and attempting to become a discreet melancholic like those 
idealized by the highborn of Calderón’s Spain only results in the gracioso’s own hardship. 
Communicated through this outcome is a warning against trusting and romanticizing noble 
                                                
171[(Jacinta) What do you have these days, Coquín, that has made you so sad? Didn’t you 
used to be joyful? What effect has you this way? (Coquín) I dedicated myself to becoming 
discreet to my own misfortune and it has given me such a great hypochondria in this side that 
I feel that I am dying.]  
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behaviors and interactions within the play, and against the idea that melancholy engenders 
any reliable sense of discretion.  
As shown by Lebrón, Polidoro, and Coquín, while in one respect the gracioso’s 
hypochondriac diagnosis distances his melancholy from that of his noble counterparts, in 
another, it connects the gracioso to the noble, enabling the former to manifest and parody the 
latter’s behavior and psychological character.172 While the ruses of Calderón’s graciosos 
ultimately fail in the worlds of Calderón’s plays, they imply the foolishness of the broader 
cultural movement toward conflating love melancholy and hypochondria, as well as the 
superficiality and corruption of the culture of noble love melancholy.  
 Beyond using the gracioso’s hypochondria as a tool for criticizing noble trends and 
behaviors, Calderón negotiates hypochondria’s symptoms to connect his graciosos to the 
broader purposes of his theater. There is a whole lexicon of airs that arises from melancholy, 
particularly hypochondria. Orobitg recognizes that hypochondria’s vocabulary and symbols 
involve all forms of airs: from vapors to sighs, flatulence, and other euphemisms for 
indigestive gas (L’humeur noire 101-02). In agreement with Orobitg in “Melancolía e 
inspiración en la España del Siglo de Oro,” the wide set of “airy” terminology that arises 
from hypochondria’s assorted physical and psychological symptoms endows the condition 
with both physical and metaphorical significance (29). We find this language at work in 
Calderón’s theater. 
                                                
172The tendency of gracioso-types or lower-class figures to use their hypochondria to mimic 
the nobility in Calderón’s theater is also present in Renaissance English theater, as discussed 
by Bridget Gellert Lyons. In Voices of Melancholy, Lyons observes the tendency of 
“hapless,” lowborn characters of theater to appropriate melancholy as a means of imitating 
the nobility. Examples include Stephen of Every Man in his Humor (1598) and Jacques of As 
You Like it (1599) (Lyons 28, 34). Like the ambitious hypochondriac graciosos on 
Calderón’s stage, these “comic versions of the malcontent are mocked for pretending to have 
melancholy personalities that transcend the limitations of their role” (Lyons 44). 
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Airs in Calderón’s plays function as a motif that unites the hypochondriac graciosos 
with the main actions and characters of their plays. In El médico de su honra, winds and 
corrupted airs manifest Gutierre, Mencía, and prince Enrique’s fear that their unmentionable 
thoughts and secret actions could become public knowledge (Schlieper 472).173 They also 
represent the king’s anger—being “airado”—, which threatens the fortunes of all.174 In El 
mayor monstruo, miasmic airs, exhalations, spirits, and winds carry the anguish and anxiety 
of the royal protagonists.175 “Aire” plays an integral part in the resolution of La fiera’s love 
plot (Act 3, p. 1633, col. B). Lastly, airs consistently thwart the intentions of Hado y divisa’s 
                                                
173Although Schlieper conceptualizes the reference to airs in El médico de su honra as part of 
an extended plague metaphor, I argue that these winds also resemble the winds of 
hypochondriac melancholy. I found this upon Calderón’s intentional inclusion of 
hypochondria in the play—a divergence from Lope’s El médico de su honra (1633)—and the 
association between hypochondriac graciosos and the language of airs in other works of 
Calderón’s theater, particularly those examined in the present chapter. This does not negate 
the relationship between the language of airs and plague in the play, and, in fact, signifies a 
further connection between airs, plague, and melancholy present in Calderón’s theater. 
 
174Examples of the language of airs at work in El médico de su honra include, but are not 
limited to, the following: Enrique’s fear that the “viento” could take away his fortune (Act 1, 
vv. 160-162), the king’s anger or “airado” state, which leads Gutierre to defame Leonor 
before him (Act 1, v. 903), the “vientos” that listen to the servant Jacinta and Enrique as they 
scheme entrance into Mencía’s chambers (Act 2, vv. 1038-40), the “aire” that kills the lights 
and flames Gutierre’s jealousy by making Mencía mistake Gutierre for Enrique, anticipating 
the jealous Gutierre’s extinguishing of her own life (Act 2, vv. 1965-69, 1990-2012), the 
“Nubes” that threaten Gutierre’s internal emotional balance and honor (Act 3, vv. 2069-78), 
and the king’s acknowledgment that woman’s moral beauty is a wall against the “vientos” of 
dishonor (Act 3, vv. 2919-22). 
 
175Tetrarca wishes an end to the sorrowful lamentations of Mencía’s sorrow expressed 
through music spread through the “vientos” (Act 1, vv. 23-24), “Aires” and waters carry 
Tolomeo’s pain to Tetrarca’s ears after the ruler’s discarded dagger strikes him on its way 
into the sea (Act 1, vv. 251-52), Tolomeo cautions against removing the dagger from his 
body so that “sus espíritus no exhale / el alma” [the soul doesn’t exhale its vital spirits] (Act 
1, vv. 312-13), and Mariene encourages the “aire” to carry the moans of her mournful song 
as she lives in fear of her fateful horoscope (Act 1, vv. 851-52, 865-66, 881-82).  
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noble protagonists.176 The resemblance between these noble “airs” and the airs that pertain to 
hypochondria’s medical symptoms and literary representation bring the gracioso’s condition 
into contact with the nobility. In agreement with Scott Soufas, because Calderón provides 
other explicit references to hypochondria and melancholy within the plays, the airs affecting 
the nobility recall the flatulence or discomforting “wind” of hypochondria, which provides 
the audience with a connection between the worries of the play’s nobility and the melancholy 
of the gracioso (1990: 98-99).  The connection facilitated by hypochondria’s exhalations 
ultimately leads the gracioso to fulfill his role as a critical mirror and humanizing figure in 
his play world.  
The relationship between the gracioso’s madness and his role as a voice of desengaño 
has long shaped how literary criticism views the character’s purpose on the early modern 
stage. Indeed, according to Foucault:  
the character of the Madman, the Fool, or the Simpleton … stands center stage as the 
guardian of truth … If folly leads each man into a blindness where he is lost, the 
madman, on the contrary, reminds each man of his truth; in a comedy where each 
man deceives the other and dupes himself, the madman is comedy to the second 
degree: the deception of deception. (11)  
In play worlds whose ruling class has lost its moral and rational compass, the gracioso’s 
madness is, necessarily, a higher form of sanity. Foucault’s theory of madness is 
contextualized by the principles of Erasmian Humanism and the historical context of locos de 
corte. As Tausiet explains in “El triunfo de la locura: discurso moral y alegoría en la España 
Moderna,” Erasmus (1466-1536) conceives of folly as an essential part of human nature, the 
irrational, which facilitates the affective capacities that make life not only enjoyable but also 
                                                
176The mage Argante invokes the fury Megera to cause a violent “viento” to interrupt the 
play’s action and return his adopted daughter, Marfisa, to his cave in Hado y divisa (Act 1, p. 
2113), and Leonido exclaims that “el aire,” in conjunction with the other elements, works 
against him when Megera causes the volcano erupt and prevents the war between queens 
Arminda and Mitilene (Act 2, p. 2130, col. A).  
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Christian (36).177 According to Erasmus, the purpose of foolishness is “[U]t humanae vitae 
tristitiam exhilararent” (182).178 Using folly to engender laughter is a tool for spiritual 
therapy. And the happiness of a society’s constituents, as Gowland reminds us, acts as a 
benchmark of the body politic’s well-being (206). Further, as identified by Márquez 
Villanueva in “Planteamiento de la literatura del ‘loco’ en España,” locos—also known as 
“graciosos”—de corte bring a therapeutic madness to the royal courts of Habsburg Spain: 
“La corte necesitaba de esta presencia corpórea de la Locura para liberarse de la tiranía, 
verdaderamente enloquecedora, de una vida penetrada de arriba abajo por la razón, 
objetivada en el implacable engranaje de la política” (8).179 Court buffoons are able to 
understand and provide relief from political expectations through their own disordered 
conduct and bodies. The socially therapeutic madness provided by courtly fools and 
humanistic treatises transfers into the role of the gracioso on the early modern stage. In 
agreement with Gowland, and Márquez Villanueva in “Literatura bufonesca o del ‘loco,’” the 
comedy of theatrical graciosos enables them to reveal hidden truths about the quality of 
social behaviors, standards, and governance in their play world. Of particular relevance to the 
present dissertation, scholars such as Georges Güntert in “El gracioso de Calderón,” 
recognize that the Calderón’s own graciosos facilitate the audience’s understanding of their 
play worlds through their jokes and madness.  
                                                
177See Erasmus of Rotterdam’s Stultitiae laus/Elogio de la Locura (1511), as well the 
following works mentioned by Tausiet and inspired by Erasmian locura: El licenciado 
Vidriera (1613) and the Quijote by Cervantes, Triumphos de locura (1521) by Hernán López 
de Yanguas, and Censura de la locura humana y excelencias della (1598) by Jerónimo de 
Mondragón (39-42). 
  
178[to dispel the sadness of life through laughter] 
 
179[The court needed the corporeal presence of madness to free itself from the truly 
maddening tyranny of a life ruled from top to bottom by reason, objectified by the relentless 
gears of politics] 
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 Further, madness and airs constitute a literary tradition in the early modern era. For 
example, Erasmus conceives excessive study as a type of madness that siphons the vital 
“spirits” of young men: “An non videtis tetricos istos et vel philosophiae studiis, vel seriis et 
arduis addictos negotiis plerumque priusquam plane juvenes sin, jam consenuisse, videlicet 
curis, et assidua acrique cogitationum agitatione sensim spiritus et succum illum vitalem 
exhauriente?” (115).180 Cervantes, too, uses the language and metaphors of airs to insinuate 
madness. While the most famous instance of this is Don Quijote’s fight against windmills, 
the author also uses airs to call the author of the false sequel to the Quijote, Avellaneda, a 
madman. In the “Prólogo al lector” in the Quijote of 1615, Cervantes intercalates the stories 
of two madmen meant to represent Avellaneda, one in Sevilla and the other in Córdoba, both 
of whom harm dogs. Cervantes associates both of these madmen with airs. The madman in 
Sevilla blows air into the canines, “soplándole,” so that they swell, before slapping them to 
release the air (34-35). Cervantes uses this story to criticize Avellaneda, conflating the false 
author with the madman by asking the former if writing a book takes as little effort as 
“hinchar un perro” (35).181 Madness and air also factor into the second story of the 
“Prólogo,” in which the madman suffers a severe beating for dropping a slab of marble on a 
prized hunting dog. In the conclusion to this story, Cervantes employs “soltar,” a verb 
meaning to release, commonly, as in the release of bad airs from the gut (Diccionario de 
Autoridades), to counsel Avellaneda to stop publishing books—“no…soltar más la presa de 
su ingenio en libros—in the same way that the madman in Córdoba “no soltó más el canto” 
                                                
180[Do you all not see those so very serious men who, due to their studies of philosophy or to 
being addicted to serious and complicated business, for however young they might be, are 
already old beyond their years? It is evident that for their constant worries, for the continuous 
and profound meditation of their questions, their spirits and vitality are drained bit by bit.] 
Latin to English translation assisted by the Spanish translation of Oliveri Nortes Valls. 
    
181[to inflate a dog]  
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after his beating (36). As shown by these examples, madness and airs together figure 
predominantly in the textual culture of early modern Spain. 
The gracioso’s hypochondria builds off of this pre-existing context of madness and 
airs by enabling the funny servant to function as truth-teller in the Calderón’s comedia.182 By 
forging a connection between the gracioso’s condition and the primary action of the play, 
hypochondria’s language of airs enables the gracioso to participate in the denouement of his 
world’s noble plot. Coquín anticipates this purpose for his hypochondria in El médico de su 
honra: 
  ... Déme 
el cielo, para sacarle 
risa, todas las tenazas 
del buen gusto y del donaire. (Act 2, vv. 1521-24)183 
The gracioso requests “donaire” as a means of access to the king’s emotional state. However, 
as Orobitg observes in “Melancolía e inspiración,” donaire not only signifies grace, as in 
eloquent and clever speech, but also relates to melancholy through the “spirits” shared by 
both conditions: the spirit of inspiration that facilitates donaire, and the airy spirits that travel 
up the body to inspire disease (29-30). Further, Coquín’s melancholy begins with gracioso’s 
next stage entrance, which positions his hypochondria as the answer to his request for 
donaire. Hypochondria gives the gracioso access to the emotions and actions of his play 
                                                
182Charis Charalampous discusses the ability of the lower body to reflect upon the decisions 
and logic of the mind in early modern Spanish theater in “The Intelligent Body on the Stage 
and the Wonder of Tragic Pleasure.” Charalampous focuses on the mind and body 
relationship within single characters rather than the mind and body relationship within the 
metaphorical body politic. However, Charalampous’s investigation provides evidence for the 
existence of an early modern theater accustomed to using lower bodily pains and parts as 
vehicles for political criticism, which corroborates the presence of a early modern theatrical 
atmosphere in which it would be plausible, and even likely, for Calderón to adapt his 
graciosos’ hypochondria into a tool of social commentary. 
 
183[May heaven give me all the pliers of good pleasure and grace.]  
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world’s upper class. Scott Soufas, the first to recognize the role of hypochondriac airs in the 
melancholic transformation of Coquín and the social criticism they represent, states: 
In Calderón’s negative depiction of melancholy, the gracioso Coquín makes the 
transition on stage to a melancholy temperament, becoming a man of wit who cannot 
laugh or amuse others. In his case, it is the contact with other unbalanced characters 
which causes him to change and begin to demonstrate some of the symptoms 
associated with melancholia. At the center of the all-pervasive melancholy 
atmosphere of the play is Coquín’s master, Don Gutierre. (“Calderón’s Joyless 
Jester,” 203)184   
According to Scott Soufas, El médico de su honra’s discourse of airs, including Coquín’s 
hypochondria, creates a metaphorical “melancholic atmosphere.” This miasma exists because 
of the ruling class’s individualistic, obsessive jealousy and preoccupation with public 
perception in lieu of service to Catholic community. The hypochondria of Coquín, as a 
lower-class citizen whose livelihood depends on his noble overseers, reveals the harm these 
metaphorical airs inflict upon social well-being. Without hypochondria, the audience would 
not be able to perceive the “all-pervasive” nature of infection in the Spanish society of El 
médico de su honra. Scott Soufas’s early critical advancement in the study of El médico de 
su honra’s airs enables us to see how hypochondria interacts with the outcomes of other 
plays in Calderón’s canon.  
 Lebrón’s hypochondria and the many airs of his play world play a similar, albeit 
humorous, role to Coquín’s at the conclusion of La fiera. In this scene, Pigmalión races off to 
rescue Anajarte, leaving Lebrón alone with the former’s beloved statue. The gracioso 
immediately strikes up a comical conversation with “la señora doña Mármol”: 
Perdone vuesamerced, 
que es mi amo un caballero 
con las damas muy cortés; 
                                                
184See also Scott Soufas’s “Calderón’s Melancholy Wife-Murderers” (195-97), Melancholy 




y así el socorrer a otra 
aire, y no desaire es. 
¿Usted lo siente así? (Act 3, p. 1633, col. B)185 
Lest the statue become jealous, Lebrón excuses his master’s departure as chivalric duty. 
What surprises Lebrón as much as the audience is that, in that very moment, Estatua comes 
to life, and accepts his excuse. An understanding of hypochondria and the various airs 
present in the scene illuminates the message of the statue’s animation, as well as the humor 
of its delivery. Firstly, as recognized by Orobitg, “aire” can signify grace (“Melancolía e 
inspiración” 30). In this sense, Lebrón’s use of “aire” and “desaire” justifies Pigmalión’s 
motivations. He leaves the statue for Anajarte out of a sense of Christian compassion (rather 
than disdain). These two airs also draw attention to the moral and psychological difference 
between Pigmalión and Anajarte: the former, motivated by selfless love; the latter, motivated 
by scorn. Secondly, early modern “aire” and “donaire” not only signify grace, but also 
commonly refer to the jokes made by graciosos. Being that Lebrón is the funny character of 
La fiera, his use of “aire” playfully communicates his awareness of the inherent humor of 
talking to an inanimate object. It also prepares them for the humor of the play’s big reveal, 
the statue’s coming to life.  
The statue’s awakening brings the third type of air into the scene, the spiritus that 
enliven a person’s physical body. Pigmalión’s selfless preservation of Anajarte’s spiritus is 
the reason the statue acquires hers. Taken together with Pigmalión’s pure motivations, the 
statue’s animation reveals the play’s essential message: the endorsement of requited love. 
The fourth, and most important, air of the scene is the one that makes the moment possible: 
Lebrón’s hypochondria. Lebrón’s “windy” melancholy makes him the ideal witness to the 
                                                
185[Pardon me, your excellency, for my master is a knight that is very courteous with the 
ladies; and thus, helping another air, is not disdain. Do you feel that way?]  
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statue’s first breath, as it facilitates his humor and intimately connects him to his lovesick 
superiors. For this reason, Lebrón is the only character able to unite all the play’s airs—
comic, disdainful, gracious, and life-giving—in a single, comic and moralistic moment.    
As shown by the interplay of the four airs, Lebrón’s hypochondria qualifies him to 
illuminate the moral of La fiera for Calderón’s Spanish audience. In this way, his 
hypochondria is like Coquín’s, a melancholic condition that works with the play’s 
metaphorical airs to reveal its social message. Therefore, although they differ in tone, El 
médico de su honra and La fiera both exemplify how hypochondria enables the gracioso to 
fulfill his role as agent of desengaño on Calderón’s stage, condemning a noble society that 
prizes public opinion, jealousy, and disdain over wisdom, grace, and reciprocation.  
Beyond his role as critical mirror, Calderón’s hypochondriac gracioso makes the 
noble more human in that, together, the gracioso and noble comprise an image of melancholy 
that embodies both our higher and lower impulses. Through his hypochondria, the gracioso 
acts as the accomplice to the audience’s lesser inclinations, which allows them to embrace 
the more esoteric plotlines of the noble protagonists. Particularly in the cases of the rigidly 
idealistic and chivalric protagonists of La fiera (Pigmalión) and Hado y divisa (Leonido), the 
gracioso’s hypochondria functions as a way for Calderón’s audience to empathize with the 
action on the stage. The need to provide his audience with a touchstone is what moves 
Calderón to position Lebrón (rather than any other character) as the witness to the moment 
Pigmalión’s love comes to life. His hypochondria—and the lust, fear, and humor it 
facilitates—makes him a relatable character for Calderón’s audience in a play otherwise 
structured around the abstract narrative of the divine war over requited and unrequited love. 
For the audience to accept Calderón’s message of requited love, they must be allowed to 
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laugh at the practical absurdity of a statue becoming human. Therefore, in agreement with 
Barone, Lebrón’s hypochondriac humor functions as “realismo grotesco” that not only 
parodies but also enlivens noble plotlines (88). Merlín serves a similar function in Hado y 
divisa, manifesting the very real fear that a young boy would experience in his play world’s 
hostile environment of prison cells, constant death-threats, and civil war:  “Tengan lástima de 
mí, / que soy niño y solo, / y nunca en tal me vi” (Act 2, p. 2123, col. B).186 Merlín’s cry for 
mercy is an essential admission of human weakness that enables the audience to follow what 
would be otherwise a tired and incredible plot of chivalric romance. It also reveals 
Calderón’s compassion for his final gracioso.187  
Whereas some earlier graciosos pay for their cowardice with their lives (see La vida 
es sueño’s Clarín), Merlín gains freedom from imprisonment, servitude, and, even, the 
confines of his play world. Calderón’s final gracioso breaks the fourth wall by the end of the 
play. In his last verses, Merlín complains that the “maldito viejo” (Argante, Marfisa’s 
                                                
186[Take pity on me, for I am a boy and alone, and I have never been in such a situation 
before.] Hans Flasche, in “Perspectivas de la locura en los graciosos de Calderón (La aurora 
en Copacabana),” acknowledges the role that cowardice plays in the gracioso’s ability to 
function as a bridge between the audience and the world of the play, stating that fear enables 
the funny servant to act as an agent of “el realismo de la gente humilde, confesando 
francamente que la muerte causa miedo a todos los hombres” [the realism of persons of 
humble origins, confessing frankly that death strikes fear in all men] (640). 
 
187Calderón’s compassionate treatment of Merlín may be a criticism of the treatment of the 
court loco, Bazán, imprisoned when Hado y divisa was written. According to Fernando J. 
Bouza Álvarez in Locos, enanos y hombres de placer en la corte de los Austrias: oficio de 
burlas, Bazán was stationed in the palace near Carlos II (1661-1700) as a spy for Juán José 
de Austria (1629-79) because of his impressive memory (39, 82). In 1679, Bazán was 
arrested and endured a period during which he was alternately imprisoned, interrogated, and 
sent to hospitals for the insane until he was finally freed in 1682, to entertain the king at 
Aranjuez (Tropé, “Inquisición y locura,” 75). Although no direct evidence supports this 
interpretation, the parallels between Merlín and Bazán’s situations and Calderón’s intimate 
knowledge of courtly goings-on support the possibility that the playwright uses Merlín to 
protest Bazán’s incarceration.  
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adoptive father and sorcerer) slows him down on the way to the fight between Leonido and 
the German knight (correspondingly, Marfisa and Leonido in disguise): 
¡Miren con qué se venía 
ahora el maldito viejo, 
solo para embarazarnos  
que vamos a tomar puestos! (Act 3, p. 2149, col. A)188 
At first glance, Merlín’s words could be interpreted as mere frustration with the obstacle the 
old man poses to his desire to see the fight. However, the encounter also provides a 
metatheatrical moment in that Merlín’s exclamation functions as a comic mockery of 
theatrical tropes—the deus ex machina, who is, in this case, Argante—and utilizes the 
language of stage directions. Merlín breaks the fourth wall by critiquing the old man’s arrival 
and, therefore, his theatrical purpose and by directing actors to take their places. By granting 
Merlín awareness of his theatrical frame, Calderón aligns his gracioso with the audience: he 
is one of us, excited to watch the play’s conclusion. The fact that Merlín is absent for the 
final verses of the play, typically delivered by the gracioso, insinuates his successful 
abandonment of his master and assimilation into the audience. 
Merlín’s humanity marks the natural culmination of hypochondria’s purpose in 
Calderón’s secular, multi-act theater. Through its examination of El médico de su honra, El 
mayor monstruo los celos, La fiera, el rayo y la piedra, and Hado y divisa de Leonido y 
Marfisa, the present chapter demonstrates how hypochondriac melancholy distinguishes the 
lower from the upper classes. It also reveals how melancholy functions as a bridge between 
classes, which enables the gracioso to perform his essential function as a critical mirror that 
exposes and humanizes the crisis of the body politic. Calderón’s hypochondriac graciosos—
Coquín, Polidoro, Lebrón, and Merlín—impart through their melancholy Calderón’s 
                                                
188[Look, this damned old man came just came to get in our way, let’s go take our places!]  
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indictment of courtly love and not-so-noble behavior both within and beyond their plays. In 
the process, Calderón’s hypochondriac graciosos reveal the playwright’s desire not only to 
consider the minds of those beyond the ruling class but also to imbue melancholy with a 








“TODO ES COSA DE RISA,” THE COMIC FEMALE MELANCHOLICS OF 
CALDERÓN’S SHORT THEATER  
y pues, es decente  
que a lo grave en estos casos  
siga lo jocoso 
–“Regocijo” in El sacro Pernaso by Pedro Calderón de la Barca189  
Following Regocijo’s advice, chapter five closes the dissertation with melancholy’s 
most comic iteration on Calderón’s stage. The present and final chapter discusses the parodic 
models of melancholy engaged by the female protagonists of three of Calderón’s short 
theatrical works, the entremés of El robo de las sabinas, the entremés of La melancólica, and 
the mojiganga of El Parnaso, 2ª parte de La rabia.190 Even more so than their male, gracioso 
counterparts in the comedias, the funny female melancholics of Calderón’s short theater have 
yet to receive the attention of literary criticism, making their study essential for those who 
seek to understand the role melancholy plays not only beyond the elite and the masculine, but 
also beyond the genres and play worlds of the autos sacramentales and comedias. The 
melancholies whose symptoms and curative methods the women of Calderón’s short theater 
manifest are hypochondria and epilepsy. Justa of El robo de las sabinas and Manuela of La 
                                                
189[and well, it is good for the funny to follow the grave in these cases] From the 1659 auto 
of El sacro Pernaso (vv. 1629-31).  
 
190The verse numbers, names of plays, dates of publication, and attribution to Calderón for 
the works of short theater discussed in chapter five come from María-Luisa Lobato’s critical 
edition of the playwright’s Teatro cómico breve.  
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melancólica represent hypochondria, while Bernarda and María of the 2ª parte de La rabia 
negotiate epilepsy. Justa’s sister, Inés, suffers mania, which functions as a separate condition 
from melancholy and, therefore, falls beyond the scope of the dissertation. Chapter four has 
discussed hypochondria’s nature as a melancholy that rises from the lower body (the region 
known as the hypochondrion) to infect the mind. Epilepsy, as recorded by such physicians as 
Santa Cruz in Sobre la melancolía and Velásquez in his Libro de la melancolía, was a 
melancholy affliction believed to affect the heart and mind (Santa Cruz 34-35; Velásquez 
95). The condition was best known for the violent fits, faints, and seizures it triggered, and 
was commonly called the gota coral or mal de corazón because it was believed that drips of 
corrupted humor—typically phlegm, according to Avicenna, as illuminated by Mervyn J. 
Eadie and Peter F. Bladin in A Disease Once Sacred (99)—fell down from the mind and 
landed on the heart of the afflicted (Covarrubias pt. 1: fol. 444v). Through the analysis of the 
women that manifest hypochondria and epilepsy in the selected theatrical works, chapter five 
will explore the comic function of melancholy in Calderón’s short plays and the interactions 
that melancholy facilitates between these performances and the longer autos they 
accompany. 
Through its treatment of hypochondria, El robo de las sabinas stages a parody of 
courtly lovesickness. Set in a seventeenth-century Spanish pueblo during Corpus Christi, the 
play revolves around a wealthy old codger named Matanga; his daughters, Justa and Inés, 
who suffer opposing ailments of the mind; and two sacristans seeking to wed the daughters. 
Exasperated with his daughters, the old man laments to his friend, Carducho:  
es que tengo dos hijas, ambas locas:  
una lo llora, otra lo canta todo, 
padeciendo a porfía 
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risa la una, la otra hipocondría. (vv. 14-17)191 
The interminable sadness of one daughter and cheerfulness of the other leads the father to 
conclude that Justa and Inés suffer hypochondriac melancholy and mania, respectively. His 
frustration stems not only from the opposing and relentless nature of their ailments, but also 
from his suspicion that their diseases denote the presence of suitors. The father claims that 
the daughters suffer their ailments “a porfía,” an adverbial phrase communicating that an 
action is performed “in skillful emulation” of something. In other words, Justa’s 
hypochondria emulates the suffering of another character. The banter between Justa and Inés 
confirms the nature of Justa’s hypochondria as lovesickness. After Matanga leaves, excusing 
himself to calm his “cólera,” rather than strike his daughters out of frustration (vv. 144-49), 
the sisters blame each other for their father’s distress. Justa accuses her sister of provoking 
her father’s anger because no one can escape Inés’s constant song (vv. 150-56). In contrast, 
the desire to suffer in isolation brought about by Justa’s hypochondria means that she 
troubles no one with her sickness but herself: 
menos el que su tristeza 
hizo a la mía conforme, 
yo me lo paso conmigo, 
nadie lo sabe ni lo oye: 
pero tú que tu alegría 
no hay nadie que no la note. (vv. 150-61)192 
The whole world is abhorrent to her, with the exception, she clarifies, of one man. Her 
accusation reveals the true cause of her sickness within the play: love. Recalling Matanga’s 
                                                
191[the thing is, I have two daughters, both crazy: one cries about everything, the other sings 
about everything, suffering in skillful emulation the one, laughter; the other, hypochondria.]  
 
192[(Justa) You are to blame for his anger … Because if my hypochondria makes the whole 
world disagreeable to me, making women tiresome to me and making men angersome to me, 
except for he who made my sadness conform to his own, I suffer it on my own, no one 
knows about it or hears it: but as for you with your joy, there is no one that isn’t aware of it.] 
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speculation that his daughters suffer a porfía, Justa’s description of her hypochondria 
positions her disease as the mirroring of the condition of her beloved. As feared by the father, 
Justa’s sickness functions as a sentimental means of returning her lovers’ affection.  
This affective mirroring brings Justa’s condition into contact with the courtly love 
plots of the comedia. Calderón’s corpus of secular multi-act plays contains multiple 
examples of enamored damas whose melancholies are classified as hypochondria, including 
Leonor of La desdicha de la voz (1636) and Beatriz of No siempre lo peor es cierto (1652).193 
As seen in chapter four, mocking the desire of “discreet” noble women for hypochondria is a 
trope of Calderón’s theater, especially the comedia. For example, in La cisma de Inglaterra 
(1627), the gracioso Pasquín jokes:  
Yo vi muy triste a una dama  
(y esto es verdad, vive Dios),  
tan solo porque no estaba  
hipocondríaca, siendo  
la enfermedad que se usaba. (Act 2, p. 153, col. B)194  
As recognized by Pasquín, hypochondria has become such a popular disease that, as opposed 
to what one would expect, women become sad for lack of it. Another example, explored in 
detail in chapter four, is Coquín of El médico de su honra (Act 3, vv. 2421-28). By 
manifesting the affective reciprocity of courtly lovers in a rural and lower-class context, 
Justa’s hypochondria represents another parody of the lovesick noblewomen of the comedia. 
                                                
193C.f. La desdicha de la voz (Act 2, p. 936, col. B), and No siempre lo peor es cierto (Act 2, 
p. 1467, col. B). All citations of La desdicha de la voz and No siempre lo peor es cierto will 
come from Calderón’s obras completas, edited by Valbuena Briones and Valbuena Prat. 
Since this edition lacks verse numbers, all citations of the play will use the following format: 
(Act, page, column A or B). 
 
194[I saw a lady that was very sad (and this is true, may God live), just because she wasn’t a 
hypochondriac, being the illness that was in style at the time.] 
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Like the graciosos, her melancholy is a carnivalesque imitation of the illness of courtly 
female lovers.195  
The humor of El robo de las sabinas is likewise produced by the clashing emotional 
extremes of the sisters, whose illnesses make them mutually intolerable to each other and 
intolerably frustrating to their father. The characteristics of Justa’s hypochondria are revealed 
through the banter between family members: 
INÉS (Canta) “Cansóse el Ñarro de Andújar 
  que es aliñado en extremo 
  de traer la soga arrastrando 
  y enfaldósela al pescuezo.” 
JUSTA  ¡Que siempre has de cantar unas letrillas  
  que quiebre, Inés, el corazón a oíllas! 
  ………………………………………….... 
INÉS  Pues ¿de qué, Justa, lloras? 
JUSTA             ¡Quién pudiera 
  escuchar sin llorar, aunque tuviera  
  de mármol las entrañas, 
  de Ñarro unas fortunas tan extrañas! 
  Su muerte es la que lloro. 
  ……………………………………………. 
VEJETE Inés, pues que le das melancolía. 
  ¿por qué cantas? 
INÉS       No está en la mano mía 
  el dejar de cantar. 
VEJETE        ¿Por qué tú en vano  
  lo sientes? 
JUSTA        El llorar no está en mi mano, 
  que podrirme de todo es mi fatiga. (vv. 96-114)196 
                                                
195The purpose of Justa’s melancholy as a parody of the common manifestation of women’s 
hypochondria in courtly love plots corresponds to the standard functions and techniques of 
short theater, in particular, the entremés. For instance, Santiago Fernández Mosquera’s 
“Entremeses empotrados en comedias: un ejemplo en La señora y la criada de Calderón” 
recognizes that short farces serve as “parodias de escenas tópicas,” and examines another 
instance of the parody of female courtly love in the playwright’s short theater (657); and 
María José Tobar Quintanar’s “Las figuras femeninas en los entremeses de Quevedo a la luz 
de las convenciones del género” affirms that one of the main features of entremeses is “la 




The illnesses that the sisters suffer put them at odds with each other. As shown by the above 
exchange, Justa’s hypochondria greatly exaggerates her emotional sensitivities and makes 
her inconsolable. The single use of the first-person, “lloro,” functions to emphasize her self-
identification with sadness, while her predominant use of the third person elevates her 
suffering to the register of high tragedy. However, “El Ñarro de Andújar” is a common folk 
song.197 The incongruity of this genre with the scale and tone of Justa’s response is what 
makes her hypochondria comic to her audience.198 A second element of comedy within the 
scene comes from the perversion of melancholy’s anticipated cures. While singing is a 
common recourse for nobles seeking to cure melancholy, as we have seen in previous 
chapters with El mayor monstruo and El príncipe constante, among others, the tunes and 
themes must be pleasant for them to serve as remedies. In an ironic twist that would have 
been hilarious to an audience accustomed to the musical cures for noble lovesickness in the 
                                                                                                                                                  
196[(Inés (Sings)) “Ñarro of Andújar, a most handsome man, got tired of living always in the 
shadow of the noose that he wrapped it around his own neck.” (Justa) Why do you always 
have to sing such words, Inés, that break the heart when heard? (Inés) Well, what are you 
crying about Justa? (Justa) Who, even if their insides were made of marble, could listen to 
Ñarro’s horrible misfortunes without crying? His death is what I am crying about. (Old 
Codger) Inés, look, you are making her melancholic. Why do you keep singing? (Inés) 
Stopping singing is out of my hands. (Old Codger) Why do you let it affect you so 
senselessly? (Justa) Whether I cry or not is out of my hands, for being overly affected by 
everything is my burden.]  
 
197For the origins of the jácara of “El Ñarro de Andújar” and its recurrence in other works of 
Calderón’s theater, particularly his entremeses, see Lobato’s “ ‘Pues a mis jácaras vuelvo’: 
Calderón y la síntesis de un género,” as well as her edition of Calderón’s Teatro cómico 
breve (408; footnote to vv. 240-41, 289-92). The scene with “El Ñarro de Andújar” in El 
robo de las sabinas shares 36 verses with Los órganos y sacristanes, attributed to Quiñones 
de Benavente (Lobato, “‘Pues a mis jácaras vuelvo,’” 209). However, as seen through a side-
by-side comparison of the scenes, Calderón’s work contains many more verses that 
emphasize Justa’s exaggerated emotional responses, highlighting the playwright’s particular 
interest in manifesting conditions of melancholy relative to other authors of his time (Lobato, 
“‘Pues a mis jácaras vuelvo,’” 210-12). 
 
198The exaggeration of roles, such as the role of the hypochondriac lover, is a common 
element of the entremés genre (Fernández Mosquera 657).   
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comedias, Inés sings happily and exclusively of death and other misfortunes. The 
juxtaposition between the expected form (the pleasant songs meant to cure melancholy) and 
unexpected content (death) brings the morbid into the sphere of the ludic, thereby mocking 
standard representations of melancholy’s curative processes.  
Calderón’s depiction of the sacristans extends the parody of lovesickness initiated by 
Justa’s hypochondria. Skeptical of his daughters’ young suitors, Matanga remarks:     
Es el plato del tiempo, sacristanes. 
Y son tales sus tretas 
que uno a mis rejas todo es chanzonetas 
y otro todo suspiros, procurando 
seguirlas el humor, con que cantando 
y llorando a cualquier hora, Carducho, 
Demócritas y Heráclitas escucho. (vv. 23-29)199 
By comparing the sacristans to Democritus and Heraclitus, Matanga highlights the absurdity 
of their suffering. Classical philosophers have no place within the context of rural Corpus 
celebrations in a short farce. The suitors’ emotions are exaggeratedly out of proportion to 
their context, which facilitates their humor.  
The comic function of the sacristans, in particular, of Justa’s hypochondriac lover, 
coincides with generic conventions and with other representations of male hypochondria in 
Calderón’s short theater. In agreement with Javier Huerta Calvo in “Cómico y femenil bureo 
(Del amor y las mujeres en los entremeses del Siglo de Oro,” sacristans that seek to elevate 
themselves above their fellow characters and contexts are a common trope of short theater 
(24). Further, Calderón uses hypochondria toward the purpose deriding such self-important 
types elsewhere in his entremeses. For example, a mockery of the learned man who uses his 
hypochondria as a symbol of social status takes place in the entremés of El reloj y genios de 
                                                
199[It’s what’s in season, sacristans. And their tricks are such that one is all jokes at the bars 
of my windows and the other is all sighs, trying to follow the humor of my daughters, so that 
singing and crying at all hours, Carducho, I hear Democritus and Heraclitus.]  
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la venta (before 1658). The personification of melancholy, “Hipocóndrico” tries to 
distinguish himself from the other guests at the inn through his condition:  
HIPOCÓNDRICO ¡Que haya nadie en el mundo que se ría!  
No es para todos, no, la hipocondría.  
PEDRO   Y usted, hidalgo, ¿no se ría de esto?  
HIPOCÓNDRICO ¿Aqueso un hombre honrado ha de decirme? 
   ¡Pobre de mí! Pues ¿puedo yo reírme? 
   ¿Quiere que eche a perder si me entretengo 
   veinte años de hipocóndrico que tengo? 
   ¡Que cuánto Dios me dio desperdiciara 
   porque un hijuelo mío se inclinara 
   A ésta mi enfermedad lóbrega y negra! 
   Pero es un picarillo que se alegra. 
PEDRO   Pues ¿es contra estatuto el alegrarse 
   o es pecado mortal que usted se ría? 
HIPOCÓNDRICO No es para todos, no, la hipocondría. (vv. 139-52)200 
The Hipocóndrico believes that his ailment is a sort of God-given superiority, not to be cast 
aside for the laughter that characterizes lesser folk. In the context of the short play, he is an 
aguafiestas, who worries that the musical entertainment, laughter, and joy of those at the inn 
will compromise his noble sadness. However, his efforts to remain aloof are comically 
rebuffed by the picaresque characters that surround him. In one version of the entremés, the 
happier festive characters silence the hypochondriac. In another, he breaks his melancholic 
mold and joins in the festivities:  
OTRA MUJER  Diga el hipocóndrico 
   si alegre ha estado. 
HIPOCÓNDRICO ¿Qué he de hacer, mi señora?, 
   somos humanos. (Lobato, Teatro cómico breve, 134-35; 
footnote to vv. 159-203)201 
                                                
200[(Hypochondriac) May there be no one in the world who laughs! It is not for everyone, no, 
hypochondria. (Pedro) And you, hidalgo, you don’t laugh at this? (Hypochondriac) Is this 
something that an honorable man should tell me? Woe is me! Well, can I laugh? Do you 
want me to throw away my twenty years as a hypochondriac? I would cast aside all that God 
gave me for a son of mine to be inclined toward this my gloomy and black sickness! But he 
would be joyful is nothing more than a little rogue. (Pedro) Well is being joyful against a 




As shown by both potential conclusions to the play, the sadness and elitism of melancholy 
are incompatible with the jovial and vulgar context of the inn. This juxtaposition highlights 
the absurdity of melancholic posturing within the festive and common environments of 
Calderón’s short theater, converting both the Hipocóndrico of El reloj y genios de la venta 
and the sacristan of El robo de las sabinas into risible caricatures of the great melancholic 
men they imitate.    
The ludic nature of the sacristan’s hypochondria also emphasizes the farce of Justa’s 
affect. The comic purpose of the reciprocal melancholies of Justa and the sacristan becomes 
clear when the suitors explain their intentions to Matanga’s daughters:  
LAS DOS   ¿Cómo a tal osadía 
   a entrar aquí se disponen? 
SACRISTÁN 1º Como a vuestro padre vimos fuera …  
SACRISTÁN 2º Y es bien que os informe …  
SACRISTÁN 1º A ti mi alegría …  
SACRISTÁN 2º       Y a ti 
   mi tristeza …  
SACRISTÁN 1º             Que esta noche …  
SACRISTÁN 2ª Con esta industria que habemos  
   trazado …  
SACRISTÁN 1º        No dudo logren …  
SACRISTÁN 2º Mis sentimientos …  
SACRISTÁN 1º             Mis dichas …  
SACRISTÁN 2º Que el dinero se le robe. (vv. 188-97)202   
In no uncertain terms, the sacristans reveal that the purpose of their behavior toward the 
women has been to steal Matanga’s money.203 The second sacristan hopes to reap financial, 
                                                                                                                                                  
201[(Another Woman) Let the hypochondriac say if he has been joyful. (Hypochondriac) 
What can I say, my lady? We are only human.] 
 
202[(Both Sisters) How do you dare show up ready to enter here? (First Sacristan) Since we 
saw that your father was away … (Second Sacristan) And it is right that we let you know … 
(First Sacristan) You my joy … (Second Sacristan) And you my sadness … (First Sacristan) 
This night … (Second Sacristan) With this ruse that we have devised … (First Sacristan) 
With no doubt will achieve … (Second Sacristan) My feelings … (First Sacristan) My 
fortunes … (Second Sacristan) That the money is stolen from him.] 
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rather than sexual, benefit from his saddened behavior by convincing Justa to aid his scheme 
(as does the first sacristan, with Inés). His hypochondria is a ruse to cover a get-rich-quick-
scheme, which turns its mirror—Justa’s hypochondria—into a comic sham. The melancholy 
that theoretically acts as an emotional response to the beloved’s affection in the comedia is, 
in the entremés, a reflection of the sacristan’s monetary self-interest. Through the pecuniary 
motivations of the afflicted characters, the representation of melancholy in El robo de las 
sabinas clashes again with the supposed foundation of lovesickness upon unfulfilled sexual 
desire, advancing hypochondria’s satirical function in the play.  
The absurdity of the affective states of the women and their lovers is further 
communicated by the nature of the sacristans’ final ruse. The sacristans’ rapture of Justa and 
Inés performs a satirical reinterpretation of the classical story that gives the entremés its 
name: the “robo de las sabinas” (v. 256). During the masked Corpus dances, the sacristans 
spirit away the two daughters, forcing Matanga to allow the marriage between Justa, Inés, 
and the enterprising lovers (vv. 295-319). The abduction of the Sabine women, as told by 
comedias like El robo de las sabinas (1659) by Juan Coello y Arias, is a tale of the Roman 
king Romulus, whose neoplatonic admiration of the noble Sabine women he and his men 
abduct leads him to transcend the passionate urges of his desire and ultimately end the 
violent conflict between their nations through marriage. As indicated by Lope in his Arte 
nuevo, this royal plot has no place in the genre of the short farce: “entremés de rey jamás se 
ha visto” (v. 73).204 Rewriting this noble plot as the ruse of penniless sacristans and common 
                                                                                                                                                  
203As observed by Huerta Calvo, monetary gain is a common motivating impulse of the 
entremés genre (21).  
 
204[A short farce about a king has never been seen]  
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women during the folk festivities of the pueblo is a violation of verisimilitude that completes 
the parody of lovesickness staged by the hypochondriac Justa, her sister, and their lovers. 
 The female protagonist of another entremés roughly contemporary to El robo de las 
sabinas again stages the comic debasing of melancholic noblewomen. In La melancólica, 
Luisa and Manuela, two lower class women, use hypochondria as an excuse to wander 
Madrid, and to take advantage of its various forms of entertainment. When Manuela comes to 
Luisa stating that she has “Un mal que matarme intenta” (v. 2), Luisa assumes the role of 
Manuela’s caregiver.205 After she diagnoses Manuela’s ailment as “hipocondría” (v. 2), Luisa 
runs through a series of questions that reveal the remedies for melancholy that Manuela has 
tried thus far: 
MANUELA Cuando me pongo a comer, 
  nada me para en la mesa. 
LUISA ¿Pues qué? ¿Lo arrojas? 
MANUELA       No amiga, 
  que me lo como de pena. 
LUISA ¡No es muy mal modo de hastío 
  hartarse como una bestia! 
  ¿Duermes? 
MANUELA        No. (Ap. Mas, de rendida 
  de luchar con mi tristeza, 
  en echándome en la cama, 
  me quedo como una piedra.) 
LUISA Pues andas tan desvelada, 
  toma unas adormideras. 
MANUELA Todo esto es melancolía. (vv. 17-29)206 
                                                
205[A sickness that is trying to kill me]  
 
206[(Manuela) When I get ready to eat, nothing stays before me upon the table. (Luisa) Well, 
what? Do you hurl it away? (Manuela) No friend, I eat it because of my sorrow. (Luisa) 
Stuffing yourself like an animal isn’t such a bad type of suffering. Are you sleeping? 
(Manuela) No (Ap. But, spent from struggling with my sadness, upon throwing myself upon 
the bed, I lay like a stone.) (Luisa) Well, if you can’t sleep, take some sleeping pills. 
(Manuela) All of this is melancholy.] 
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Unlike El robo de las sabinas, in which a common cure for melancholy is comically 
perverted into an aggravating factor for Justa’s sickness, the humor of La melancólica comes 
from the fact that the protagonist selectively chooses the most pleasant cures and then 
performs them to excess.207 Manuela not only eats, but also she feasts; not only rests, but also 
sleeps “like a rock” (even if she keeps this fact from her friend). Food, rest, and 
entertainment are far and away the three most common remedies for melancholic ailments in 
the early modern era. Having eaten and slept very well, the industrious hypochondriac is 
ready to try the third remedy. Dodging Luisa’s suggestion of sleeping pills by attributing 
everything she does to her melancholy and walking away, Manuela begins her quest for 
entertainment into the streets of Madrid, where “todo es cosa de risa” (v. 33).208 Luisa 
follows, acting as a willing accomplice in her friend’s melancholic ruses. Like El robo de las 
sabinas, La melancólica exploits anticipated remedies for melancholy as a means of 
facilitating the enjoyment of both the female protagonists and their audience. However, 
whereas the former engenders humor by staging musical treatments with outlandishly 
inappropriate subject matter and equally exaggerated emotional anguish in response, the 
latter creates humor through the hyperbolic application of the curative processes pursued by 
its hypochondriac protagonist. 
Throughout the night, Luisa accompanies Manuela, and observes her friend twisting 
common cures for melancholy into excuses to continue her festive jaunt through the city. For 
                                                
207Alternative and unpleasant cures for melancholy recorded in dialogue five of Santa Cruz’s 
Sobre la melancolía include blood-letting and purging (87, 102). Literary characters that 
engage in these less-than-savory purgative cures for melancholy include, most famously, 
Don Quijote, whose delusioned state temporarily lifts and allows him to see the reality of the 
venta after consuming and then violently vomiting up the Bálsamo de Fiérabras (DQI: bk. 3, 
ch. 17). 
 




instance, when Manuela is attracted to the corrales de teatro by the echoing words of a 
comedia, Luisa remarks: “tendrás tus achaques en tabletas” (v. 96).209 The remark plays with 
the double meaning of “achaques” (both sickness and excuse) and “tabletas” (the stages of 
theater and pills, such as those used to treat melancholy). On the surface, Luisa is saying that 
Manuela will take her illness to the theater to be cured; underneath, she implies that the 
sickness is fake, an excuse to watch a play. The extent to which her friend’s “hypochondria” 
becomes an excuse for the two women to have a good time is apparent by the end of the play, 
when Manuela gets up to dance: 
MANUELA Yo estoy reventando, Luisa. 
LUISA ¿Y adónde vas? 
MANUELA    A bailar, 
  porque mi melancolía  
  no me deja reposar. (vv. 198-200)210 
Manuela argues that she cannot sit still on account of her melancholy, employing 
“reventando” and “reposar” as euphemistic language for the discomfort she purports to feel 
in her bowels. This interpretation is supported by Covarrubias: “REVENTAR, acabar 
rompiendo el aire, o el espiritu por alguna parte,” which is to say that reventar can refer to 
the release of “airs” or gasses from within the body (pt. 2: fol. 11v).211 Within this linguistic 
context, reventar can function to describe the effects of bodily conditions, such as 
hypochondria, that produce flatulence and digestive unrest. Further, Calderón himself returns 
to the relationship between reventar and hypochondria when discussing the affliction of 
                                                
209[you will have your malady upon the stage] 
 
210[(Manuela) I am bursting, Luisa. (Luisa) And where are you going? (Manuela) To dance, 
because my melancholy doesn’t let me rest.] 
 
211[To burst, for the air or spirit to break out through some part]   
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Beatriz in No siempre lo peor es cierto.212 The connection between reventar and 
hypochondria facilitated by Covarrubias’s definition and present on in other works of 
Calderón’s theater affirms that Manuela is not only figuratively bursting, but she is also 
literally stuffed, having feasted before meeting Luisa for the evening’s festivities. Together 
with Luisa’s diagnosis of hypochondria, whose common identification with digestive 
discomfort readers will recall from chapter four, the audience has all the evidence they need 
to interpret “reventando” from a “melancolía” that won’t let her “reposar” as breaking wind. 
Manuela’s feast did not sit well with her, and she needs to move around to keep from 
cramping. Curing melancholy through dance provides her with the perfect excuse to do so, 
while enjoying herself. Acknowledging for the audience that she sees through her friend’s 
excuses as easily as we do, Luisa remarks:  
No hayan miedo que haya  
quien tenga pena,  
en sabiendo estar tristes  
de esta manera. (vv. 202-05)213 
Luisa’s ironic conclusion plays with the common request for pity at the close of theatrical 
works. Having just witnessed her friend use the gassiness of hypochondria as an excuse to go 
dancing, Luisa and the audience know that the “melancólica” of the interlude has little need 
of her caregiver or the audience’s compassion. Instead, hypochondria has functioned to 
                                                
212See: “Esto es, amiga, reventar de dama: / tiene una hipocondría, / con que de una hora a 
otra cada día / muda mil pareceres: / oye, ve, y calla si agradarla quieres” [This is, my friend, 
to burst as a lady: she has a hypochondria, which from one hour to another every day takes 
on a thousand appearances: listen, watch, and be quiet if you want to please her] (Act 2, p. 
1467, col. B). The joke revolving around hypochondria and the bursting forth of bodily airs 
also appears in Darlo todo y no dar nada with regard to Apeles’s lovesickness: “que una vez 
hipocondría, / y otra vez dría con hipo, / revienta de que es discreto” [at one moment 
hypochondria, and at another “-dria” with the hiccups, he explodes saying that he is discreet] 
(Act 3, p. 1052, col. A). 
 
213[There is no need to fear that anyone would take pity upon those who know how to be sad 
in this way.]  
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provide Manuela with an entertaining and bodily satisfying evening. The disease gives her 
access to a wide range of socioeconomic experiences and facilitates both her enjoyment and 
the audience’s laughter.  
Similar to the ailment of the lovesick rústica in El robo de las sabinas, the 
hypochondria of the urban pícara of La melancólica facilitates a parody of the behaviors and 
proclivities of noble women. Luisa overtly acknowledges the popularity of hypochondria 
among the elite women of her time when attempting to diagnose her friend: 
LUISA Manuela, ¿qué es lo que tienes? 
   ……………………………….. 
MANUELA Tengo una melancolía 
   tan profunda, tan perversa, 
   que no me deja alegrar 
   tanto como yo quisiera. 
LUISA ¿Si acaso es hipocondría,  
que es achaque de discretas? (vv. 1-14)214 
Manuela’s description of her condition and Luisa’s corresponding guess of hypochondria 
reveal several assumptions about the condition’s nature in Calderón’s time: it is a type of 
melancholy that severely and negatively affects mood, associated with the female gender, 
particularly women who are “discreet,” or, what-is-the-same, highborn. Recalling this 
mockery of female hypochondria in these comedias and El robo de las sabinas, the humor of 
the ensuing play relies upon the many ways that the mischievous Manuela, Luisa, and their 
fellow commoners dismantle these assumptions. The comic inversion of melancholic tropes 
is not only apparent through the curative process that works all too well for Manuela, but also 
is communicated by La melancólica’s play within the play. Luisa and Manuela go to the 
corrales to watch a comedia de capa y espada, in which the dama humorously debases the 
                                                
214[(Luisa) Manuela, what do you have? … (Manuela) I have a melancholy so intense, so 
bad, that it keeps me from being as happy as I would like. (Luisa) Might it be hypochondria, 
which is the affliction of discreet women?]  
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galán’s “cólera.” When the frenzied gallant laments, “La cólera me abrasa,” the noble lady 
retorts, “No huele así lo que se vacía en casa” (vv. 115-16).215 As indicated by the words 
“oler” and “vaciar,” the noblewoman’s joke implies that what has been released into her 
household is not—as the young nobleman calls it—burning rage, but a particularly bad-
smelling fart. The gallant’s “cólera” is, ultimately, no different from the lower class 
hypochondria negotiated by the two women watching him, debasing elite afflictions of the 
mind to a state of ludicrous equality with the humorous melancholic ailments of the pueblo.  
In the third and final work of short theater addressed by the present chapter, the 2ª 
parte de La rabia, epilepsy functions as an essential component of two women’s scheme to 
take advantage of the wealthy.216 Like La melancólica, the play takes place on the streets of 
Madrid, where the protagonists, Bernarda and María, beg for food. In many ways, the 2ª 
parte is the continuation of the 1ª parte. The plots of both plays are structured around 
picaresque attempts to attain free food, and, as demonstrated by María-Luisa Lobato in her 
edition of the works, the lead actress, Bernarda Ramírez, is the same (251). However, the 1ª 
parte does not incorporate epilepsy into the plot. Therefore, the present chapter centers its 
discussion of female melancholics upon the 2ª parte, addressing the 1ª parte only when 
relevant to the topic of focus. The 2ª parte begins with the two women, Bernarda and María, 
bemoaning their hunger. María beseeches Bernarda, “Sin aliento vengo, tía,” a declaration 
whose double meaning implies that she has not only rushed over to Bernarda’s house, but 
                                                
215[Choler burns me] [What is released in this house doesn’t smell like that] 
 
216 I use 2ª parte de La rabia as the abbreviated title for El parnaso, 2ª parte de La rabia in 
order to avoid confusion with the plays alongside which the mojiganga was performed: El 
sacro Pernaso and the entremés of La rabia, 1ª parte. For an exploration of the curative 
processes in the 1ª parte, see John Slater and María Luz López Terrada’s “Scenes of 
Mediation: Staging Medicine in the Spanish Interludes.”  
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also she has arrived without having eaten anything (v. 27).217 When María begins to 
formulate a request for whatever scraps Bernarda might be willing to spare, the latter cuts her 
off: 
Sobrina de mis entrañas, 
por no haberle y por buscarlo, 
puesto este manto me hallas: 
Mas ven conmigo: podría 
ser, con una industria, entrambas 
Nos remediemos. (vv. 28-35)218 
Bernarda calls María the “Sobrina de mis entrañas,” a play off the double meaning of “de mis 
entrañas” as a common metaphor for expressing the emotional bond between beings and 
entrails, the digestive organs affected by hunger. The female protagonists, Bernarda and 
María, are brought together by their hunger, and concoct a plan to resolve it.  
In this industria, the mischievous Bernarda takes advantage of the pitiable symptoms 
of epilepsy to convince noble passers-by to buy her and María a variety of snacks from local 
vendors. The deceptive scheme would have been comically familiar to Calderón’s audience. 
As recognized by Owsei Temkin in The Falling Sickness, the violent and irrational symptoms 
of epilepsy led many to fear the diseased and to act charitably toward them because of the 
severity and perceived permanence of their condition (164-65). Knowing this, “certain 
people found it profitable to simulate epilepsy,” and Temkin cites a wide range of such 
people, including women escaping unsavory arrangements, prisoners eluding punishment, 
and particularly beggars seeking some extra charity (165-66). Writers who record the 
industry of beggars in early modern Spain include Juan de Lazcano, whose Segunda parte de 
                                                
217[I come out of breath, aunt]  
 
218[My dear niece, because there isn’t any and because I need to look for some, I have put on 
this sheet in which you find me: But come with me: it could be that, with a single ruse, we 
might find the remedy for the both of us.]  
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los libros de oración y meditación, ayuno y limosna (1630) discusses how some limosneros 
feign “desmayos” for food (fol. 60v; Duda 12, point 19), and Cristóbal Pérez de Herrera, 
whose Discursos del amparo de los legítimos pobres y reducción de los fingidos (1598) 
examines how “mendigantes fingidos” resort to “invenciones” and “industria” in order to 
enlist compassion (See the “Discurso primero”). The plot 2ª parte de La rabia draws from 
this historical precedent. Bernarda plays the role of the concerned friend and caregiver for 
María, whom she instructs to feign epileptic seizures at opportune moments, such as when a 
wealthy-looking young man passes by: 
 (BERNARDA) Desmáyote ad rate ya,        
 
que no ad rate te desmayas. 
MARÍA   ……………………………. 
   ¡Ay, infeliz! 
   Déjase caer 
BERNARDA         ¡Qué desgracia! 
   Sale un galán 
HOMBRE 1º  ¿Qué voz oigo? 
BERNARDA    ¡Caballero! 
HOMBRE 1º  ¿Qué mandáis? 
BERNARDA    Esta muchacha 
   mal de corazón padece. (vv. 35-51)219 
Like the “false beggars” of Lazcano and Pérez de Herrera on whom Calderón bases his 
protagonists, Bernarda knows that people take pity upon those with epilepsy, a pity that she 
intends to exploit by having María imitate the condition. As Bernarda points out with her 
admonition—“Desmáyote ad rate ya, que no ad rate te desmayas”—she is all too aware that 
María’s feigned fainting spells will become the real consequences of unsatisfied hunger 
should her plan fail. The two women are also aware of epilepsy’s ability to banish unwanted 
attention: 
                                                
219[((Bernarda)) faint for a little bit already, lest you faint in a little bit. (María) … Oh woe is 
me! She lets herself fall (Bernarda) What misfortune! (First Man) What do you need? 
(Bernarda) This young woman suffers from epilepsy.] 
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HOMBRE 2º  Pero, porque no parezca 
  que la caridad me falta … 
MARÍA (Ap. Ya hay bizcochos, por lo menos.) 
HOMBRE 2º La diré ciertas palabras: 
………………………………………. 
MARÍA (Ap. Por Dios, que ha de ver mis obras, 
pues yo oigo sus palabras.) 
¡Jesús mil veces! 
Tírale de los cabellos 
BERNARDA      ¡Que vuelve! 
HOMBRE 2º ¿Qué haces, mujer? ¡Que me matas! (vv. 97-108)220  
Here, María makes use of the fearsome and unpredictable violence of epileptic fits. In the 
same way that María ensnares men by imitating epileptic fainting spells, she feigns a seizure, 
attacking a man in order to chase him away for offering kind words instead of the sweet 
cakes she desires. The women use epilepsy to attract and lose the attention of affluent men in 
their comic pursuit of food. 
The masking of hunger through epileptic symptoms connects the mojiganga to the 
entremés that precedes it. In the 1ª parte, the extended metaphor of illness is initiated by the 
protagonist Bárbula’s supposed rabies from a dog bite: (Bernarda) “No es nada, vengo 
muerta, / de un braco -¡Ay Dios, que he de rabiar!- mordida” (vv. 2-3).221 Bárbula’s bite and 
the language that surrounds her draw the audience’s attention to the shared features of the 
ailments in the entremés and its sequel. Rabies from a dog bite invokes images of foaming at 
the mouth. Calderón reinforces this image by changing the name of the actress, Bernarda, to 
Bárbula, a portmanteau that combines “barba” and “bullir,” chin and to bubble or foam. The 
image of Bárbula’s foaming mouth in the first part of La rabia is continued by the second, 
                                                
220[(Second Man) But, so that it doesn’t look like I am without charity … (María) (Ap. At 
last, there will at least be sweet cakes.) (Second Man) I will say a few words: … (María) (Ap. 
By God, I swear that he will see my works, for I hear his words.) Jesus a thousand times! She 
pulls him by his hair (Bernarda) She’s waking up! (Second Man) What are you doing, 
woman? You’re killing me!]  
 
221[It’s nothing, I come dying, bitten –Oh my God, I am going to get rabies! – by a setter]  
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through epilepsy. Although no explicit references are made to foaming at the mouth in the 
second part, epileptic seizures have been associated with frothing since Hippocrates’ On the 
Sacred Disease (Eadie and Bladin 94). Further, Bernarda, acting as Bárbula in the 1ª parte, 
prepares the audience to interpret the mojiganga as the continuation of the entremés, stating:  
Yo rabio de hambre perruna:  
y hasta saber en qué para,  
para la segunda parte  
convido una mojiganga. (vv. 363-66)222 
Bárbula will foam until she sates her hunger, for which purpose she promises to devise a 
mojiganga. Within this context, the feigned epilepsy of the 2ª parte de La rabia builds off of 
a joke initiated by the 1ª parte. On the one hand, exchanging rabies, Bárbula, and Casilda for 
gota coral, Bernarda, and María provides a slight twist that enables the familiar plot to 
appear fresh. On the other, maintaining the elements of “rabia” and hunger encourages the 
audience to recall the jokes of the entremés as a means of magnifying the risibility of the 
mojiganga. Bárbula’s rabies makes María’s false epilepsy all the more comic to the early 
modern playgoer. 
Similar to Justa and Manuela’s hypochondria, Bernarda and María’s ruse of epilepsy 
also mocks elite society and the purposes of melancholy within it. Regarding the latter, in the 
noble contexts of theater contemporary to Calderón, epilepsy, like hypochondria, can 
function as an expression of lovesickness. For example, in Tirso’s theater, jealous love leads 
both Estefania of El amor médico and the prince Rogerio of El melancólico to suffer an 
epileptic melancholy. In the same way that Justa and the sacristan pervert the depiction of 
hypochondria in noble spheres through the rustic context and monetary etiology of their 
disease, Bernarda and María take advantage of high culture’s familiarity with epilepsy. By 
                                                
222[I foam at the mouth with the hunger of a dog: and until I know how it ends, I will 
assemble a mojiganga for the second part]  
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mimicking the symptoms and remedies of the gota coral, they are able to establish contact 
with affluent society, before exploiting that contact toward their own dietary aims. Regarding 
the former, male responses to María’s feigned ailment are as indicative of the immorality as 
they are of the charity of those who encounter her. Structured like the parable of the Good 
Samaritan, the mojiganga cycles through three encounters between Bernarda and María and 
passing noblemen. The first is self-absorbed, claiming to be too busy to help the women, and 
stating: “que me llevan / cosas de más importancia” (vv. 59-60).223 The second (as above-
seen) is miserly, offering unwanted words of consolation rather than edible sustenance. In 
keeping with the biblical tale, the third man is most helpful, bringing the women a “jarrillo y 
un plato con un pastel” (stage direction to v. 170).224 However, he is in trouble with the law, 
and his involvement with the beggars leads to their arrest by the local sheriff (vv. 340-42). In 
a comic digression from the parable, no one in the 2ª parte de La rabia is without blame: 
neither the women faking melancholy to increase their profit, nor any of the rich men that 
pass them by. Like Justa and Manuela, by manipulating melancholic conditions active among 
the elite, Bernarda and María achieve a lighthearted inversion of social order. 
As shown above, for Bernarda and María, La melancólica’s Luisa and Manuela, and 
Justa and the sacristan of El robo de las sabinas, melancholy functions as medium of 
deception, comedy, and parody. Hypochondria and epilepsy serve the picaresque aims of the 
women of Calderón’s short theater, while the humor of these conditions relies upon their 
ability to imitate and exploit noble experiences of illness. The result is a carnivalesque 
debasing of social trends and elite behaviors. The funny women of Calderón’s short theater, 
like the graciosos of the comedia, are the audience’s touchstone, establishing points of 
                                                
223[more pressing matters are calling me]  
 
224[a small jug of wine and a plate with cake]  
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contact with theatergoers that enable them to judge the tendencies of high society while 
laughing. However, unlike the graciosos, these female melancholics are not the secondary 
players in a noble plot. They are the protagonists of plays whose primary purpose is to 
provide comedy through the triumph of these melancholic women over their social superiors. 
Justa and her sacristan lover feign hypochondria for her father’s money; Manuela, for a feast 
and a tour of Madrid’s nightlife; and María and Bernarda feign epilepsy for wine and cake. 
Melancholy is depicted as a laughable defect and vulnerability of the social elite, exploited 
by the women of the short theater.225 However, there is one more layer to the laughter of 
Calderón’s female protagonists.  
Calderón’s short plays are written to accompany his longer works, particularly the 
sacramental plays performed in celebration of the Eucharist.226 These autos are especially 
popular for the religious festivities on either end of the Lenten season, which typically lasts 
from late February or early March through mid-April. Such is the case of the plays discussed 
in the present chapter. El robo de las sabinas was performed alongside the Toledo version of 
the auto of Psiquis y Cupido after Lent, on the 12th of May in 1640, and religious festivities 
                                                
225That each of these burlas comes at the expense of the social elite fits the norms of teatro 
breve. In agreement with Ted L.L. Bergman in “Entremeses and Other Forms of Teatro 
Breve,” the burla is one of the most common plots of the entremés genre, particularly 
“robbing food, wine, or money” (151-52). Further, with regard to the ludic intent of the 2ª 
parte de La rabia, Bergman states that, of the genres of short theater, mojigangas are “the 
most closely related to Carnival, especially in terms of costumes, ‘el mundo al revés,’ themes 
of food and drink, and an overwhelming desire for revelry” (154). Beyond Calderón, Tobar 
Quintanar also notes the prevalence of “busconas y jóvenes burlonas” in Quevedo’s short 
theater (292). 
  
226Cotarelo y Mori’s “Introducción general” provides an overview of the interactions 
between the various genres of short theater and longer plays. Fernández Mosquera advocates 
for the acknowledgment of these interactions, particularly the comedia, stating: “solo 
alcanzan su valor total cuando se integran en el contexto para el que fueron compuest[o]s” 
[they only reach their maximum value when they are integrated into the context for which 
they were created] (667). He also recognizes the ability of entremeses to change tone of 
longer works (655).  
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are central to the plot.227 One of Matanga’s four pains (in addition to his daughters, their 
lovers, and a useless servant): 
es ser …  
comisario de danzas este año,  
y aunque por los lugares he inviado  
a que traigan algunas, no han llegado:  
………………………………………. 
ved qué hará el pueblo en Corpus y sin danzas. (vv. 36-40)228 
Matanga worries that his failure to find dancers will ruin his town’s upcoming Corpus 
celebrations. The Corpus dances also play a pivotal role in play’s robbery-plot, as the 
sacristans later pretend to be Matanga’s long-awaited dancers in order to carry off his 
daughters (vv. 285-91). The centrality of Corpus Christi festivities action of the entremés 
confirms its post-Lenten date of performance, as well as the play’s association with religious 
proceedings. The mojiganga of the 2ª parte de La rabia was likewise performed as part of a 
Eucharistic celebration, as it followed the auto of El sacro Pernaso (Lobato 251). These 
short plays not only accompany but also dialogue with their autos sacramentales and the 
religious occasions that they celebrate through their melancholic funny women. 
Regarding El robo de las sabinas and the Toledo version of Psiquis y Cupido, the 
satirical dialogue between plays is construed through the broad strokes of their plots.229 
                                                
227María-Luisa Lobato provides evidence for the pairing of El robo de las sabinas with 
Psiquis y Cupido (Toledo) in her edition of the short play (412). Enrique Rull provides 
evidence supporting the authenticity of the date of performance listed in the manuscript in the 
introduction to his edition of Psiquis y Cupido (Toledo) (7-12). 
 
228[is being … the commissioner of dances this year, and although I have sent invitations 
around to many places for them to bring some, they have not yet arrived: … look, what will 
the town do on Corpus without dances?]  
 
229The Madrid version of the auto of Psiquis y Cupido is not accompanied by the entremés of 
El robo de las sabinas, and consequently does not form part of this dissertation. One reason 
for the absence of the short play may be the difference in loas [theatrical prologues]. 
Whereas the loa for the Toledo version is a wedding, the loa for the Madrid version is an 
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Structurally, both plays hinge upon rapturous encounters between lovers. Justa and her sister 
are enamored with the sacristans, allowing themselves to be taken by them; Psiquis, with 
Cupido. The comedy lies in the divergent content of these parallel structures. A brief 
comparison of the laments of Faith (as Psiquis) and Justa’s sacristan to their lovers reveals 
how the definitions of love in the two plays bifurcate from one another. After becoming 
separated from her beloved Cupido (Christ) in punishment for looking at him as he slept, 
Psiquis begs: 
lloraré con tales ansias, 
que a mis brazos vuelva a Dios 
de Amor; cuanto erré engañada, 
confieso ya arrepentida. 
*Descúbrese en lo alto CUPIDO, con una mesa, y en ella Hostia y Cáliz 
…………………………………. 
Sacramento te adoro 
con la vida y con el alma, 
sin que ya me prevariquen 
las proposiciones falsas 
de todos mis enemigos. (vv. 1503-20)230 
Psiquis’s confession demonstrates that her love for Cupid is divine, as indicated by the 
communion scene that is revealed to her upon begging for forgiveness. She adores her divine 
lover with body and soul, exchanging her worldly desires for the spiritual sustenance of the 
Eucharist. Psiquis y Cupido is an allegory of faith and divine love, in which the mythological 
                                                                                                                                                  
allegory of the Passion and resurrection of Christ. With the change in loas, the entremés 
would have lost some of its humor. Within the context of the Toledo version, the marriage of 
Justa and Inés to the sacristans in El robo de las sabinas functions as a comic inversion of the 
divine union between the auto’s protagonists and of the spiritual marriage of the Church to 
Christ in the loa. Changing the loa would therefore partially disrupt the comic 
correspondence between the three performances. Enrique Rull and Ana Suárez recount 
further differences between the Madrid and Toledo autos in the introduction to their edition 
of Psiquis y Cupido (Madrid).  
 
230[I will cry with yearning for the God of Love to return to my arms; the many mistakes I 
made when I was deceived, I now confess. *Let CUPID appear on high, with a table, and on 
it the host and chalice … Sacrament I adore you with my life and soul, without being swayed 
from my duties to you by the false promises of all my enemies any longer.] 
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figures are stand-ins for theological values, ending in the union of lovers through the 
celebration of the Eucharist. In contrast, the Second Sacristan cries: 
¡Ay del sacristán que Amor, 
Justa, atento a tus rigores, 
en un pastoral albergue, 
mísero, tímido y torpe, 
sin saber que haya aleluyas 
cantando quirieleysones 
le dejó por escondido 
o le perdonó por pobre! (vv. 180-85)231 
Contrary to Psiquis’s love for Cupid, the Sacristan’s love for Justa is worldly and deceptive. 
Using the sacro-profane language common to melancholic courtly lovers, the sacristan 
conflates divine love (“Amor”) with Justa, and sings chants (“quirieleysones”) begging for 
her divine mercy upon him. Whereas Psiquis confesses the wrongness of her deception as a 
means of spiritual absolution, the sacristan hopes that Justa will approve of his own deceit, 
having hidden until able to sneak into her home while her father is away. By countering the 
auto’s message of the triumph of divine truth with its own message of materialistic 
deception, the entremés flips the religious work’s expression of ideal love upon its head. 
When viewed alongside Psiquis y Cupido, the false hypochondriac lovers of the entremés not 
only function as a mockery of the behaviors of the elite but also become a comic perversion 
of their society’s spiritual foundations.  
 A more subtle corruption of Catholic theology is present in the 2ª parte de La rabia. 
The auto it accompanies, El sacro Pernaso, is not without humor. However, its jokes serve 
the purpose of preaching spiritual salvation over earthly pleasure. Like the women in the 
mojiganga, the auto’s funny character, Regocijo, pokes fun at self-important melancholics: 
                                                
231[Woe to the sacristan that Love, Justa, attentive to your rigors, miserable, timid and dumb, 
without knowing what hallelujahs there are, singing God-have-mercy-on-our-souls 
abandoned for being hidden or pardoned for being wretched!]  
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  Yo veo 
que no suele el Regocijo 
ser alhaja de discretos, 
que siempre andan hipocondrios 
pálidos y malicentos, 
pero hay días en que está 
tan bien hallado con ellos, 
que ellos son quien más le estima, 
y el de hoy con más estremo 
que otro ninguno. 
………………………………….. 
Porque dijo un gran sujeto 
que el día de Corpus era 
el cascabel de un danzante, 
quiriendo decir en esto 
que en el gran día de Dios 
quien no está loco no es cuerdo. (vv. 765-81)232 
Regocijo recurs to the stereotypical, sickly appearance of hypochondriacs to ridicule the 
play’s self-purported wise men, the Jew and the Gentile, for their disbelief. Rather than 
hypochondriac discontent, he advocates for Corpus as a day of spiritual joy for those who 
partake in the bread and wine of the Eucharist.233 To prefer melancholy over joy on such a 
day is true insanity, for it represents a refusal of Christ. While the melancholy in the auto 
resembles the condition’s usage in the mojiganga for its comicity, the treatment of two 
melancholies send conflicting messages. The auto equates a rejection of melancholy with the 
embracing of holy sacrament. The short play embraces melancholy toward the joyful fullness 
of physical, rather than spiritual, bellies.   
                                                
232[I see that delight does not tend to be the prized jewel of the discreet, for hypochondriacs 
always go about pale and gaunt, but there are days in which it is found to be very well with 
them, in which they are the ones that value it the most, and today even more than any other. 
Because a great man once said that the day of Corpus was the dancer’s bell, meaning that on 
the great day of God whoever isn’t mad isn’t sane] 
 
233An alternate version of the auto in Calderón’s obras completas, edited by Valbuena 
Briones and Valbuena Prat, continues the joke of the hypochondriac who refuses the wine of 
the Eucharist, stating that hypochondriac men of letters refuse good wine not because of their 
condition, but because of their poverty (p. 789, col. B).  
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Although the funny character of El sacro Pernaso and the women of the 2ª parte de 
La rabia manipulate distinct types of melancholy, the auto’s imagery prepares the audience 
for the entrance of epilepsy in the mojiganga. The personification of Faith describes the prize 
for spiritual growth that she will award at the play’s conclusion:  
Al que en una canción real  
de tres estancias dijere  
cuando en el hombre prefiere  
a la vianda natural,  
el dulce spiritual,  
manjar de aquella oblación,  
tendrá –pues del fuego son  
señas rayos carmesíes–  
un corazón de rubíes  
en premio de canción. (vv. 548-57)234 
Faith offers a ruby heart in exchange for a song in verse-form that preaches spiritual rather 
than worldly desire. The Sacred Heart of Jesus is a common symbol for the love of Christ in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Rull 170; footnote to v. 556). However, the 
composition of the sagrado corazón in the auto also recalls the medical language of epilepsy. 
The prized jewel of El sacro Pernaso is “un corazón de rubíes,” a heart covered in many red 
drops. Further, the lexicon of spiritual sustenance that Faith employs conjoins images of 
food—“vianda,” “dulce,” and “manjar”—with the heart covered in red drops. The second 
clue builds off of the first. Regocijo’s joke that hypochondria tends to be the “alhaja de 
discretos” brings together the imagery of sagrado corazón and melancholy. While these 
instances alone create for the reader a web of images that prefigures the use of epilepsy in the 
mojiganga, an audience-member listening to the play requires repeated mentions of the 
sacred heart in order to connect the corazón de rubíes to the gota coral, and Calderón 
                                                
234[Whoever can deliver a royal song of three stanzas about when a man prefers spiritual 
sweetness to the food of the physical world, will have as the delicious food in payment for 
his offering—for crimson rays are the sign of spiritual fire—a heart of rubies as a prize for 
the song.]  
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provides them. The gem appears related to Augustine at multiple points throughout the 
duration of the play. For instance, when contemplating its worth, he calls it “el premio / del 
rubí de un corazón” and “un corazón de rubí” (vv. 899-900, 908).235 Augustine is also the 
one to receive the heart in repayment for stanzas professing his hunger for God (vv. 1414-56, 
1683-98). Together, these references to the Sacred Heart of Jesus establish a constellation of 
images—hunger, food, heart, ruby-red drops, and melancholy—that becomes the source 
material of the mojiganga’s satire. 
 Like El robo de las sabinas, the 2ª parte de La rabia perverts the auto’s message of 
spiritual love through melancholy. Calderón’s choice of nomenclature for the melancholic 
ailment that his female protagonists exploit is strategic. Unlike the Greek “epilepsia,” “mal 
de corazón” and “gota coral” (the names by which Bernarda calls María’s sickness) recall the 
imagery of the sagrado corazón from El sacro Pernaso (vv. 51, 69).236 So, too, do the 
women’s many fantasies of the tasty treats they may savor through their ruse: “bizcochos,” 
“rosquillas,” and “bolillos,” among others (vv. 87, 97, 140).237 In a final parody of the sacred 
heart and the hunger for God that accompanies it in the auto, the women ultimately receive, 
for their efforts, wine and cake. The Eucharist becomes the Madrilenian street snack of 
swindlers, and the precious gem that signified the attainment of spiritual sustenance becomes 
the key to sating bodily hunger. Calderón seems to have taken Regocijo at his own words: “y 
                                                
235[the prize of a ruby of a heart] [a heart of ruby] 
 
236This is not the only time that Calderón uses “mal de corazón” as a name for epilepsy. The 
ailment also appears in the 1661 auto of El primer refugio del hombre y probática piscina (p. 
967, col. B).   
 




pues, es decente / que a lo grave en estos casos / siga lo jocoso” (vv. 1629-31).238 If the 
purpose of the auto is “enseñar deleitando,” the purpose of the mojiganga is, simply, 
“deleitar.”239 
While we do not know which play(s) La melancólica accompanied, the relationship 
of the melancholic funny women in El robo de las sabinas and the 2ª parte de La rabia to the 
autos of Psiquis y Cupido (Toledo) and El sacro Pernaso allow us to envision the role that 
the entremés may have played in supplementing the humor of its longer companion. In 
Rabelais and His World, Mikhail Bakhtin recognizes that in early modern Spain Corpus was 
the time when the “the grotesque body prevailed,” and religious plays themselves “contain a 
considerable amount of travesty and parody not only of the antique but also of Christian 
themes and of the festive procession itself” (229-30). Contrary to what one may image from 
the context of censorship, Counter Reformation, and expulsion, many religious celebrations 
and especially the celebration of the Eucharist were festive moments for everyone to have a 
good laugh at the powers that governed them. As the father of the auto sacramental genre, 
Calderón embraces the carnivalesque nature of these festivities. Like El robo de las sabinas 
and the 2ª parte de La rabia, La melancólica revels in the ruses of its melancholic funny 
woman. In each of the plays, melancholy functions to make fun of the social elite, invert the 
holiness of Eucharistic rites, and give its ladies the excuse they need to have a good time. 
The resemblance of the hypochondriac Manuela to other the carnivalesque melancholic 
                                                
238[and well, it is good for the funny to follow the grave in these cases]  
 
239[to teach so that learning is enjoyable] [to be enjoyable] In addition to short theater, 
Rodrigo Cacho Casal’s “La poesía burlesca del Siglo de Oro y sus modelos italianos” notes 
that burlesque poetry maintains an active tradition of engendering laughter through the 
inversion of high and low culture in the seventeenth century (469). Cacho Casal also 
comments on the seventeenth-century rise of burlesque Spanish poetry created for the sake of 
entertainment (488).  
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women on Calderón’s stage is further evidence for the inclusion of La melancólica in 
Calderón’s corpus.240 Luisa, Manuela, Justa (and her lover), Bernarda, and María all exploit 
the symptoms, cures, and cultural associations of melancholy to their own, comic self-
interest. By empowering the funny women of his short theater to make such carnivalesque 
statements through the upending of the most prolific trope of his own theater, Calderón 
laughs not only at the social and theological norms of his time, but also at himself. 
In the process, Calderón’s picaresque female melancholics open new spaces for 
women and mental illness in his theater. As commoners on a quest to cure their 
“melancholy” ailments, their ruses take them through simulations of seventeenth-century 
Spanish festivities, locales, and streets. In Madrid, Luisa and Manuela travel to the corrales, 
while Bernarda and María travel streets—Carretas and Abada—still in existence today. And 
the “robo” of Justa and Inés takes places during Toledo’s Corpus dances. Poking fun at the 
affective behaviors of the social elite, they celebrate the common and local, giving the early 
modern audience and the reader today a chance to see how one might translate models of 
literary melancholy for everyday life. 
Some of these women face legal consequences for their burlas (Bernarda and María 
are imprisoned for their schemes). However, the existence of these picaresque, melancholic 
women and their friends also reveals possibilities for female experiences of mental illness on 
Calderón’s stage and in early modern literature that have yet to be studied by literary 
criticism. In the early modern era and the scholarship that explores it, melancholy is widely 
conceptualized as a masculine condition. As we have seen in chapter two, the melancholy of 
                                                
240Additional arguments for the recognition of La melancólica as belonging to Calderón 
based on chronology and historical context, lines shared between plays, references to other 
texts in Calderón’s corpus, and versification are made by Lobato (451-52), and Agustín de la 
Granja in “Calderón de la Barca y el Entremés de la Melancólica” (57-85). 
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women is typically characterized as physically and socially devastating. In contrast, the 
melancholic women of Calderón’s short theater laugh, mock, and move freely. While the 
melancholies they negotiate may be little more than imitations or exaggerations of mental 
illness, these women achieve a degree of female autonomy and humor rarely seen on 
Calderón’s stage, in early modern works that address melancholy, and in the literary criticism 
that seeks to make sense of them.241 Ultimately, what these women teach us is that, to 
understand melancholy in Calderón’s theater and the culture of mental illness in early 
modern Spain, we need to listen not only to women’s sorrow but also to their laughter:  
No hayan miedo que haya  
quien tenga pena,  
en sabiendo estar tristes  
de esta manera. 
                                                
241Although the autonomous melancholic women of Calderón’s entremeses have not yet 
received the attention of literary criticism, the willful women of Cervantes’ entremeses have 
been studied in such works as John B. Rotta’s “The Rebellious Woman in the Entremeses of 
Cervantes.” Further, Tobar Quintanar observes that Quevedo’s entremeses also preference 
the “ludic” over the “mysogenistic” with regard to women (290). Put otherwise, the 
entremeses are spaces of comic female agency in the theatrical corpus of Quevedo as well as 
Calderón. Likewise, Huerta Calvo affirms that women in the entremeses are not subject to 




habemos de darle cuenta,  
con que aunque la astrología,  
acondicionada ciencia  
(en quien es de más descanso  
el dudarla que el saberla),  
melancólica discurra,  
amenazando con guerras,  
con hambres, con mortandades,  
pestes, ruinas y tragedias,  
yo he de creer que son piedades,  
para quien las aprovecha,  
viendo que Dios ofendido  
de la dormida pereza  
en que vivimos, piadoso  
con sus ruidos nos despierta  
para que nos prevengamos  
—“Candaces” in El cordero de Isaías by Pedro Calderón de la Barca242  
Candaces’s words serve as an effective summary of melancholy’s function in 
Calderón’s theater. El cordero de Isaías (1681) is a Eucharistic tale in which the Ethiopian 
queen (Candaces) proclaims the submission of her empire to Catholic ideology. Within the 
context of this story, melancholic augers serve as a warning to the state’s leaders, a call to 
change and take action against the behaviors that Calderón perceives as threats to the nation. 
As one of Calderón’s final plays, El cordero de Isaías offers a sense of closure to the career-
long trajectory of melancholy in Calderón’s theater. Within the framework provided by 
                                                
242[We have to be made aware; although astrology, the customary science (which it is more 
relaxing to doubt than to know), passes melancholically, threatening wars, famines, death 
tolls, epidemics, ruins, and tragedies, I have to be believe that these are mercies for he who 
knows how to take advantage of them, seeing that God, offended by the sleeping sloth in 




Candaces, the many consequences of melancholy on Calderón’s stage—the ruin and tragedy 
of the women who come into contact with violent male desire and the death, famine, and 
epidemics that hang over Jewish and Moorish cuartanarios—serve a reformative intent. 
Calderón stages melancholy, over and over, in every type of character, men and women, 
noble and common, socially accepted and socially outcast, as a means of educating his nation 
about its own crisis and how to rise above it. Melancholy always functions to provide social 
commentary upon the nobility. However, as demonstrated by this dissertation, its impact is 
universal. 
Through the melancholies of the marginalized character-types that these four chapters 
address, the dissertation demonstrates that Calderón directs distinct points of criticism and 
warning toward the nation’s ruling body. Some of the flaws that Calderón critiques are more 
fearsome than others. The transference of elite male emotional imbalance to women draws 
attention to the human casualties of self-interested rulership; and the quartan fever of ethnic 
others stages Catholic anxieties of heresy. Other flaws are more comic. With the ailments of 
graciosos and common women, Calderón satirizes the noble fondness for melancholic 
afflictions. Although the melancholies of the different people-groups analyzed in the 
dissertation differ in tone and critical intent, they each return to an essential problem within 
the social elite. By representing lovesickness, the quartan fever, hypochondria, and epilepsy 
as affective bridges between the defects and preoccupations of the ruling class and the people 
it governs, Calderón turns melancholy into an indicator for national crisis.  
Calderón portrays melancholy in ways that are found in the pages of early modern 
treatises, literature, and theater. According to González de Salas, theater, especially, tragedy, 
causes the audience to suffer the affects communicated by the actors in order to cure them of 
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their own suffering (585-86; sec. 1, ch. 6, pt. 4.5). The cathartic capacity of theater presented 
in the Nueva idea de la tragedia antigua resonates with the role of entertainment in curing 
melancholy present in both medical and fictional texts. For example, Sobre la melancolía 
lists staged deceptions, music, dances, and other fictions and forms of entertainment among 
the cures for illnesses of melancholy (102). At the same time, the curative value of 
entertainment for conditions of melancholy is also developed in literature and theater. In Los 
locos de Valencia (1591) by Lope de Vega, entertainment plays an essential role in the 
treatment of the melancholy of the female protagonist, Fedra (176-79; Act 3, Scene 1).243 
Then, in the Novelas ejemplares by Zayas, the mother of the protagonist convenes a party of 
dances, music, and stories to cure her daughter of the quartan fever. In the textual culture 
prior to and surrounding Calderón’s theater, performative entertainment functions to cure the 
affects of its audience, particularly with regard to melancholy. Calderón’s own verses in the 
Cordero de Isaías—declaring that the many misfortunes of the melancholic horoscope serve 
as God’s warning for the wise, and cited as the epigraph to the dissertation’s conclusion—
serve as further evidence that the playwright’s purpose in portraying melancholy as the 
manifestation of his nation’s crises is restorative. Melancholy serves to expose the challenges 
faced at all levels of early modern society in order that the astute audience member may 
pursue their remedy. 
In his attempt to portray the impact of this crisis from the perspective of myriad social 
groups through melancholy, Calderón constructs a model of mental illness that is both 
comprehensive and hierarchical. Melancholy affects every type of character that inhabits 
Calderón’s theatrical world, while the type and social consequence of disease shifts 
                                                
243The edition of Los locos de Valencia used in this dissertation lacks verse numbers. 
Therefore, all references to the play are cited in (page; Act, Scene) form. 
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according to gender, ethnicity, and class. The melancholy of lovesick noblemen receives care 
and attention, while melancholic women become others. The quartan fever denotes the 
spiritual alterity of Jewish and Moorish people-groups. And the hypochondria and epilepsy 
of lower-class characters are typified as ailments that imitate but comically differ from noble 
affliction.  
Calderón’s structuring of melancholy also reveals ways in which the playwright 
builds upon the theatrical innovations of Lope’s comedia nueva. In the Arte nuevo, Lope 
intends the comedia to be the “espejo / de las costumbres, y una viva imagen / de la verdad,” 
a simulacrum of the ideologies and practices of the world beyond the stage (vv. 123-25).244 
Calderón extends this simulacrum beyond formal elements and character-types, and into the 
very minds of characters through melancholy, using lovesickness, the quartan fever, 
hypochondria, and epilepsy as a means of sorting social groups according to mental health 
concerns. Calderón adjusts his theater to the social expectations of his spectators not only 
through matters of verse and ideology, but also, as shown by this dissertation, through the 
differences in the melancholies that afflict their minds. 
A hierarchy of illness is almost inevitable given the culture of censorship and social 
division surrounding Calderón’s theater. However, the significance of this hierarchy for the 
characters of Calderón’s theater and our interpretation of them is manifold. In one respect, 
this hierarchy implies that the melancholies of the marginalized are “lesser,” false 
perversions of an elite male condition. Indeed, the most bleak interpretation of Calderón’s 
melancholic servants, common women, others, and even noble melancholic women, is that 
only the male patriarchy truly suffers from “Melancholy,” that the condition is something 
that women, members of the lower classes, and social pariahs cannot and do not endure in 
                                                
244[the mirror of human customs, and a living image of truth]  
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earnest. Instead, their illnesses are other, lower, monstrous, risible, heretical, and even 
demonic. They are not the mind of the body politic, and therefore their minds are not taken 
seriously.  
In another respect, Calderón’s theater fractures monolithic interpretations of 
melancholy in early modern textual culture. Although the ailments may be separated by 
gender, ethnicity, and class, all melancholies share a set of symptoms, cures, and language. 
Therefore, even if unconsciously, Calderón brings new and marginal minds into the the early 
modern discussion of mental health upon the stage. Each of the previous chapters 
demonstrates the flourishing of unique expressions of melancholy among people-groups 
whose relationships to the conditions they exhibit have yet to be the topic of critical study. 
By demonstrating how Calderón enables women, Jews, Moors, servants, and commoners to 
engage in the discourse of melancholy, my dissertation invites early modern scholars to open 
new avenues of investigation into the relationship between marginalized social groups and 
mental illness in seventeenth-century Spain.  
In order for us to dialogue with these marginal voices of melancholy, we have to 
broaden our own expectations for what mental illness can look like. This dissertation has 
provided a detailed study of melancholy’s relationship to the anxieties and lamentations of a 
nation in crisis in Calderón’s theater. However, it has also revealed that for every melancholy 
that is dark, depressive, and destructive, there is another that is laughing, liberating, and light. 
If melancholy is the embodiment of the state of the Spanish nation, textual culture is riddled 
with indications that this condition is one of both tragedy and comedy. Melancholy thrives 
not only in the palatine plots staged for the king and his court but also in the pueblos and 
streets of Madrid recreated for the entremeses enjoyed by all. We need only to look beyond 
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what is elite and male to see it. Only by seeking out marginal melancholies can we realize, 
like the hypochondriac Manuela in La melancólica, that whether high culture or lower class, 
grave or ludic, lovesickness or hypochondria, Spanish or other:  
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